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Abstract

Biomass is organic matter that can be used as an energy resource by means of

conversion technologies, such as pyrolysis. To assess pyrolysis performance of

various biomass materials under different operating conditions and improve

the process efficiency of biomass pyrolysis, the development of accurate, fast

and robust modelling methods is desirable. The main objective of this thesis

is to develop and assess modelling methods to obtain a deeper insight into the

physico-chemical processes affecting a biomass subjected to pyrolysis, more

specifically its (1) kinetics, and (2) mass and (3) heat transfer at a particle level.

The kinetics of biomass pyrolysis have been studied for biomass in the ther-

mally thin regime, and a novel method to obtain the kinetics parameters has

been developed. This method can successfully provide a rapid and accurate es-

timation of the relative contributions of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin to

the volatile yield, as well as their kinetic parameters. The method offers a sim-

ple way to obtain the kinetics parameters directly from thermogravimetric data

and saves computing time by providing sensible initial values and bounds to

the parameters. Wheat straw pellets have been used to study biomass pyrol-

ysis in the thermally thick regime. The heat and mass transfer mechanisms

that take place inside the pellet during pyrolysis have been analized using a

single particle model. As a result, the changes inside a biomass pellet can be

predicted at any given inner position and time during pyrolysis, and the inner

gradients can be observed. It is concluded that the inner temperature distribu-

tion of the pellet depends mainly on the properties of the solid phase, but the

final product distribution is also linked to the flux of the vapour phase, due

to potential additional pyrolysis reactions that could take place if the volatiles

generated are not quickly removed from the particle. All the models imple-

mented are validated against experimental data.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
α extent of conversion
αT thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1

β heating rate
ε emissivity
κ permeability, m2

µ dynamic viscosity, Pa s
νr,i stoichiometry of the species i in the reaction r
ψ test function
ρ density, kg m−3

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W m−2 K−4
σw sigma related to width, K
τ dimensionless time
τ∗ time constant in analytical solution
τSUPG stabilization parameter
τasy asymmetry parameter
θ height fraction
ε porosity
ξr extent of reaction, kg

Letters
A pre-exponential factor, s−1

CL characteristic length, m
Cp heat capacity, J kg−1 K−1
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D diffusivity, m2 s−1

E activation energy, J mol−1

P pressure, Pa
Patm atmospheric pressure
R gas constant, J mol−1 K−1

T temperature, K
TE activation energy temperature, K
T∞ reactor temperature, K
Tp peak temperature, K
∆Hr heat of reaction, J kg−1

λ thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

u velocity, m s−1

vN2 carrier gas velocity, m s−1

dpore pore diameter, m
dp particle diameter, m
f (ρ) reaction model
h heat transfer coefficient, W m−2 K−1

k rate constant, s−1

n reaction order
xi fraction of the component i
CELL cellulose
DAEM distributed activated energy model
DTG derivative thermogravimetry
EGH exponential-Gaussian hybrid
FC fixed carbon
FEM finite element method
FWHM full width at half maximum
H height of the peak
HCE hemicellulose
HHV higher heating value, MJ kg−1

HR heating rate
L particle length
MW molecular weight, kg mol−1

RMS root mean square
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SPM Single Particle Model
SUPG Streamline-upwind Petrov/Galerkin
TG thermogravimetric
TGA thermogravimetric analysis
VM volatile matter
W+ width to the right, K
W− width to the left, K
lignin lignin
r reaction

Subscripts
∞ surrounding condition
0 initial condition
B biomass (wheat+activated wheat)
C char
G gas
T tar
adv advection
i species in the solids or volatiles
p peak
r reaction
s solids (biomass+char)
trans transient
v,V vapour, volatiles (gas+tar)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, the use of fossil fuels raises global concerns because they nega-

tively impact the environment and are a non-renewable resource [1], which

means that we cannot keep relying on them indefinitely. It is because of the

aforementioned reasons that there is a growing trend towards the use of re-

newable fuels [2]. However, it is believed that securing renewable fuel substi-

tutes to the current uses of fossil fuels is not so easy in the near term [1], which

justifies intensive research on improving the technologies related to renewable

energy.

Biomass is organic matter that can be used as a material and energy resource [3].

It has stored solar energy through the process of photosynthesis [3], and the

stored energy can be later utilized via various conversion technologies [4]. A

conversion technology is a type of treatment that is applied to biomass in or-

der to obtain other useful products. The most basic conversion technology to

obtain energy from biomass is combustion, but other more advanced conver-

1
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sion technologies to transform biomass are also available, and research in these

technologies is necessary to achieve a highest degree of process efficiency and

sustainability [5].

Biomass pyrolysis is potentially one of the cheapest routes towards renewable

liquid fuels [6]. It is a promising application at a small scale and at an indus-

trial scale, although the number of commercial pyrolysis plants at an indus-

trial scale is currently still limited. The commercialisation of biomass pyrolysis

technology is a multi-scale challenge [6], from the quality and availability of

feedstock and the efficiency of the process, to the final use of the energy prod-

ucts generated.

Experiments and mathematical models can be used to study the process of

biomass pyrolysis, and both are necessary. Experiments allow to study the

process for given materials and operating conditions, and a model, validated

with experimental data, can predict the pyrolysis behaviour for a range of ma-

terials and operating conditions without the need to perform experiments for

all scenarios, which would be time-consuming and also expensive. A model

can also help in optimizing the operating conditions for the desired products,

which would save time and reduce costs.

Pyrolysis kinetic models describe how the reactions proceed with respect to

temperature or time, but when biomass is in the form of a large particle, the

heat and mass transfer phenomena in the particle need to be taken into ac-

count, and the spatial dimension becomes relevant. Figure 1.1 shows the type

of possible modelling approaches to study the process of biomass pyrolysis.

The models in the upper levels include the models in the lower levels in some
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Figure 1.1: Context of the pyrolysis models developed/applied in this work.

way, even if it is just by making a simplification assumption, although each

individual model can be very complex on its own. The pyrolysis kinetics mod-

els are always zero-dimensional and refer to the reaction mechanism. Biomass

characterization is not specific for pyrolysis, but the biomass properties are re-

quired in all pyrolysis models. The pyrolysis kinetics can be coupled with a

model that includes transport phenomena, like a single particle model, which

renders the changes in temperature and mass across the biomass particle, and

depending on the level of detail required it can be one, two or three-dimensional.

The one-dimensional model renders changes only along one direction inside

the particle, therefore it is used with the assumption of a symmetric particle

such as an sphere or an infinite cylinder, a two-dimensional model allows

changes across two axis inside the particle, reducing the required symmetry

level of the particle, and finally a three-dimensional model is compatible for

any given particle shape. In the diagram there is also a model for reactor con-

figuration, which could combine multiple single particle models to see how

biomass particles interact amongst them, or lump all biomass particles as a
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continuous solid and see how it changes in a given reactor set up.

Another possible model that would encompass all the previously mentioned,

is a supply chain model. This model is not so focused on the process of pyroly-

sis itself, but on the overall life cycle, including the harvesting and biomass col-

lection, pre-processing, storage and transportation, and making sure that the

process is cost-effective and taking into account the environmental impacts [7].

Figure 1.2: Biomass particle with the scope of the contributions of this work.

The overall purpose of this work is to contribute to the field of renewable en-

ergy, focusing on the process of biomass pyrolysis, which is generally used to

obtain energy and chemicals from biomass. The specific contributions of this

work are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.2. The zero-dimensional model de-

scribes pyrolysis at a kinetics level and the spatial dimensions of the biomass

particle are irrelevant, since the particle is assumed to be very small. In this

work a novel analytical method to determine the biomass composition and

pyrolysis kinetics from experimental data of biomass pyrolysis is developed
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to simplify and reduce the fitting time with respect to traditional fitting meth-

ods. In pyrolysis reactors, biomass is typically ground/shredded but the par-

ticles are not fine and they can have diverse sizes and shapes. At the particle

level, the potential impact of the shape and size of the biomass particle on

the pyrolysis performance is taken into account with a one-dimensional and

a three-dimensional single particle models. In this work a one-dimensional

model, assuming a spherical particle shape, has been used to study the pyrol-

ysis of a wheat straw pellet, more specifically the process of volatiles transport

inside the particle and other processes relevant to biomass pyrolysis. A three-

dimensional model with a cylindrical shape, closer to the shape of a biomass

pellet, has been used to also study the pyrolysis of a wheat straw pellet but

with special emphasis on the heat distribution in the pellet, along with other

relevant pyrolysis processes.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the

concepts of biomass, the process of pyrolysis, and the most common exper-

imental and mathematical techniques used to study biomass pyrolysis. In

Chapter 3 the kinetics are studied with thermogravimetric analysis at a ther-

mally thin regime and an analytical method for its determination is developed.

This method is different from the previous ones in that it is based on observ-

able properties and gives information about the meaning of kinetic parame-

ters. The objective addressed in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 is to understand which

are the influencing parameters in heat and mass transfer processes across a

biomass particle, because the transport processes are key in the determination

of the properties and quality of the pyrolysis products. To that end, biomass

pyrolysis is studied at a thermally thick regime, the influence of the transport
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processes that take place inside the biomass particle are taken into account and

studied with a single particle model. Chapter 4 explains the experimental pro-

cedure and the results of the pyrolysis of a biomass single particle, in this case

in the form of a wheat straw pellet. It also serves as the basis for comparison

with the single particle model developed and implemented in the remaining

of this thesis. Chapter 5 presents the governing equations of the single particle

model, as well as a dimensional analysis and a model validation. Chapter 6

presents the one-dimensional model results and Chapter 7 presents the three-

dimensional model results. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the main findings

from each chapter and the thesis overall conclusions.



Chapter 2

Review

The concepts of biomass and pyrolysis are fundamental in this thesis, for that

reason in this chapter the necessary background related to them is given. First,

biomass is described in detail, including its main defining characteristics and

common uses. Then the process of pyrolysis and its operating conditions are

explained, along with the potential products of biomass pyrolysis. Finally,

thermogravimetric analysis, which is the most common method of experimen-

tally studying biomass pyrolysis, is explained, along with the mathematical

expression that is typically used to reproduce the thermogravimetric results,

as well as to model pyrolysis and make predictions.

2.1 Biomass

Biomass is organic material derived in its major part from plants, although it

could come from any recently living organism. In this work when biomass

7
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is mentioned, it will refer to biomass derived from plants. This resource can

be readily available, but the growth and harvest cycles of biomass should be

sustainably managed to avoid consuming it too quickly before it has time to

regrow. It is considered a renewable resource, because once harvested it can

be replaced with new growth at a human time-scale [8], as opposed to fossil

fuels that take millions of years [9]. It is also generally presumed to be a carbon

neutral fuel, the assumption made to exclude the carbon emissions is that the

amount of carbon dioxide released during combustion is the same amount that

was absorbed by the plant, and therefore the net carbon emissions are zero [10].

The carbon neutrality assumption however, might not always be true, because

in the calculation of the carbon footprint from biomass utilization for energy,

the impact of deforestation, the change of land-use and the carbon emissions

derived from biomass combustion are not always included [10]. Nevertheless,

it is true that the carbon dioxide released from a biomass conversion treatment,

could potentially be absorbed again by a new plant, that is why a sustainable

growing and harvesting of biomass is essential, along with the exploitation of

residual biomass from food crops or waste biomass from construction.

2.1.1 Utilization

According to a report from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations (FAO) on access to fuel, currently near 3 billion people rely on tradi-

tional biomass as the main energy source for heat and cooking, using wood,

charcoal or animal waste as a fuel [11]. Traditional biomass, also known as

’traditional biomass energy use’, makes reference to the direct combustion of
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biomass in open fires and cooking ovens. It is mainly used in rural areas of

developing countries, and it is often performed in very inefficient ways, which

might lead to health problems and to an unsustainable collection of wood [12].

The use of traditional biomass might carry environmental and health risks [11][5].

Biomass combustion emissions can be generated from households and indus-

try. The emissions released indoors are especially detrimental to the human

health due to the high concentration of pollutants in an enclosed space, and

the emissions released outdoors apart from having an impact on the human

health, also affect the environment contributing to the greenhouse effect [5].

The most toxic pollutant from biomass combustion on the human health is

the particulate matter which can affect the respiratory system [13], other toxic

pollutants are hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide [13]. The

modern technologies of biomass conversion strive to increase sustainability

and efficiency [14].

In relation to the global energy consumption in 2016, 18.2% was from renew-

able energy, complemented with 79.5% from fossil fuels, and 2.2% from nu-

clear energy [12]. This 18.2% of renewable energy is build up with 7.8% of

traditional biomass and 10.4% of modern renewables. The modern renew-

ables are formed by wind, solar, geothermal, ocean power, hydropower and

biomass. The biomass included in modern renewables makes reference to the

use of modern biomass technologies excluding the traditional biomass use,

however, it could also include the controlled combustion in reactors. In 2016,

biomass from modern renewables contributed with 5% of the total energy con-

sumption, which was used towards heating in industry, heating in buildings,
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electricity and transport [12].

The degree of efficiency of a given conversion technology influences the degree

of efficiency of producing energy from biomass. A summary of the main con-

version technologies for biomass is given later in Section 2.1.4. But efficiency

not only depends on the conversion technology, it also depends on other as-

pects related to the supply chain [15]. For instance, the high moisture content

of biomass might cause self-degradation during storage, with the added risk

of self-ignition due to an increase in temperature caused by the activity of mi-

croorganisms [16], and the low bulk density of biomass means that it will oc-

cupy a great deal of space in the transportation trucks and in storage facilities,

translating also into an increased cost [17]. The seasonality of biomass might

make it difficult to use just a few types of biomass, therefore the conversion fa-

cilities should be able to cope with the variation of the feedstock type [18]. Also

due to the seasonal characteristic of biomass, large storage capacities might be

required to ensure a continuous feedstock flow in conversion plants [19]. The

costs of biomass conversion might also increase if the costs of biomass collec-

tion from spatially scattered and remote areas are included [20].

2.1.2 Types of biomass

Biomass contains edible and non-edible components. The major non-edible

component from biomass is lignocellulose, which consists of cellulose, hemi-

cellulose and lignin [21], these components will be explained in detail in next

section. Biomass with high levels of lignocellulose is preferred for material and

energy feedstock, and biomass with high content of edible components such
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as oils, proteins, carbohydrates and sugar [22] is preferred for food.

Some species of herbaceous biomass and trees are preferred for energy conver-

sion due to their high content of lignocellulose, these are called energy crops

and energy forestry, respectively. Energy crops are specifically grown for fuel,

they are perennial so they do not need to be replanted every year, they give

more biomass output per hectare than regular crops, and they could also use

soil of poorer quality, because they have a lower need of nutrients and wa-

ter [23], which is beneficial to avoid competition for the use of land with food

crops. Examples of energy crops are switchgrass, miscanthus, sweet sorghum

and wheat grass [23]. Energy forestry (or woody energy) has similar advan-

tages as energy crops, in addition of no need for fertilizers or pesticides [23].

Examples of energy forestry are poplar, willow and eucalyptus [23]. The aim

of this work is to study the process of pyrolysis to obtain useful products from

biomass, like chemicals and energy, therefore lignocellulosic biomass is pre-

ferred.

When biomass is grown and harvested from the fields, their removal from

the soil should ideally be compensated with new biomass growth, to avoid

deforestation and to help absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, but in

terms of time scales, it is much quicker to harvest a plant than to plant and

grow it. It is essential then, to have a sustainable crop/forest management, that

is why plants of rapid growth like energy crops are attractive in that respect.

Another aspect to take into account is the nutrient depletion of the soil in the

long term if the nutrients are not replaced with appropriate soil management

techniques. Indeed, the sustainability of the use of biomass as fuel is critical,
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and a life cycle assessment of the process is indispensable [21].

Organic waste from construction, industry and households could also be used

as a feedstock for conversion to energy. This would contribute to a good

residue management, and it would help to avoid biomass over-harvesting,

which means taking more biomass than what can be replaced in the short

term. In the case of organic waste coming from households, also called mu-

nicipal solid waste, it would be difficult to control the pyrolysis conversion

process, because this type of biomass does not necessarily have a major con-

tent of lignocellulose, its composition keeps changing depending on the con-

sumption trends of the households, and it might have a high content of mois-

ture. Instead, solid municipal waste is usually processed with biological treat-

ments [24]. Wood residues from construction or forestry, crop residues from

agriculture or lignocellulosic residues from other industries could still be used

with the majority of biomass conversion technologies.

2.1.3 Composition

Biomass can be characterized in terms of its major chemical components (cellu-

lose, hemicellulose and lignin), its elemental composition (ultimate analysis),

and its products when heated under specific conditions (proximate analysis).

The relative proportion of the main chemical components of biomass varies

across the different types of biomass. According to herbaceous [25] and wood

samples [26] analysed, biomass generally consists of cellulose (30-50%), hemi-

cellulose (20-30%) and lignin (10-20%), with a remaining content of extractives
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(proteins, acids, etc.) and inorganic compounds (10-30%). Hemicellulose is

a branched polymer usually represented by the molecule xylan (C5H8O4). It

should also be noted that the structure of hemicellulose could significantly

vary in different types of biomass [27]. Cellulose is the most abundant organic

compound on Earth, and it can be represented as an unbranched polymer of

glucose (C6H10O5) [27]. Lignin is an amorphous and complex polymer, which

does not have a general chemical formulation to represent it. In some stud-

ies it is represented as C11H12O4, or as a combination of different types of

lignin: hydrogen-rich lignin (C22H28O9), oxygen-rich lignin (C20H22O10) and

carbon-rich lignin (C15H14O4) [28] [29]. Faravelli et al. [29] related the biomass

content of hydrogen and carbon to the corresponding relative composition of

hydrogen-rich lignin, oxygen-rich lignin and carbon-rich lignin. Figure 2.1

shows the chemical structures of each component as reported in the literature.

The experimental determination of the biomass chemical composition can be

done by a diversity of conventional methods of chemical analysis; Some of the

most used procedures are the TAPPI, NREL and SCAN methods [30]. The ex-

perimental extraction mechanisms have the risk of interfering with the sample

during the extraction process [31], therefore different methods could lead to

different results.

The proximate analysis gives the product composition of a biomass sample

that is heated in specific conditions; It characterizes the biomass in terms of its

contents of fixed carbon, volatile matter, moisture and ash. Each product is ex-

perimentally determined by given standards, except for the fixed carbon that

is calculated by difference assuming that the sum with the remaining compo-

nents is 100%. The fixed carbon is the carbonaceous material that remains after
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Figure 2.1: Chemical structure of the biomass components, from [32] as in [33]

all the volatile matter has been released after heating the biomass, without in-

cluding ash, and ash is the inorganic components in biomass such as alkali

metals. A collection of the standard methods used can be found in the litera-

ture [27]. The composition can be given in ’as received’ basis, ’dry’ basis, and

’dry ash-free’ basis. The ’dry ash-free’ basis consists of the sum of all the or-

ganic elements, the ’dry’ basis consists of the sum of the organic elements and

ash, and the ’as received’ basis consists of the sum of the organic elements, ash

and moisture. Common ’as received’ values for the proximate analysis of lig-

nocellulosic biomass, taking into account the results of the proximate analysis

from multiple biomass samples [34], are about 5-10% moisture, less than 5% of

ash, 10-20% fixed carbon, and 70-80% of volatile content.

The elemental composition estimates the amount of carbon, hydrogen and

oxygen, other possible elements that could be included in the analysis are ni-

trogen, sulphur and chlorine. The elemental composition of biomass is deter-

mined by the ultimate analysis. A summary of the experimental standards
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used in this analysis can be found in the literature [27]. Each element is ex-

perimentally determined except for oxygen, which is calculated by difference.

As in the proximate analysis, the results of the ultimate analysis can be given

in different basis. The ash and the moisture are the same as in the proximate

analysis. A typical elemental composition for woody biomass is 50% carbon,

6% hydrogen and 44% oxygen [35]. The same elemental composition is re-

ported for miscanthus (as an example of herbaceous biomass), obtained as an

average from 58 samples from the European Commission database containing

the composition of different biomass types [36].

The Van Krevlen diagram is useful to compare different types of biomass in

terms of their respective oxygen/carbon and hydrogen/carbon ratios. In Fig. 2.2

an example of such diagram taken from the literature can be found; this dia-

gram compares several types of fossil fuels with biomass. The figure also in-

dicates how the heating value changes according to the elemental ratios. The

lower heating value (LHV) of a fuel decreases with increasing oxygen content,

but it increases with increasing hydrogen content [37]. The calorific values

of the materials in the diagram could be ordered from major calorific value to

lower calorific value as anthracite (35-37 MJ kg−1), coal (33-35 MJ kg−1), lignite

(26 MJ kg−1), peat (22 MJ kg−1) and biomass (18-19 MJ kg−1) [38]. Anthracite

and lignite are types of coal.

The results from the experimental characterization of biomass have been used

in empirical correlations to obtain other biomass properties. There are cor-

relations that predict the elemental composition from the proximate analy-

sis [39][40][41], and correlations that predict the heating value of the biomass
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Figure 2.2: Classification of biomass and some fossil fuels according to the Van
Krevelen diagram taken from [27].

from the information of the proximate analysis [42] and from the elemental

analysis [43]. Some correlations are specific for given heating conditions, like a

correlation to predict the product composition for the process of slow pyrolysis

from the elemental analysis [44].

2.1.4 Conversion technologies

The available technologies to convert biomass into energy products are diverse

and can be catalogued into physical, thermo-chemical and bio-chemical, most

of them still being developed and improved to gain in process and cost effi-

ciency. Figure 2.3 is a diagram of the available biomass conversion technolo-

gies.

Physical conversion involves only physical changes like drying, grinding (re-
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duction of the particle size) and pelletization, and its final product is a solid

fuel which could be burned for energy or used in a subsequent conversion

process. Drying and grinding are usually required pretreatments before a

thermochemical conversion process to obtain energy [45]. The moisture in the

biomass affects the heating process and slows down the thermochemical con-

version [46]. Moisture might be beneficial for biological conversion processes,

where an increase in moisture translates into an increase in microbial activ-

ity [47]. Grinding makes the biomass more manageable, and it also increases

the surface area [48], which means that small particles in thermal processes are

going to heat more quickly in comparison with large particles [49]. It should be

noted that pretreatments are only feasible as long as they still make the overall

conversion process cost-efficient [48]. Pelletization is useful when biomass is

transported or stored because it increases its bulk density [50].

The biochemical conversion path involves the use of microorganisms to de-

grade the biomass and digest it, generating other products [51], and as already

mentioned, it is recommendable for biomass with a high moisture content, like

the municipal solid waste [52]. The process can be aerobic (with the presence

of oxygen) or anaerobic (in the absence of oxygen). An example of aerobic con-

version is composting, which yields a solid product that can be used as a soil

amendment [53]. Anaerobic conversion on the other hand, can yield liquid

and gas energy products. Hydrolysis-fermentation and anaerobic digestion

are both biochemical conversion processes in the absence of oxygen that yield a

liquid energy product and a gas energy product respectively. Anaerobic diges-

tion produces carbon dioxide and methane [27], and its stages are hydrolysis,

fermentation, acetogenesis and methanogenesis [54]. Hydrolysis-fermentation
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Figure 2.3: Biomass conversion pathways [57].

is similar to the first two steps of anaerobic digestion. In the hydrolysis step,

biomass is degraded into sugars using acid or enzymes, and then the sugars

are fermented producing ethanol [55]. Fermentation is currently commercially

successful only for biomass with high content of edible components, and not

for lignocellulosic biomass [27].

The thermochemical route involves the decomposition of the biomass material

with the use of increased temperatures. This decomposition can take place in

hot pressurized water (hydrothermal liquefaction), yielding bio-oil as a liquid

product [56]; In air or in oxygen enriched atmospheres (combustion), generat-

ing heat instead of energy products; In an inert atmosphere (pyrolysis), pro-

ducing solid, liquid and gas products; Or with a semi-oxidative atmosphere

and the presence of additives (gasification), which yields a gas product. Pyrol-

ysis is one of the most versatile thermal process because it can be optimized to

target the three types of possible products.
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2.2 Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis is a thermo-chemical technology that when applied to biomass, a

range of products of interest can be obtained. Pyrolysis consists of heating the

biomass feedstock in the absence of oxygen in order to obtain solid (char), gas

and liquid products (tar, bio-oil), with the products distribution depending on

the operating conditions. The next section describes the pyrolysis products,

after that, the process of pyrolysis is going to be explained in more detail in

relation to its operating conditions and the desired end products, and finally,

the common experimental and mathematical methods used to study pyrolysis

are introduced.

2.2.1 Products of biomass pyrolysis

The process of biomass pyrolysis is able to yield solid, liquid and gas prod-

ucts. However, the desired product from pyrolysis is usually bio-oil (liquid

product), because it is easier to store and transport [58]. Bio-oil consists mostly

of a high number of oxygenated compounds and water [59]. It can contain

between 15 to 50 wt% water. If the initial biomass feedstock had a maximum

of 10 wt% moisture, that would translate into 25 wt% water in the bio-oil, in-

cluding the water resulting from the pyrolysis reactions [59]. The major com-

pound groups are water, lignin fragments, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, carbo-

hydrates, phenols, furfurals, alcohols and ketones [27]. All pyrolysis products

could be directly burned to obtain heat, as the original biomass feedstock, but

the advantage of transforming biomass into other products is the possibility to
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use them in other more valuable ways. Bio-oil could be used to obtain chem-

icals after a process of extraction, to obtain transportation fuel after a process

of upgrading, or it could be used directly in turbines or boilers to produce

electricity [58].

Char is the solid material that remains after biomass pyrolysis. The char is

made of carbon in its major part, and low contents of hydrogen, oxygen and

minerals [60]. The char product could be used as a soil amendment, as ac-

tivated carbon, in the steel industry, or to produce carbon-based nanomateri-

als [61]. The characteristics of the resulting char might not be suitable for all the

applications mentioned, but for each case, the pyrolysis operating conditions

can be adjusted in order to obtain the required char quality. Char can be used

as soil amendment but it also behaves as a carbon storage and sequestration

material [62], which helps decrease the amount of carbon that is returned to the

atmosphere once the biomass is decomposed. When the char has a high level of

particle porosity and therefore an increased surface area [63], after a catalytic

pre-treatment it can become activated carbon [64], and the activated carbon

can be used as a filter to remove pollutants from the water and the air [65],

or it could be used for energy storage purposes [66]. Other applications of

char from biomass are in the metallurgical industry [67], and as feedstock for

carbon-based nanomaterials [68].

The main species in the gas phase are hydrogen and carbon monoxide, with

smaller contents of carbon dioxide, water, nitrogen and a range of hydrocar-

bons [69]. The gas product could be used directly in turbines, engines or boil-

ers to produce electricity, or it could be upgraded via FischerTropsch synthesis
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to produce transportation fuel [70]. The energy required for pyrolysis could

be supplied from burning part of the char/gas/bio-oil products [59]. The per-

centage of the produced energy that would be necessary to keep the pyrolysis

plant working might depend on the scale of the plant [69].

2.2.2 Physico-chemical processes in pyrolysis

The main process during biomass pyrolysis is the chemical transformation of

biomass into other products through decomposition. The chemical reactions in

pyrolysis become active when there is enough temperature, hence the biomass

heating has a direct impact on how pyrolysis progresses. Figure 2.4 is a di-

agram of the possible physico-chemical processes in pyrolysis. The chemical

reactions transform the raw biomass into other materials (pyrolysis products).

The heat transfer takes place when the biomass particles receive heat from the

reactor environment, first the surface of the particle is heated and then the

heat travels across the particle towards its center. The mechanisms of surface

heating are thermal convection and thermal radiation, and the mechanism to

transfer heat across the particle is by thermal conduction [71]. There is a fourth

heating mechanism which is the enthalpy of reaction [71]. The pyrolysis reac-

tion might take heat from the particle or generate heat to the particle depend-

ing on their characteristic enthalpy of reaction.

Apart from the chemical reactions and the heat transfer, the process of mass

transfer could also take place during pyrolysis. When biomass decomposes,

it releases volatiles, which are in a vapour state and can move across the solid

biomass particle until they are released through the particle surface. The mech-
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anisms of mass transfer are mass diffusion, when the volatiles generated move

through the particle pores, and mass advection, when the volatiles are released

from the particle through the particle surface [71]. When the particles are very

small, the most dominant process is the chemical reactions (kinetics) [72], but

when the particle increases in size, the heat transfer and the mass transfer can

influence the pyrolysis performance. The influence of the particle size on py-

rolysis is reviewed later in Section 2.2.3. In a pyrolysis model, the kinetics is

the only process that always has to be included, the heat and the mass transfer

might be more or less significant depending on the pyrolysis operating condi-

tions and biomass characteristics.

Physico-chemical
pyrolysis processes

Conduction
Convection
Thermal radiation
Enthalpy of reaction

Chemical reactions

Diffusion
Advection

Kinetics

Mass transfer

Heat transfer

Figure 2.4: Physico-chemical pyrolysis processes.

Once the volatiles are generated, if not removed from the reaction zone (where

they are at elevated temperatures), they might react and decompose further or

combine to favour gas yield over bio-oil [73]. The secondary reactions involv-

ing the volatiles generated from the primary biomass decomposition are called

secondary pyrolysis. The time that a volatile released spends near the particle

in the reaction area is called the volatile residence time. In the reaction area,

the volatiles could undergo secondary pyrolysis due to the high temperatures.
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The volatile residence time is not to be mistaken with the solid residence time,

which is the time that the solid biomass spends in the reactor. Figure 2.5 shows

that, when the volatiles are quickly removed from the reaction area, they can be

subsequently condensed, separating the bio-oil from the gas, bio-oil being the

major fraction [27]. However, if the volatiles are not quickly removed from the

reaction area, they might decompose further or even react with the char, trans-

forming high-density volatiles (bio-oil) into low-density volatiles (gas) [74].

When the volatiles are condensed after undergoing secondary pyrolysis, the

gas fraction has increased to the detriment of the bio-oil phase [75]. The order

of magnitude of the recommended residence times is discussed later in Section

2.2.3.

Volatile condensation
(maximisation of bio-oil yield)

Secondary
pyrolysis

Volatile condensation
(maximisation of gas yield)

Volatile

Short residence time

Long residence time

Figure 2.5: Impact of the residence time of the volatiles on the product yields.

2.2.3 Conditions affecting pyrolysis performance

The operating conditions of pyrolysis and the biomass characteristics will de-

termine which are the dominant physico-chemical processes and also the yield

and composition of the pyrolysis products. There is extensive experimental

work on biomass pyrolysis that consists on adjusting operating conditions or

using different biomass samples to see how it translates into the product yield

distribution and composition. In this section the most relevant findings in this
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area are reviewed. The main operating conditions are the temperature pro-

gram and the volatiles residence time [27], and the main biomass character-

istics that can influence pyrolysis are the biomass composition and the shape

and size of the biomass particles.

Biomass can be subjected to different temperature programs, but it is usually

heated with a slow/fast constant heating rate and then held at a final pyrolysis

temperature for a certain period of time. The pyrolysis reactions proceed when

the biomass reaches a required minimum temperature, which is different for

each of the biomass components. It is possible that the temperature of the

reactor environment is not the same as the temperature of the biomass. As

already mentioned, if the particles are small, they are going to rapidly heat,

and it could be assumed that they are at the same temperature as the reactor

environment. For large particles, the biomass might have a different inner

heating rate that corresponds to how quickly or slowly the heat travels from

the biomass surface to its center. Experimental studies comparing different

temperature programs for biomass pyrolysis can be found in the literature [76,

77, 78]. Their goal is generally to link the temperature conditions to the product

yield distribution. The results of such studies are only representative of the

type of reactor used and also of the type and size of biomass.

The volatile residence time is the time that the vapour phase spends in the

reaction area where the temperature is high. It is an important parameter to

take into account if we are interested in optimizing the pyrolysis conditions

to get specific species in the bio-oil or gas yield. If the volatiles are quickly

removed from the reaction zone and quenched to separate the bio-oil and the
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gas phase, the bio-oil and the gas yield will have a characteristic composition.

If on the other hand the volatiles are not quickly removed, they might have

time to decompose further, or react amongst them or with the char, yielding a

product composition different from the expected with a short residence time.

The biomass properties that have a major impact on the pyrolysis behaviour

are the biomass composition and the shape and the size of the biomass parti-

cles. The biomass composition can be described in several ways. As already

mentioned, the main components of biomass are cellulose, hemicellulose and

lignin. The relative composition of the biomass three main components trans-

lates into a different pyrolysis behaviour [79]. Each biomass main chemical

component undergoes a different decomposition reaction due to their particu-

lar chemical structures, and therefore their degradation occurs in distinct tem-

perature ranges. Hemicellulose starts decomposing between 150 and 350◦C,

cellulose between 275 and 350◦C, and lignin between 250 and 500◦C [27]. It is

also acknowledged that interactions between the components can affect their

decomposition [80, 81, 82], but the effect of this interaction is typically as-

sumed not to be significant [79]. Other components that might affect the per-

formance, are the moisture, ash and extractives. The initial moisture in the

biomass affects the pyrolysis behaviour and the composition of the bio-oil

product [83]. The extractives are minor organic components in biomass like

fats, proteins, resins, etc., and they could make up between 5 and 10%wt of the

dry biomass [84]. For instance, higher lignin and extractives content favour the

char yield, and higher holocellulose (cellulose + hemicellulose) content favours

the volatiles yield [85]. Ash represents the inorganic components in biomass.

The alkali metals in particular might act as a catalyser and interfere with the
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pyrolysis reactions [86]. The presence of mineral matter might decrease the de-

composition temperature and rate, inhibiting also the volatile generation, more

specifically, the liquid fraction [87]. The thermophysical properties of biomass

also influence the pyrolysis behaviour, but at the same time the biomass prop-

erties change with temperature.

Particle
size

Homogeneous heating
Volatiles quick release

Thermally thin regime

Heterogeneous heating
Volatiles slow release

Thermally thick regime

Large particles

Bi > 0.1

Small particles

Bi < 0.1

Figure 2.6: Particle thermal regime depending on the particle size.

The shape and the size of the biomass particles can influence the pyrolysis

behaviour. Figure 2.6 is a diagram that distinguishes the thermal regime cor-

responding to either small or large particles. The Biot number is defined as

h CL
λ , being h the heat transfer coefficient, CL the particle characteristic length,

and λ the thermal conductivity coefficient. When Bi is smaller than 0.1, it can

be assumed that the particle will heat homogeneously without internal tem-

perature gradients [88]. Small particles are considered to be in the kinetically

controlled regime, because the reactions occur homogeneously across the par-

ticle [72]. Because of the small size of the particle, the volatiles generated can

be quickly released from the particle to the reactor environment. The reactions

in large particles do not happen homogeneously across the particle because
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they depend on the particle inner temperature gradient, and the volatiles gen-

erated are released more slowly than with small particles because the volatiles

have to travel across the particle porosity [72]. Koufopanos et al. suggested

that the pyrolysis process for particles below 1 mm is controlled by the kinetic

rate, and for particles larger than 1 mm is controlled by both kinetics and trans-

port processes [79]. Other maximum particle sizes have been reported in the

literature depending on the conditions of the experiments performed, but they

are generally in the order of 1 mm or below [89]. In terms of product yields,

pyrolysis of small particles contribute to an increase in the liquid yield [75, 90].

Different particle shapes and sizes have been considered in pyrolysis stud-

ies [91, 71]. Lu et al. [71] compared the pyrolysis of biomass particles of dif-

ferent shapes. The selected shapes were a flat plate, a cylinder and a sphere.

They found that the pyrolysis time is higher for spherical particles, and that

they also yield less oil than the other particle shapes. The reason is that the

spherical particles have a much lower surface area-to-mass ratio in compari-

son with the other shapes [71]. They also found that the impact of the particle

shape on pyrolysis is accentuated with increasing particle size.

According to the pyrolysis operating conditions and the particle size, pyrolysis

can be classified as slow (conventional) pyrolysis, fast pyrolysis, and flash py-

rolysis [69]. Slow pyrolysis conditions favour the char yield [64], and fast py-

rolysis conditions favour the volatile (gas + liquid) yield [27]. Table 2.1 shows

a classification of the main pyrolysis types, they are named according to how

quickly the biomass is heated. Slow pyrolysis requires a medium final tem-

perature, a slow heating rate, a large particle size, and the process might take
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in the order of minutes maximizing the char yield. Fast pyrolysis requires a

medium high temperature, a medium heating rate, a small particle size, and

a short volatile residence time. Flash pyrolysis requires a higher final tem-

perature than fast pyrolysis, a higher heating rate, a smaller particle size and

a smaller volatile residence time. The difference between fast pyrolysis and

flash pyrolysis is that flash pyrolysis maximizes the bio-oil fraction over the

gas fraction in the product yield. Basically, to preserve as many high molec-

ular weight volatiles (bio-oil) as possible, the residence time needs to be very

short. However, depending on the desired species in the bio-oil, conditions

different from those given in the table might be required.

Table 2.1: Types of pyrolysis according to their operating conditions, adapted
from [75, 64, 27].

Operating condition Slow Fast Flash

Pyrolysis temperature (K) 550-950 850-1250 1050-1300

Heating rate (K s−1) 0.1-1 10-200 >1000

Particle size (mm) 5-50 <1 <0.2

Solid residence time (s) ∼600 0.5-10 <0.5

Volatile residence time (s) ∼600 <2 <1

Main products char, gas bio-oil, gas bio-oil

At a particle level, other factors that might affect the heat and mass transfer

and the extent of reaction, and are usually neglected in the particle models,

are swelling, shrinking and changes in the internal particle structure like frag-

mentation or pore size changes. Shrinkage is believed to influence pyrolysis

of particles in the thermally thick regime, because the volatiles generated will

have to travel a shorter length through the particle when they are released from
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it, and it would also reduce the insulation layer between the environment and

the center of the particle [92]. The breakage of the particles during biomass

pyrolysis is suggested to favour the bio-oil yield, because it reduces the parti-

cle size. The breakage is observed to happen at the end of the pyrolysis period

when most of the particle is already char; It could happen at medium tempera-

tures caused by a weakened internal structure, or at high temperatures caused

by an elevated internal pressure [93].

The desired pyrolysis conditions can be achieved using different reactor con-

figurations. Each reactor has its own biomass capacity and its own heating

mechanism, that is why the results from experiments using a specific reactor

might not be comparable to the results obtained from a different reactor, de-

spite using similar biomass samples and pyrolysis conditions. The reactor di-

mension is not in the scope of this thesis, but experimental data from a thermo-

gravimetric analyser and from a single particle reactor are used. In Chapter 3,

the experimental data used is taken from the literature, and it was obtained

using thermogravimetric techniques to minimize the impact of the heat and

mass transfer phenomena. In Chapter 4, the experimental data is obtained by

using a single particle reactor, with the aim of studying the biomass pyroly-

sis at a particle level, including the effect of heat and mass transfer across the

biomass, but without having to consider the impact of the reactor configura-

tion and interactions amongst particles.
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2.3 Experimental investigation of biomass

pyrolysis

When performing experiments of biomass pyrolysis in order to elucidate which

are the possible reaction mechanisms, it is important to make sure that the

experiments are performed in a kinetically controlled regime, as already dis-

cussed in Section 2.2.3, which requires the use of small biomass particles. In

that case, it can be assumed that the temperature of the biomass is the same as

the temperature of the reactor environment.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a widely used standard approach for the

analysis of solid-state kinetics [94], including the study of the thermal decom-

position of biomass. Thermogravimetric data can be used to estimate a kinetic

mechanism configuration, and also to estimate the values of the kinetic param-

eters that describe each reaction in the kinetic mechanism. In TGA, a sample is

subjected to a temperature program, and changes in the weight of the sample

are recorded. The plotted curve that describes the weight loss with time or

temperature is the thermogravimetric (TG) curve. From the first derivative of

the TG curve, the derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve is obtained. The

DTG curve describes the mass loss rate of the sample (rate of reaction) with

temperature or time. A DTG curve from biomass pyrolysis typically features

several peaks, each of them corresponding to the individual decomposition of

each chemical component [95].

Figure 2.7 is an example of experimental data obtained from thermogravimet-

ric analysis, featuring a TG and a DTG curve with temperature. The mass loss
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curve starts from a fraction of 1 and decreases about 80 %, with only 20% of

the initial weight remaining as char. The DTG curve shows a hint of where the

three different reaction peaks, belonging to hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin,

could be placed. Each individual peak has a different height (H), a different

peak temperature (Tp) and a different width. In this case, peak temperature

should not be mistaken with the maximum temperature that is reached dur-

ing pyrolysis, the peak temperature in this case is the temperature at which

the highest point of an individual DTG curve is placed. The width of peak

1 and peak 3 is more difficult to observe because the individual peaks are

overlapped. The DTG curve reaches an absolute maximum at a temperature

around 630 K, when the mass loss curve displays a steep decrease.

H1

H2

H3
Tp,1 Tp,2

width

Figure 2.7: Pyrolysis of a wood sample at 10 K min−1 [96]. TG curve (green
line) and DTG curve (blue line); Tp is the peak temperature, H is the peak
height, and the numerical subscript refers to the individual peak.
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Either of the two curves could be used to estimate possible reaction mecha-

nisms and kinetics parameters. To do so, some assumptions in terms of reac-

tion model and reaction mechanism need to be made, and in the end it can be

assessed how good the initial assumptions were. From the DTG curve, rather

than from the TG curve, it is easier to distinguish the different reactions cor-

responding to the different components, because each peak represents the re-

action of a different component, therefore the DTG data might be more mean-

ingful in terms of estimating a reliable kinetic mechanism. TGA is usually

performed with small samples of up to 20 mg and a particle size no larger than

100 µm [79]. In TGA, the temperature of the reaction environment can be set

constant in order to perform isothermal analysis or set into a dynamic mode,

usually consisting of a constant heating rate of up to 100 K min−1 [28].

Experiments that seek to study biomass pyrolysis in conditions closer to indus-

trial applications use biomass particles of diverse sizes and shapes, because

grounding biomass to fine particles is an expensive process [97] and it would

not always be economically feasible. Still, some level of cutting/grinding of

the biomass is required as a pre-treatment before entering the pyrolysis reac-

tor [97], resulting in irregular shapes and sizes [98]. Large biomass particles

display an internal temperature gradient, as opposed to fine particles that heat

instantaneously. From experimental data it has been observed that different

pyrolysis temperatures yield a different volatile composition [99], therefore

different heating rates also yield different species in the volatile product [100].

Having a large particle with internal temperature gradients is similar to having

a fine particle with an external heating rate, because the particle does not heat

instantaneously to the final pyrolysis temperature. The size of the particle and
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its thermophysical properties determines how the internal gradient of tem-

perature is going to be, but different particle sizes also contribute to different

volatile species because for large particles there might be volatiles temporarily

trapped in the pores, and additional homogeneous and heterogeneous reac-

tions involving the volatiles might take place.

The pyrolysis of large biomass particles can be studied with single particle

reactors, or with pyrolysis reactors that have large biomass capacities, but in

the latter the particles individual behaviour cannot be discerned. Studies in-

volving pyrolysis reactors of different configurations are very useful to design

or optimize the implementation of biomass pyrolysis at both small and large

scale, which is the next step after studying the individual behaviour of biomass

particles. In this work a single particle reactor is used to experimentally anal-

yse the process of biomass pyrolysis under different operating conditions such

as reactor temperature and reactor atmosphere, keeping constant other condi-

tions as the biomass type and pellet size.

The reactor atmospheres used are nitrogen and a combination of nitrogen and

oxygen (oxidative pyrolysis). As previously mentioned, there are other ther-

mal processes that can be applied to biomass, such as gasification and com-

bustion. In gasification and combustion there is an oxidative atmosphere, and

therefore studies on oxidative pyrolysis are useful to gain a fundamental un-

derstanding on the role of oxygen in biomass thermal processes. Furthermore,

small amounts of oxygen can be used in order to achieve auto-thermal pyroly-

sis [101].
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2.4 Modelling approaches of biomass pyrolysis

The interest in modelling the process of biomass pyrolysis comes from the need

to be able to quickly predict the quantity and quality of the product yields for

different types of biomass, and also to be able to optimize the process condi-

tions in order to favour the desired product yields.

2.4.1 Configuration of reaction mechanisms

Kinetic analysis is often used to elucidate the reaction mechanisms of biomass

pyrolysis. A good reaction mechanism should be able to predict the pyroly-

sis behaviour for a wide range of operating conditions and biomass types, in

order to be coupled with transport models and thus, scale up the process for

industrial purposes. There is not a single way to describe the pyrolysis reac-

tions [102], but in this section the most typical ways of describing them are

summarized. A reaction mechanism describes step by step the reactions that

take place in a chemical process. The first type of reaction mechanisms that

were determined for biomass pyrolysis describe biomass as a single homoge-

neous component, which is not true, but is an assumption that simplifies a

great deal the determination of its decomposition kinetics. An example of the

most simple pyrolysis mechanism can be found in Fig. 2.8, which consists of a

single first-order reaction (r1), and can describe the decomposition of biomass,

but it does not predict different types of products.

This single-component kinetic scheme can comprise more than a single reac-

tion, and they can be parallel and/or consecutive reactions. Parallel reactions
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Biomass Products
r1

Figure 2.8: Single-component and single-step kinetic scheme.

are competing reactions with a shared reactant, and consecutive reactions are

reactions that use the product of a reaction as a reactant for a successive reac-

tion. Each reaction can be described with a set of kinetic parameters such as the

activation energy and the pre-exponential factor. A review of the values of the

kinetic parameters for single-component mechanisms and for different species

of wood can be found in the work of Blasi [103], where some of the mecha-

nisms consist of a single decomposition reaction, but most of them consist of a

three-step scheme of configuration similar to the scheme in Fig. 2.9. The value

of the pre-exponential factors reported in the literature by Blasi range between

2.4×104 and 1.11×1011 s−1, and the value of the reported activation energies

range between 69 and 177 kJ mol−1. In Fig. 2.9, the decomposition of wood is

rendered with three parallel reactions (r1, r2, r3) yielding three types of prod-

uct, and each product is described in a general manner, independent of the

specific species comprised in them.

Wood

Gas

Tar

Char

r1

r2

r3

Figure 2.9: Single-component and three-step scheme of wood pyrolysis.

Thermogravimetric data from similar types of biomass can be analysed collec-

tively to obtain a single reaction mechanism that is generalizable to biomass

groups, like hardwood or softwood. Kinetic mechanisms can also be specific
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to one biomass component. Cellulose is the most studied biomass component,

and the same type of scheme configurations as in wood pyrolysis have been

used to describe cellulose pyrolysis. Figure 2.10 shows an example of a kinetic

scheme for cellulose pyrolysis. This scheme is different in that an intermediate

step is included, in which cellulose first transforms into active cellulose before

transforming into the final products. Active cellulose is not a product in itself,

but this intermediate step is a practical approach to render an observed delay

in the decomposition of the solid, of which the cause is unknown or difficult

to model.

Cellulose Activated
cellulose

Bio-oil

Char + gas

r1
r 2

r3

Figure 2.10: Cellulose kinetic scheme [104].

Up to this point, we have seen kinetic mechanisms suitable for specific types

of biomass, but they are not generalizable to other biomass types. A practical

approach to increasing the applicability of the determined kinetic mechanisms

to a wider range of biomass types, is to assume that the overall decomposition

of a biomass sample can be described as a sum of the individual decomposi-

tion of its main chemical components (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin) [95].

This assumption is corroborated by the presence of multiple peaks in the DTG

curve; If there was a single reaction, there would be only one peak in the DTG

curve. A second assumption that is usually made, is that there are no signifi-

cant interactions between the biomass components [79], otherwise the overall

pyrolysis behaviour of a biomass could not be rendered just by adding the in-

dividual pyrolysis behaviour of its components, it would also have to take into
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account potential reactions amongst them, that modify the overall decompo-

sition rate and the products yield distribution. Components interactions are

generally considered not to have a significant impact on the overall decompo-

sition process, but some experimental studies have shown that in some cases,

the possible interactions of the biomass components might have an impact on

the pyrolysis behaviour. For instance, at high temperature, lignin and cellulose

interaction has been found to reduce the generation of levoglucosan, increas-

ing the yield of low molecular volatiles [105]. At this point in time, reaction

mechanisms for biomass pyrolysis that include the effect of the interactions

amongst components have not yet been described in the literature.

A multi-component kinetic mechanism comprises the individual decomposi-

tion behaviour of each component. Sometimes other components could be

taken into consideration, like water and extractives. Each reaction scheme can

comprise a series of single-step reactions and/or consecutive reactions. In this

way, the kinetic parameters are estimated for each biomass component, and

what determines the pyrolysis behaviour and the product yields of the differ-

ent biomass types, is their different relative amounts of each component.Two

examples of such multi-component mechanisms can be found in Fig. 2.11, both

of them yielding three types of product, bio-oil, char and gas. Both mecha-

nisms consist of three first order reactions, two of them yielding products. The

difference between the two mechanisms is the way in which they group the

products. In the mechanism from Miller et al. [106], the char and the gas are

yielded from the same reaction, but in different amounts, given by the frac-

tion x. In the mechanism from Koufopanos et al. [79], is the bio-oil and the

gas that are yielded from the same reaction. The way in which these mecha-
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nisms lumped the products was perhaps due to the lack of data about the final

product characterization.

Component Activated
component

Bio-oil

x Char + (1− x) gas

r1
r 2

r3

(a)

Component Activated
component

x bio-oil + (1− x) gas

Char

r1
r 2

r3

(b)

Figure 2.11: Two examples of a biomass component pyrolysis scheme as a
part of a multi-component mechanism, (a) from Miller et al. [95] and (b) from
Koufopanos et al. [79].

Kinetics mechanisms proposed for biomass pyrolysis have been changing and

increasing in complexity and detail with the development of new computa-

tional and experimental techniques. The multi-component reaction mecha-

nisms could become more complex if instead of having three types of products

(gas, liquid and solid), the reactions would predict the specific species in the

gas and in the bio-oil phases. More recently, Ranzi et al. [107, 108] developed

a multi-component detailed mechanism using sample molecules for hemicel-

lulose, cellulose and lignin, and yielding specific species in the bio-oil and gas

products. Their mechanism combines parallel and consecutive reactions and

includes a large number of species. The information required to apply this

mechanism is the atomic composition of each component/species involved,

and as any other multi-component mechanism, information about the com-

position of the raw biomass. Kinetic mechanisms that render secondary reac-

tions are also available in the literature [95]. Secondary pyrolysis might happen
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when volatiles are not removed from the reacting zone, and therefore heteroge-

neous reactions between the volatiles released and the remaining biomass, and

homogeneous reactions in the vapour phase might take place. Some mecha-

nisms for the primary pyrolysis already take into account the possibility to add

extra reactions of tar decomposing further [95].

In the case of biomass pyrolysis, reaction mechanisms are specially difficult to

elucidate because of the very heterogeneous composition of biomass and the

complexity of the pyrolysis reactions. Some mechanisms might only be able to

render the process for similar types of biomass and for similar operating con-

ditions to the experiments used to determine the reaction kinetics. In the next

section several methods to determine the reaction kinetics from thermogravi-

metric data are reviewed.

2.4.2 Determination of the kinetic parameters

A pyrolysis model describes how the raw biomass transforms into the pyrol-

ysis products with time or temperature. The basic parts required to build a

pyrolysis model are a rate equation and a kinetic mechanism. The rate equa-

tion usually consists of the Arrhenius constant and a rate law. The rate law

describes how the rate of reaction changes according to temperature and to the

remaining mass left. The Arrhenius constant already has a defined expression

but assumptions have to be made for the rate law and the kinetic mechanism.

Once a kinetic mechanism has been selected, the values of its kinetics parame-

ters need to be determined. Additionally to the kinetics parameters, if the ki-

netic mechanism is based on a multi-component approach, the corresponding
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biomass composition also needs to be determined, either experimentally or by

the same mathematical techniques used to determine the kinetics parameters.

The determination of biomass composition and biomass pyrolysis kinetics is

an ongoing research topic, due to the lack of a quick and reliable method to

analyse the biomass composition, and also to the lack of a definitive kinetic

mechanism able to render the complexity of the biomass pyrolysis kinetics for

any type of biomass. Wet chemistry techniques are usually employed for the

determination of biomass composition, although it is known to be costly, time

consuming, and the fractions may be altered in the process. Near infrared

(NIR) spectroscopy has been reported as an alternative approach to determine

biomass composition, however, this technique requires sophisticated equip-

ment and can result in overlapping absorption peaks, making the identifica-

tion of components more difficult [109]. Deconvolution (or fitting) of TGA

data from biomass pyrolysis is another approach that has been studied to ob-

tain the biomass composition [110, 111, 112, 113], and it can also be used to

study the pyrolysis kinetics. In this case the calculated composition accounts

for the volatile fractions of each component in biomass, having biomass over

80 wt% of volatile matter on a dry, ash-free basis [114]. The biomass compo-

sition found through deconvolution of a DTG curve is suitable to use in com-

bination with a multi-component kinetic mechanism, because the mechanism

describes how the volatile fraction of the biomass is released from the solid.

The kinetic parameters can be determined from thermogravimetric data. Ide-

ally, the values of the parameters should be as generalizable to other types of

biomass and to other pyrolysis conditions as possible, which is challenging
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because of the natural heterogeneity of biomass composition. Several meth-

ods can be used to determine the kinetics parameters from the derivative ther-

mogravimetric data, in this chapter a new method has been developed (peak

shape method [115]). Table 2.2 shows a summary of the most popular methods.

In the model-free methods it is assumed that the rate depends on a reaction

model f (α), but for the calculation of the reaction kinetics the model does not

need to be defined, as opposed to model-fitting methods. In isoconversional

methods the calculated activation energy is different depending on the extent

of conversion α, as opposed to the other methods in which the value of the ac-

tivated energy is assumed to be constant during the whole pyrolysis process.

The rate equation, that describes the DTG curve, can be used in the differential

or integral form, and the thermogravimetric data can be experimentally ob-

tained with a linear temperature program, either isothermal or with a constant

heating rate, or with a non-linear program. Only the numerical integration

methods are suitable for any temperature program and for mechanisms with

consecutive reactions. All methods, except the numerical integration and the

peak shape method, are based on linear regression procedures that might lead

to oversimplifications [116].

Model-fitting is used in this work to determine the values of the kinetic param-

eters and also to get an estimated biomass composition, both of them according

to a given multi-component kinetic mechanism. The individual component

reactions can be distinguished from the DTG curve, and the different charac-

teristic reaction peaks need to be deconvolved using model-fitting. A decon-

volution based on a reaction kinetics model normally requires an optimization

algorithm and an initial estimate of the model parameters; in addition, the rel-
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Table 2.2: Selection of methods to calculate the kinetics parameters from ther-
mogravimetric data. MFI: Model-free isoconversional, MFNI: Model-free non-
isoconversional, and MF: model-fitting.

Method Type Equation Temperature

Friedman [117] MFI differential isothermal/const. heating rate

FWO [118, 119] MFI integral const. heating rate

KAS [120, 121] MFI integral const. heating rate

Kissinger [120] MFNI integral const. heating rate

Coats-Redfern [122] MF integral const. heating rate

Peak shape method MF integral isothermal/const. heating rate

Numerical integration MF differential any

ative contribution of the biomass components is needed if a multi-component

mechanism is used. If the model is complex or has numerous adjustable pa-

rameters, for many algorithms the initial estimates of the parameters should

not be too different from their optimal values; therefore, a good initial estimate

of the parameters is paramount to achieve a meaningful fit. These initial val-

ues would normally be estimated using the results from previous fits or from

literature data when available. When a good initial estimate of the parameters

is not available, evolutionary optimization algorithms, like differential evolu-

tion, genetic algorithms [123] or particle swarm optimization [124] can be used.

Evolutionary algorithms do not require good starting values to find a global

optimum and are typically initialized randomly; however, these optimization

algorithms can be very time consuming.

In this work efforts have been made to relate the basic features of a DTG curve

directly to parameters of reaction kinetics models. Previous work has studied

how changes in the order of reaction, activation energy, pre-exponential factor
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and heating rate affect the shape of the mass loss and DTG curves [119]. The

peak temperature is a parameter in the Van-Krevelen approximation for the ex-

ponential integral of the Arrhenius equation [125], and it is also central in the

widely used model-free Kissinger method, able to extract kinetic parameters

from DTG data at different heating rates [126]. A method to calculate the ki-

netic parameters from a single DTG curve was developed by Kim et al. [127],

first using the peak temperature and the height of peak, later improved by

adding a third shape parameter, which is the conversion at the peak temper-

ature, to determine the reaction order assuming an nth-order reaction mecha-

nism [128]. The effect on the DTG curves of different reaction mechanisms was

analyzed and described by Dollimore et al. [129] in terms of their width at half-

height and conversion at the peak temperature to obtain a correlation between

the shape of the DTG curve and kinetic mechanism. Farjas et al. [130] de-

veloped an approximate analytical solution for non-isothermal thermogravi-

metric data, and applied it to the decomposition of calcium carbonate and to

the crystallization of amorphous silicon. Their expressions are based on the

peak temperature and use an approximation to solve the temperature inte-

gral. Most of the previous work in the literature that relates the shape of the

DTG curve with reaction kinetics relies on numerical analysis. The approach

of this work is entirely analytical and provides a direct link between shape and

reaction kinetics. Other analytical attempts developed to solve the mathemat-

ical expression that renders the rate of reaction are suitable to be used with

a single-component kinetic mechanism, and require data from multiple DTG

curves with non-isothermal heating conditions. The present method takes into

account all possible shape parameters of the DTG curve, it can be applied with
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either single-component or multi-component kinetic mechanisms, and it can

use experimental data from single or multiple DTG curves that had been ob-

tained in isothermal or non-isothermal heating conditions.

Once the values of the kinetic parameters for a pyrolysis model have been de-

termined with the help of experimental data, ideally the pyrolysis model could

be used to predict the pyrolysis behaviour with operating conditions differ-

ent from the experimental ones, but the model might not be flexible enough

to do that. If a model flexible enough to change the operating conditions is

desired, a possible solution is to simultaneously evaluate the thermogravimet-

ric data from different TG/DTG curves. With a simultaneous evaluation of

multiple experimental data, the idea is to obtain one or more shared kinetic

parameters amongst them. The simultaneous evaluation of thermogravimet-

ric data becomes more complex when instead of assuming a single-component

mechanism a multi-component mechanism is used, and it can be carried out

in several ways. For example, Grønli et al. [131] simultaneously fitted DTG

curves from different types of biomass using the same heating rate, and deter-

mined a single activation energy for all samples but different pre-exponential

factors and component fractions. In contrast, Branca et al. [132] used DTG

data from the same type of biomass at different heating rates, and determined

a single set of kinetic parameters but different initial component fractions de-

pending on the heating rate. When dealing with multi-component and/or

multi-step mechanisms with overlapping reactions, simultaneous non-linear

fitting of data from different heating programs is advisable [133].
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2.4.3 Combination of kinetics with transport phenomena

The pyrolysis of large biomass particles, as opposed to small biomass particles,

cannot be rendered with a zero-dimensional kinetics model, it also requires to

capture the effects of how the heat and the mass are transferred across the

particle.

Single particle models (SPMs) study the heat and mass transfer inside a large

biomass particle, and how they affect the final product yields of pyrolysis.

Some of the common assumptions in the SPMs found in the literature are that

(1) the particle is a solid with a void fraction (porosity), (2) both the solid and

the vapour phase are in thermal equilibrium, (3) the particle does not shrink

or break, (4) the heat is transferred from the reactor environment to the parti-

cle by thermal radiation and thermal convection, the heat travels through the

particle by conduction, and that (5) the volatiles generated behave like an ideal

gas and (6) are released from the particle driven by a pressure gradient (mass

convection), but their diffusion is neglected. Most of them are based on woody

biomass, they are solved with one-dimensional models assuming a spherical

particle shape, where the heat and transfer processes happen symmetrically,

and they are numerically solved with the finite volume method, which is the

method implemented in most of the commercial fluid dynamics software.

SPMs combine kinetics with heat and mass transfer mechanisms. Different

type of kinetics mechanisms are used in the SPMs, some studies even compare

them to see which assumption of kinetics would be best according to their ex-

perimental data [134], but practically all of them use mechanisms that assume

that the products are lumped in groups according to their phase (vapour phase
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or solid phase), or at most the separation of the vapour phase into bio-oil and

gas. Also, all SPMs tend to show how the center temperature of the particle

increases during pyrolysis, and give information related to the mass loss of

biomass and the generation of the pyrolysis products. But with the surge of

more advanced computational methods, some assumptions and type of out-

puts can be revisited. Next some SPMs found in the literature are reviewed,

pointing out if they make unusual assumptions or give different kind of re-

sults.

Corbetta et al. [135] implemented a detailed kinetic mechanism into a SPM,

including secondary pyrolysis reactions. The kinetic mechanism is based on

the one previously published by Ranzi et al. [107] in which the biomass com-

ponents and the pyrolysis products are given in the empirical formula of their

representative molecule. Shrinkage was included in the model from Anca-

Cuoce et al. [136] and in the model from Babu et al. [92], using a correlation for

shrinking that depends on the degree of mass loss and solving the model equa-

tions with the finite volume method and the finite difference method respec-

tively. Park et al. [93] experimentally studied the breakage of woody particles

undergoing pyrolysis, and to that end they used a SPM to report information

related to the distribution and evolution of the particle inner pressure and the

char yield. Ciesielski et al. [137] used a three-dimensional SPM that they solved

with the finite element method. The reason for using a three-dimensional

model is to capture the particle microstructure with its irregular pore sizes

and directions of the porosity channels. Solving all the typical heat and mass

transfer processes of biomass pyrolysis with such a complex geometry carries

an increase of computational workload, therefore they only included the heat
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transfer with the process of heat conduction, and the mass transfer with the

process of mass diffusion, excluding chemical reactions. Some studies have

not made the assumption of thermal equilibrium between the gas phase and

the solid phase [138, 139], but the reasons or potential gain in accuracy have not

been discussed. Ghabi et al. [138] have used a two-dimensional SPM to simu-

late a fixed bed reactor, potentially all SPM could also depict a fixed bed reactor

because both the particle and the biomass in the fixed bed reactor, consist of a

solid phase with a void fraction. As they mention, the surface of exchange be-

tween the solid and the gas phase in a fixed bed reactor is the same as the pore

surface in a single particle. Other studies have used a SPM to study the per-

formance of biomass particles in a reactor by using some operating conditions

characteristic of the given reactor types. Di Blasi et al. [140] and Anca-Cuoce et

al. [136] coupled a one-dimensional SPM with typical heat transfer coefficients

for fixed and fluidised bed reactors, and Anca-Cuoce et al. also compares the

computational time required using different time-steps characteristic of differ-

ent reactors, and an external heat transfer model from a fluidized bed reactor.

The single particle model has parameter unknowns that are difficult to de-

termine from the experiments and their values are usually assumed from the

literature. The most sensitive parameters, at least at low-temperature pyroly-

sis, are the enthalpy of formation of char and tar, the heat transfer coefficient,

the thermal conductivity of the biomass and the rate of char formation [141].
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2.5 Conclusions

To use biomass as an alternative to fossil fuels, research on the kinetics and

transport phenomena of its thermochemical conversion technologies is needed

to achieve high energy efficiency. Research on biomass pyrolysis is currently

focused on both fundamental and practical aspects of the process, including

intrinsic reaction kinetics, and heat and mass transfer at particle and reactor

scales. The kinetics and the transport phenomena are the main controlling

processes to take into account for reactor and process design, and for the pre-

diction of the product yields. Biomass pyrolysis has a lot of potential but is

not yet fully implemented at an industrial scale. Research on biomass thermal

treatments at different levels, with the aim of improving the operability of the

pyrolysis plants with a diverse range of biomass types, and obtaining a more

detailed prediction of the product yields is required.

Thermogravimetric analysis is used to identify a suitable reaction mechanism

for biomass pyrolysis, and single particle reactors or reactors with larger biomass

capacities are used to investigate the influence of the particle size on the py-

rolysis performance. For individual biomass types, a single-component mech-

anism might successfully describe its pyrolysis behaviour, but when a kinetic

mechanism is intended for multiple biomass types, a multi-component mech-

anism is more capable of rendering different pyrolysis behaviour according to

the different biomass compositions. There is a diversity of mathematical meth-

ods to obtain the value of the kinetic parameters corresponding to the reaction

mechanisms, the election of the best method depends on the level of accuracy

desired, the type of reaction mechanism, and the mathematical tools available.
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Once a kinetic mechanism and the kinetic parameters have been assumed or

determined, to study the pyrolysis behaviour for large biomass particles, a sin-

gle particle model or a reactor model are necessary to include the processes of

heat and mass transfer that take place inside the biomass particle (single par-

ticle model), or amongst the biomass particles at different positions inside a

reactor (reactor model).

Part of the contribution of this thesis is related to the direct determination of

the kinetic parameters for the process of biomass pyrolysis from thermogravi-

metric data, which is given in the next chapter (Chapter 3), and the other part

is related to the investigation of the transport processes that take place inside

the biomass particles during pyrolysis (Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7).



Chapter 3

Development of an analytical

solution for a lumped pyrolysis

model

In this chapter, a method to estimate the parameters of a reaction kinetics

model directly from the features of a DTG curve is developed, in particular,

the peak temperature, height, width, skewness, as well as the conversion at the

peak temperature. This method is different from the previously reported in the

literature in that it is based on parameters observable from the experimental

data, it saves computing time by reducing the number of iterations needed to

fit experimental DTG data and by providing sensible initial values and con-

straints to model parameters, independently of the optimization method used

and without the need of previous kinetic information of the process. In this

case the method is applied to the pyrolysis of biomass and compared with

50
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literature data, but it could also be applied to the pyrolysis of a biomass of

which there is no previous information in the literature or to any type of poly-

mer decomposition process of which thermogravimetric data can be obtained.

Furthermore, it can be used with any reaction model, as long as the number

of model parameters does not exceed the number of measurable shape pa-

rameters. In this case, a high number of shape parameters are included in the

method and can be used in any combination, although the expressions become

increasingly complex. In addition, it also allows a simple manner to screen re-

action models to determine their applicability.

Explicit expressions are given for single-step nth-order reactions with rate con-

stants given by the Arrhenius equation.

3.1 Kinetics analysis with model-fitting

The purpose of model-fitting or curve-fitting is to determine the values of the

kinetics or other model parameters of a given mathematical model of biomass

pyrolysis by comparing the calculated results with experimental data. The

mathematical model used describes the rate of reaction and the experimen-

tal data used is the derivative thermogravimetric data. As previously men-

tioned, the rate of reaction of biomass pyrolysis is experimentally rendered by

the TG/DTG curves (see Fig. 2.7). The DTG curve is preferred for the deter-

mination of the kinetics parameters instead of the TG curve because it gives

more information about the kinetic mechanism. In the mathematical descrip-

tion of the DTG curve, the decomposition of biomass is often expressed as a
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function of conversion α = m0−mt
m0−m f

, where m0 is the sample initial weight, mt is

the weight at a time t, and m f refers to the remaining mass when the process

has finished. The mathematical expression is

dα

dt
= k(T) f (α), (3.1)

where dα
dt is the rate of reaction, f (α) represents the reaction model, T is the

biomass temperature, and k(T) is the rate constant, which is usually given by

the Arrhenius equation

k(T) = A e
−E
RT (3.2)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy, and R is the

universal gas constant.

Several reaction models may be used [94], the simplest one is a first order reac-

tion model f (α) = α, where the rate of reaction depends only on the tempera-

ture and the amount of remaining unreacted sample.

For non-isothermal analysis at a constant heating rate, the temperature varies

with time according to

T = βt + T0 (3.3)
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where β is the heating rate, and T0 is the temperature of the biomass at the

beginning of the process, usually room temperature. Including the expression

of the temperature in Eq. (3.1), gives a rate of reaction that changes with tem-

perature

dα

dT
=

1
β

k(T) f (α). (3.4)

In decomposition reactions that occur in a kinetically controlled regime, it is

reasonable to assume that the temperature of the biomass sample is uniform

and equal to the temperature of the environment. For non-isothermal TG ex-

periments we need to fit the experimental data to a model in order to deter-

mine the kinetic parameters. The fitting method is based on the least squares

minimization of the difference between the experimental and calculated data.

To calculate the reaction rate, we integrate Eq. (3.4):

g(α) =
A
β

p̄(T) (3.5)

where the functions g(α) and p̄(T) are defined as

g(α) =
∫ α

0

dα′

f (α′)
(3.6)

and

p̄(T) =
1
A

∫ T

T0

dT′ k(T′). (3.7)

In general, the integral p̄(T) cannot be evaluated analytically and must be ap-
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proximated or determined numerically.

In this work the library LMFIT [142] (non-linear least-squares minimization

and curve-fitting) from Python has been used to perform the model-fitting.

It requires an objective function, the definition of the model parameters, and

depending on the fitting method, also the parameters constraints. The model

parameters are usually the activation energy and the pre-exponential factor,

but additional parameters related to the rate law or to the biomass composition

can also be determined. The parameters constraints are the possible minimum

and maximum values of the defined parameters. The objective function is the

sum of the residuals between the calculated and the experimental data

residual(i) = (xsim(i)− xexp(i))2 (3.8)

where x is the value of the rate of reaction at a given i, and i refers to a given

time or temperature.

There is a range of fitting methods available in the LMFIT library. In this

work the Levenverg-Marquardt and the differential evolution methods are

used. The Levenverg-Marquardt is quick but requires good initial values of

the model parameters and parameters constraints, and the differential evolu-

tion method is not sensitive to the the parameters values and constraints, but

it is extremely time-consuming.

The method developed in the next section will use model parameters different

from the activation energy and the pre-exponential factor to fit the data, but
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the fitting procedure remains the same.

3.2 Peak shape method

Key features that characterize the shape of a peak in a DTG curve are the loca-

tion of the peak Tp, the height of the peak Hp (see Fig. 2.7 and 3.1), the width

from the center to the left of the peak W−, and from the center to the right of

the peak W+ at a fraction θ of its height (see Fig. 3.1). Given these quantita-

tive measures, the peak can be accurately represented mathematically by the

exponential-Gaussian hybrid (EGH) model [143], which is defined as

α′EGH(T) =


Hp exp

(
− (T−Tp)2

2σ2
w+τasy(T−Tp)

)
if 2σ2

w + τasy(T − Tp) > 0

0 if 2σ2
w + τasy(T − Tp) ≤ 0

. (3.9)

where α′ = dα
dT is the rate of reaction. This model was originally developed

to deconvolve the wide variety of peak shapes that occur in chromatography

experiments. The parameters σw and τasy are related to the widths W− and W+

as

σ2
w = −W+W−

2 ln θ
(3.10)

τasy = −W+ −W−
ln θ

. (3.11)

For a symmetric peak, W+ = W−, τasy = 0, and the EGH model reduces to a
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Tp

W− W+

θ

Hp

Figure 3.1: Pyrolysis of cellulose at 10 K min−1 [144]; W is the width from the
center to the side of the peak.

Gaussian peak model; in this case, the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

is equal to 2 (2 ln 2)1/2σw ≈ 2.35 σw, where σw would be the equivalent to the

standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution with the same curvature at the

peak. In the EGH model, the value of σw depends on the chosen height fraction

of the peak according to Eq. (3.10). When W− is larger than W+, the curve is

skewed to the left, and τasy is negative.

In order to relate the characteristics of the peak shape to the parameters of a

reaction kinetics model, a Taylor series expansion of the natural logarithm of

the reaction rate ln α′(T) around the peak temperature Tp is performed

ln α′(T) ≈ [ln α′(Tp)] +
1
2
[ln α′(Tp)]

′′(T − Tp)
2 +

1
3!
[ln α′(Tp)]

′′′(T − Tp)
3 + · · · ,

(3.12)
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and the resulting expression is compared to the corresponding Taylor series

expansion of the exponential-Gaussian hybrid ln α′EGH(T)

ln α′EGH(T) ≈ ln Hp −
(T − Tp)2

2σ2
w

+
τasy

4σ4
w
(T − Tp)

3 + · · · . (3.13)

Matching the expressions order by order, a set of relationships between the

derivatives of the reaction rate at the peak temperature and the parameters

that characterize the shape of the peak are obtained

ln α′(Tp) = ln Hp (3.14)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′ = 0 (3.15)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′′ = −σ−2

w (3.16)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′′′ =

3
2

τasy

σ4
w

. (3.17)

The conversion at the peak temperature (αp) can be determined from the rela-

tion

g(αp) =
A
β

p̄(Tp). (3.18)

Equations (3.14)–(3.18) provide the required constraints on the parameters of

the reaction kinetics that need to be satisfied in order to reproduce the peak

height Hp, the peak temperature Tp, the width of the peak σw, the peak skew-

ness τasy, and peak conversion αp, respectively.

Figure 3.2 compares the Gaussian, EGH, and n-order reaction kinetics models

for the same peak temperature and the same values of σw to show the dif-
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σ= 10K

σ= 15K

σ= 30K

Figure 3.2: Peaks comparison at Tp = 600 K and at different values of σw. The
Arrhenius parameters are E = 300.0 kJ mol−1, A = 9.5× 1023 s−1 and its simi-
larity with the Gaussian curve is RMS = 0.06% (σw = 10 K), E = 200.0 kJ mol−1,
A = 1.3 × 1015 s−1 and RMS = 0.03% (σw = 15 K), E = 100.0 kJ mol−1,
A = 1.3× 106 s−1 and RMS = 0.0% (σw = 30 K). The EGH model parameter
corresponding to the Gaussian distribution is τasy = 0 for all the sigma val-
ues, and the EGH model parameters corresponding to the Arrhenius model
are τasy = −6 K and RMS = 0.01% (σw = 10 K), τasy = −8.6 K and RMS =
0.01% (σw = 15 K), and τasy = −14.6 K and RMS = 0.01% (σw = 30 K).

ference between the skewness of the Gaussian curves and the curves derived

from the Arrhenius expression, displaying the latter an asymmetric peak, and

how well the EGH model can reproduce both models. A Gaussian model only

requires the peak temperature and the value of sigma. The error has been cal-

culated with the root mean square as RMS = ∑n
i (y1i−y2i)

2

n , where y1 and y2 are

the values compared from two different curves, i denotes the value at a given

time and n is the total number of values. The Arrhenius parameters have been
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determined from the Gaussian curves, and the EGH model parameters have

been determined for both, the Gaussian curves and the Arrhenius curves. The

Arrhenius curves are distinct from the Gaussian because they are intrinsically

asymmetric, as opposed to the Gaussian curves. The EGH model on the other

hand, can reproduce well both the Gaussian and the Arrhenius model, because

the EGH model incorporates a parameter τasy related to the asymmetry of the

curves which can be set to zero for symmetrical curves. The skewness to the

left of the Arrhenius DTG curve is common in non-isothermal reactions where

the reaction rate increases with time until the unreacted mass is too small to

keep increasing and drops, and a skewness to the right would be characteristic

of isothermal conditions [145].

The derivatives in Eq. (3.12) can be calculated for a given choice of rate constant

k(T), even if the rate constant was not given by the Arrhenius expression, and

a given choice of reaction model f (α),

ln α′(Tp) = ln k(Tp) + ln f (αp) (3.19)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′ = [ln k(Tp)]

′ + [ln f (αp)]
′α′(Tp) (3.20)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′′ = [ln k(Tp)]

′′ + [ln f (αp)]
′′[α′(Tp)]

2 (3.21)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′′′ = [ln k(Tp)]

′′′ + σ−2
w [ln k(Tp)]

′ + [ln f (αp)]
′′′[α′(Tp)]

3. (3.22)

The relationships presented up to this point are general and valid for any ex-

pression of k(T) and f (α).
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3.2.1 nth-order reaction model

In this section, the attention is focused on reaction models of the general form

f (α) = (1− α)n, (3.23)

where n is the order of the reaction. The integral of the nth order reaction

model is

g(α) =
(1− α)1−n − 1

n− 1
(3.24)

Using this in Eq. (3.5) gives the conversion as an explicit function of the tem-

perature

α = 1−
[

1 + (n− 1)
A
β

p̄(T)
] −1

(n−1)
. (3.25)

The corresponding expressions for the derivatives of the rate of reaction as-

suming an nth-order reaction model are
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ln α′(Tp) = [ln k̄(Tp)]
′ − n

n− 1
ln
(

1 + (n− 1)
A
β

p̄(Tp)

)
= ln H (3.26)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′ = [ln k̄(Tp)]

′ − n
A
β

k̄(Tp)

[
1 + (n− 1)

A
β

p̄(Tp)

]−1

= 0 (3.27)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′′ = [ln k̄(Tp)]

′′ − 1
n
{[ln k̄(Tp)]

′}2 = −σ−2
w (3.28)

[ln α′(Tp)]
′′′ = [ln k̄(Tp)]

′′′ − [ln k̄(Tp)]
′′[ln k̄(Tp)]

′ +
n− 2

n2 {[ln k̄(Tp)]
′}3 =

3
2

τasy

σ4
w

(3.29)

αp = 1−
[

1 + (n− 1)
A
β

p̄(Tp)

]−1/(n−1)

. (3.30)

where k̄(Tp) is the rate constant k(Tp) excluding the temperature independent

parameter A. Equation (3.26) is related to the height of the peak, Eq. (3.27) is re-

lated to the position of the peak, Eq. (3.28) and (3.29) can be used in Eqs. (3.16)

and (3.17) to obtain expressions for σw and τasy. Eq. (3.30) gives the conversion

at Tp, which might be useful to identify the best reaction model or, in the case

of nth-order reaction models, the order of reaction [146].

The expressions derived up to this point, are general expressions that could

be applied with any rate constant for an nth-order reaction model. From now

on we are going to make the assumption that the rate constant is given by the

Arrhenius equation (Eq. 3.2).
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The corresponding derivatives of the Arrhenius equation are

ln k̄(T) = −TE

T
(3.31)

[ln k̄(T)]′ =
TE

T2 (3.32)

[ln k̄(T)]′′ = −2
TE

T3 (3.33)

[ln k̄(T)]′′′ = 6
TE

T4 . (3.34)

where TE = E
R .

The resulting expressions for the peak width and peak asymmetry parameters

for nth-order reactions are

σw = n
1
2

T2
p

TE

(
1 + 2n

Tp

TE

)− 1
2

(3.35)

τasy =
2
3
(n− 2)

T2
p

TE

[
1 + 2n

(
Tp

TE

)]−2
[

1 +
2n2

n− 2

(
Tp

TE

)
+

6n2

n− 2

(
Tp

TE

)2
]

(3.36)

It is interesting to notice that the peak width and asymmetry for this reaction

kinetics model are dictated by the activation energy and the order of the re-

action; they are independent of the pre-exponential factor of the Arrhenius

equation.

According to the given ranges of typical activation energies of biomass pyroly-

sis [103], TE would vary for hemicellulose between 9622 and 13952 K, cellulose

between 2345 and 34400 K, and lignin between 2165 and 7818 K.

By knowing E and n, the pre-exponential factor can be determined from Eq. (3.27),
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which leads to

A = β
1
n

(
TE

T2
p

)
eTE/Tp

[
1− (n− 1)

n

(
TE

T2
p

)
eTE/Tp p̄(Tp)

]−1

. (3.37)

From this expression it can also be observed that the pre-exponential factor

carries the effect of the heating rate.

The height of the DTG peak can be determined from Eq. (3.26)

H =
A
β

e−TE/Tp

[
1 + (n− 1)

A
β

p̄(Tp)

]−n/(n−1)

. (3.38)

Figure 3.3 shows how well the curve characteristics of the EGH model translate

into the Arrhenius nth-order model for a range of given values of σw and τasy.

Both curves are fitted at half height and at that point they perfectly match,

nonetheless, they slightly differ at the base of the curve.

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison using the EGH model, of three different values

of τasy for a given value of Tp, σw, height and heating rate, and it reflects how

the value of τasy is related to the skewness of the curve, the more negative

is τasy, the more skewed is the curve; the chosen values of τasy are negative

representing a curve skewness to the left.

Figure 3.5 shows in which way the EGH parameters translate into the nth-

order Arrhenius ones (n, E, and A), for given values of heating rate, Tp and σw,

and changing values of τasy; the three kinetic parameters decrease with a more

negative τasy, meaning that the values of the kinetic parameters decrease as the

curve is more skewed to the left.
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Figure 3.3: Peaks comparison of EGH model (dashed line) and nth-order Ar-
rhenius (solid line) at 20 K min−1 and Tp = 600 K. The EGH parameters Hp =

0.3 K−1, σw = 30 K and τasy = −10 K transform into the Arrhenius parameters
E = 103.3 kJ mol−1, A = 1.1× 107 s−1, n = 1.2 and a RMS = 6.0% (purple); the
EGH parameters Hp = 0.2 K−1, σw = 50 K and τasy = −15 K transform into
the Arrhenius parameters E = 57.9 kJ mol−1, A = 6.9× 102 s−1, n = 1.1 and a
RMS = 5.1% (orange); and the EGH parameters Hp = 0.1 K−1, σw = 25 K and
τasy = −20 K transform into the Arrhenius parameters E = 100.9 kJ mol−1,
A = 7.0× 106 s−1, n = 0.8 and a RMS = 0.0% (blue).

The fraction of each component that can be determined from a DTG curve is

their corresponding contribution to the volatiles released. The height of the

peaks is related to the component fractions for a dα
dT peak, according to

x = H
β

A
eTE/Tp

[
1 + (n− 1)

A
β

p̄(Tp)

]−n/(1−n)
. (3.39)

In this section, mathematical relationships have been given between parame-

ters that characterize the shape of a peak in a DTG curve and the parameters
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Figure 3.4: EGH model peaks comparison at 20 K min−1, Tp = 600 K and
σw = 30 K for different values of τasy: -10 K (dark blue), -15 K (blue) and -20 K
(light blue).

of an nth-order reaction kinetics model. In Sec. 3.2.2, the found relationships

are adapted for a first order reaction model.
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Figure 3.5: Corresponding values for the kinetic parameters of an nth-order
Arrhenius model from the EGH model, for a heating rate of 20 K min−1, Tp =
600 K and σw = 30 K, with different values of τasy.

3.2.2 First-order reaction model and Arrhenius rate constant

For a first-order reaction model, n = 1, and f (α) = (1− α). The expressions for

σw, τasy, and the pre-exponential factor found for nth-order given in Sec. 3.2.1

simplify to

σw ≈
T2

p

TE
(3.40)

τasy ≈ −
2
3

T2
p

TE
(3.41)

A = β
TE

T2
p

eTE/Tp . (3.42)
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It is worth noting that this expression for the pre-exponential factor turns out

to be the same as in Kissinger method [120, 147] with its corresponding form.

Assuming an Arrhenius rate constant, the integral p̄(T) in Eq. (3.5) would be

defined as p̄(T) = TE p(TE
T ), where

p(y) = −
∫ TE/T0

y
dy

e−y

y2 . (3.43)

For first order, the integral in Eq. (3.24) is now modified to g(α) = −ln(1− α),

therefore the expression for conversion is

(1− α) = exp

[
−
(
−TE

Tp

)2

eTE/Tp p(TE/T)

]
. (3.44)

Incorporating this expression, as well as the Arrhenius rate constant and the

expressions found for σw and A into Eq. (3.4), we obtain the following inte-

grated form of the reation rate, which is for a first order reaction model using

an Arrhenius reaction rate

dα

dT
= − exp

[
Tp

σw
−

T2
p

σw T
−
(

Tp

σw

)2

eTp/σw p(TE/T)

]
σ−1

w (3.45)

The parameters for the peak shape can be converted to the parameters for the

kinetics model with Eq. (3.46) and Eq. (3.47):

E = R
T2

p

σw
(3.46)

A =
β

σw
eTp/σw . (3.47)
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According to these expressions, E and A are inversely proportional to σw, and

their values increase with increasing Tp.

The height of the peak is particularly useful when dealing with multi-component

mechanisms. The height of the peak is found when T = Tp,

Hp,i = exp

[
−
(

Tp,i

σw

)2

eTp,i/σw,i p(TE/Tp,i)

]
xi β σ−1

w,i . (3.48)

The relative contribution of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin to the volatile

yield can be estimated from the peak heights Hp of a DTG curve. For a multi-

component kinetic mechanism, the total decomposition of the biomass is a sum

of the decomposition of its components

dα

dt
=

n

∑
i=1

xi
dαi

dt
(3.49)

where xi is the fraction of component i. Using Eq. (3.48), the component frac-

tion is given by

xi =
Hp,i σw,i

β exp
[
−
(

Tp,i
σw,i

)2
eTp,i/σw,i p(TE,i/T)

] (3.50)

The composition calculated can be used as an initial estimation for the com-

ponents fractions when fitting the experimental data. The fraction parameters

are optimized along with the values of Tp and σw.
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3.2.3 Simultaneous evaluation

Thermogravimetric data from the same biomass sample, will have different

peak positions depending on the heating rate. When considering the decom-

position of a single component, the kinetic parameters, in principle, could be

calculated adapting the methodology presented previously to deal with dif-

ferent heating rates by equating the expression for the pre-exponential factor,

found in Eq. (3.42) for a first-order reaction, from two different heating rates

−ln
β

β∗
=

TE

T∗p

(T∗p
Tp
− 1
)
+ 2 ln

(T∗p
Tp

)
(3.51)

and a simplified form with only peak shape parameters for a first-order rate

law could be obtained

−ln
β

β∗
=

T∗p
σ∗w

(T∗p
Tp
− 1
)
+ 2 ln

(T∗p
Tp

)
(3.52)

where the asterisk corresponds to parameters of the reference conditions. Ide-

ally, given a single peak, for each pair of heating rates, the same activation

energy should be found. An example of the application of this equation is

given in Sec. 3.3.3.

3.3 Kinetic analysis and application

To illustrate the utility of the expressions developed in the previous sections,

specific examples of the kinetic analysis of thermogravimetric data from biomass

pyrolysis are provided, where the reactions are assumed to proceed with an
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Arrhenius rate constant and to follow either a first-order or a nth-order model.

In Sec. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, experimental data from a single heating rate experiment

are analyzed, and, in Sec. 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, data from several heating rates are

evaluated simultaneously. For both cases, the biomass is initially treated as

a single component (e.g. pure cellulose), after that, the biomass is treated as

a combination of its main chemical components (i.e. hemicellulose, cellulose

and lignin).

3.3.1 Case study 1: Experimental data from a single heating

rate and a single-component mechanism

Experimental TG data of cellulose pyrolysis at 10 K min−1 [144] has been used

as an example of kinetic analysis by directly calculating the kinetic parame-

ters from only the measurable features of the peak shape, without the need

for performing a fit. The shape parameters are measured on the DTG curve of

conversion versus temperature, whose area is one, therefore Tp, σw, τasy, and

height and conversion at the Tp are quantitatively estimated. The kinetic pa-

rameters for a first order reaction with an Arrhenius rate constant are E and

A, and for an nth-order reaction model are E, A, and n. The number of peak

shape parameters to be measured depends on the number of kinetic parame-

ters to be calculated for the chosen reaction model. For the peak in Figure 3.6,

the observed shape parameters are Tp = 632.4 K, W− = 22.9 K, W+ = 15.6 K,

H = 0.024 K−1 and α = 0.616; the corresponding values of σw and τasy are

16.0 K and −10.4 K, respectively.
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Tp

H

W− W+

Figure 3.6: Calculated and experimental DTG curve of cellulose pyrolysis at
10 K min−1 [144].

Assuming a first-order reaction model, Eq. (3.46) and (3.47) are used to directly

calculate the values of the kinetic parameters, resulting in E = 206.3 kJ mol−1

and A = 1.2× 1015 s−1, similar to the literature values of E = 237 kJ mol−1 and

A = 1× 1018 s−1 [144]. In this case, the shape parameters that are constrained

are Tp and σw. Assuming an nth-order reaction model, Eqs. (3.30), (3.35), (3.36),

(3.37), and (3.38) can be used to calculate the kinetic parameters. Each expres-

sion constrains one of the measurable parameters, but in this case only three

of the expressions are needed in order to calculate E, A, and n. In this ex-

ample, we choose to constrain Tp, σw, and τasy, and, consequently, we obtain

E = 194.9 kJ mol−1, A = 1.3× 1014 s−1, and n = 0.94. Calculating the height

(Hp = 0.024 K−1) and conversion (α = 0.625) from the resulting kinetic values,

it can be noticed that the resulting height coincides with the measured one,

but the conversion is slightly larger than observed, which makes sense if we

compare it with the given range of conversion values for a first-order reaction
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model [146] and we see that our resulting order of reaction is slightly smaller

than one, and conversion at the peak is slightly larger than the literature value.

The height and conversion could have also been used to calculate the kinetic

parameters, instead of σw and τasy; the only difference is which observable

characteristics of the peak shape we want to predict with more accuracy.

3.3.2 Case study 2: Experimental data from a single heating

rate and a multi-component mechanism

Experimental thermogravimetric data of beech wood pyrolysis at 5 K min−1 [131]

were used as an example of deconvolution with a multi-component system

in order to determine not only the reaction kinetics, but also the composition

of the sample. The fitting procedure of a DTG curve consists of performing

a least-squares minimization of the difference between the experimental and

predicted rate of mass loss

O.F. =
n

∑
k=1

[(
dα

dT

)
calc
−
(

dα

dT

)
exp

]2

(3.53)(
dα

dT

)
calc

=
3

∑
i=1

xi
dαi

dT
(3.54)

For a first-order reaction model, the rate of reaction is calculated with Eq. (3.45)

with respect to time. The input values are the initial estimates for the param-

eters to adjust, determined by direct observation of the DTG curve; These pa-

rameters are Tp,i, σw,i, and Hp,i, where i denotes each component reaction. The

biomass relative composition xi is estimated with Eq. (3.50), and the parame-
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ters to be optimized are Tp,i, σw,i, and xi. The resulting values of Tp,i and σw,i

can be used in Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47) to obtain the values of activation energy

and pre-exponential factor.

The peak temperatures were allowed to vary in a range of 50 K from the se-

lected temperature, this range depends on how distinguishable the curve peaks

are and their level of overlapping. In this case, for cellulose and hemicellu-

lose, their Tp was fairly identifiable but not so much for lignin. The σw was

allowed to vary between 0.5σw and 1.5σw. Individual bounds for a particu-

lar component can be specified, but yet, provided a good initial guess, the

parameters that are clearly around the value given will tend to remain there

independently of the size of the range. The resulting fit is shown in Figure 3.7,

and the resulting kinetic parameters and composition in Table 3.1. For the de-

convolution with the nth-order reaction model, the fit is done directly with

the EGH model, setting the bounds for τasy and σw as (0.5τasy to 1.5τasy) and

(0.5σw to 1.5σw), respectively. In this case, the initial conditions are the result-

ing parameters found from the deconvolution with a first-order reaction. The

resulting kinetic parameters for the first-order reaction model are similar to

those reported in the literature, and the calculated kinetic parameters for the

nth-order reaction model, which can also be found in Table 3.1, are not far from

the values determined for the first-order reaction.

The determined relative contribution of the biomass components is between

34.6% and 41.2% hemicellulose, between 45.8 and 55.7% cellulose and between

9.7 and 13% lignin. The reported composition, experimentally determined for

beech [85], is 78% of holocellulose (hemicellulose + cellulose), 20% of lignin,
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and 2% of extractives on a dry basis. Taking into account that lignin is the

major contributor to char formation [148], the calculated results seem consis-

tent with the experimental data, since in the volatile there is a larger fraction

of holocellulose than in the raw biomass. In the case of deconvolution of DTG

data from a single heating rate, it has been found that there is no significant

difference or improvement when considering an nth-order reaction model in-

stead of a first-order one.

Figure 3.7: Experimental [131] (dashed line) and calculated (solid line) data of
beech wood pyrolysis at 5 K min−1 using three components: cellulose (blue),
hemicellulose (green) and lignin (red).

Fitting is a mathematical procedure that does not obey any thermo-chemical

law, and sometimes results that are not in agreement with what we already

know about the thermal behavior of the material can be obtained. For instance,

in the case example, we need to make sure that the peak temperatures and de-

composition ranges are in agreement with what is reported in the literature for
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Table 3.1: Resulting kinetic parameters from deconvolution of beech wood as
in Fig. 3.7.

Parameter First-order nth-order Literature [131]

EHCE (kJ mol−1) 97 114.8 100

AHCE (s−1) 2.4× 106 1.5× 108 4.3× 106

ECELL (kJ mol−1) 231.5 191.5 236

ACELL (s−1) 1.7× 1017 6.3× 1013 3.8× 1017

ELIG (kJ mol−1) 45.9 74.3 46

ALIG (s−1) 5.5 1.5× 103 4

nHCE 1 1.3 1

nCELL 1 0.83 1

nLIG 1 1.2 1

χ2 0.011 0.005 -

similar conditions. The advantage of using the peak shape methodology, is the

easy estimation of the initial values to be adjusted, and that their constraints

have the same units as in the DTG curve axis. For instance, if we observe

that the predicted decomposition does not take place in a temperature range

in agreement with the ranges reported in the literature, the fit could be ad-

justed by shifting the Tp towards the reported range or modifying the bounds

to widen them, symmetrically or not.

3.3.3 Case study 3: Experimental data from several heating

rates and a single-component mechanism

Experimental data from cellulose pyrolysis at different heating rates [144, 149,

150, 151, 152, 111, 113, 112, 153] were used to exemplify how the peak shape
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method can be used to find a single set of kinetic parameters across all the

DTG experimental data. For DTG data from a single component at different

heating rates, Eq. (3.52) could be used to find a single set of kinetic parameters,

as rendered in Fig. 3.8b, where each line in the plot corresponds to a different

activation energy. The peak shape parameter obtained from the experimen-

tal data is the Tp from DTG curves of cellulose pyrolysis at different heating

rates, and is represented by black dots. For the sake of clarification, the crosses

correspond to calculated data derived for E = 100 kJ mol−1 at three different

heating rates, their DTG curves are shown in Figure 3.8a.

If the experimental data would display an ideal behavior, as the calculated

data, all points would fall on the same line, defining which is the specific acti-

vation energy for cellulose, but as can be observed from the figure, the experi-

mental data does not behave as expected. There could be several explanations

for the fact that the experimental data does not define a unique activation en-

ergy. One explanation is related to the comparability of the experimental data;

It is possible that the different cellulose sources used by the different authors,

and the different experimental conditions might have had an impact on the

distribution of the peak temperatures, or that the experiments might be gov-

erned by transport phenomena rather than being kinetically controlled. Fur-

thermore, it is also possible that the single-step and first-order reaction model

does not satisfactorily render the complexity of the decomposition process.

The experimental points allow the delineation of a range of activation energies,

but to find a single set of kinetic parameters suitable across the range of studied

temperatures, a simultaneous evaluation of thermogravimetric data at differ-

ent heating rates is considered necessary and will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.4.
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In Figure 3.8b, at the bottom, the width of the peak is plotted with respect to

the heating rate. From both subplots in Figure 3.8b, it can be observed that Tp

and σw increase proportionally with the heating rate, following the expression

σw

σ∗w
=

(
Tp

T∗p

)2

. (3.55)

In the following section we use the peak shape method to perform a simultane-

ous evaluation of DTG data from several heating rates with a multi-component

mechanism.
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(a) Calculated DTG curves for cellulose pyrolysis derived from E = 100 kJ/mol for
different heating rates: 5 K min−1 (orange), 10 K min−1 (red) and 20 K min−1 (purple).
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(b) Experimental peak temperature versus heating rate of cellulose pyrolysis [144, 149,
150, 151, 152, 111, 113, 112, 153] (black dots), calculated peak temperature and calcu-
lated sigma versus heating rate obtained from figure (a) (crosses), and different acti-
vation energy curves for cellulose: 100 kJ mol−1, 150 kJ mol−1, 175 kJ mol−1 and 200
kJ mol−1 (from light green to dark green).

Figure 3.8: Cellulose pyrolysis at different heating rates, relationship between
heating rate and activation energy.
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3.3.4 Case study 4: Experimental data from several heating

rates and a multi-component mechanism

Experimental data from pyrolysis of macadamia nut shell are taken from the

literature [154] to serve as an example of simultaneous deconvolution of sev-

eral DTG curves at different heating rates, each of them featuring three main

peaks corresponding to hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. The choice of the

reference curve is arbitrary. From four DTG curves of biomass pyrolysis per-

formed at heating rates of 5, 10, 20, and 30 K min−1, the one at 10 K min−1

was selected to be a reference curve. This simultaneous fitting is suitable for

single and multi-component decomposition mechanisms, but in the following

example, we are going to consider a multi-component mechanism, the more

complex of the two.

The input parameters for a first-order reaction model are T∗p,i, σ∗w,i and H∗p,i,

where the asterisk indicates that the properties belong to the reference curve

and i refers to the biomass component. The initial values for the peak temper-

ature and width are estimated by direct observation of the DTG curve, and the

initial estimation of the composition comes from applying Eq. (3.50) to the ref-

erence curve. From the fitting, a single composition and a single set of kinetic

parameters able to render the biomass decomposition and taking into account

the impact of different heating rates is obtained.

The fitting procedure is similar to the one applied for a single heating rate. The

difference in this case is that a reference curve is chosen, and the rest of curves

at the different heating rates are calculated with Eq. (3.52) with respect to the
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reference. In this way, only the kinetic parameters for the reference curve T∗p,i,

σ∗w,i and x∗i , need to be adjusted to minimize the objective function

O.F. =
n

∑
k=1

[(
dα

dT

)
calc
−
(

dα

dT

)
exp

]2

(3.56)

(
dα

dT

)
calc

=
4

∑
j=1

3

∑
i=1

x(j)
i

dα
(j)
i

dT
(3.57)

where j denotes the different heating rates, and i denotes the components in

the biomass.

The bounds for Tp are 50 K on each side of the chosen temperature value, the

range is large due the fact that for hemicellulose and lignin the peaks are over-

lapped and difficult to identify, the lower bound for σw is 0.5 times the initial

value, and the upper bound is 1.5 times the initial value. The resulting fit can

be found in Fig. 3.9 and the resulting kinetic parameters in Tab. 3.2.

Deconvolution of the DTG curves with an nth-order reaction mechanism was

also carried out, and the results are reported in Table 3.2. Similar to the de-

convolution from a single DTG curve, no significant improvement in the fit

was observed by using an nth-order reaction model rather than the simpler

first-order model. The experimentally estimated raw material composition of

macadamia nutshell is reported by Antal et al [155] and is 17.8% hemicellulose,

26.9%cellulose and 40.1% lignin. The estimated composition of the biomass in

this work is 27.1% hemicellulose, between 51.7 and 53.4% cellulose, and be-

tween 19.5 and 21.1% lignin. The fractions of cellulose and hemicellulose are

larger than the ones reported in the mentioned literature and the lignin frac-

tion is lower, like in the previous example given in Sec. 3.3.2. The calculated
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Figure 3.9: Simultaneous evaluation (solid line) of experimental data [154]
(dashed line) from macadamia nut shell pyrolysis at different heating rates: 5
K min−1, 10 K min−1, 20 K min−1 and 30 K min−1 (from light red to dark red).

kinetic parameters are similar too but slightly differ from the reported litera-

ture ranges, which might be due to the assumption of only three components

and leaving out extractives.

The reliability of the calculated kinetic parameters depends on the initial val-

ues, bounds of the fit parameters, the suitability of the chosen kinetic mecha-

nism, and the quality of the experimental data, meaning that the experimental

conditions should ensure that the process takes place in a kinetically controlled

regime.
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Table 3.2: Resulting kinetic parameters from simultaneous deconvolution of
macadamia nutshell as in Fig. 3.9.

Parameter First-order nth-order Literature [154]

EHCE (kJ mol−1) 125.9 131.4 132.2–150.6

AHCE (s−1) 1.9× 109 6.6× 109 2.9× 109–1.8× 1011

ECELL (kJ mol−1) 182.1 173.1 221.2–265.7

ACELL (s−1) 6.2× 1012 1.1× 1012 8.9× 1015–8.2× 1019

ELIG (kJ mol−1) 59.2 72.7 62.8–74.5

ALIG (s−1) 1.3× 102 1.9× 103 2.7× 102–1× 104

nHCE 1 1.1 1

nCELL 1 0.88 1

nLIG 1 1.2 1

χ2 0.036 0.028 -

3.4 Conclusions

A method to estimate the parameters of a reaction kinetics model, directly

from the shape of the derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve was devel-

oped. This method is different from the traditional fitting methods in that the

model used to determine the kinetics parameters depends only on observable

parameters that can be obtained from the thermogravimetric results, therefore

it makes the fitting process easier and quicker, because the initial value and

the boundaries of the parameters to fit are already known. It is suitable for

single or multi-component mechanisms involving single-step reactions. The

developed method has been presented and validated with numerical integra-

tion and model-fitting.

The present work comprehensively encompasses the measurable shape pa-
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rameters of the DTG curve of biomass pyrolysis and from the study of chro-

matography peaks reported in the literature, by deriving mathematical expres-

sions that directly link the peak shape with kinetics. The shape parameters

reported in this work can be selected and used in any combination, according

to the number of required kinetic parameters specific for each reaction model.

This gives the flexibility to decide which are the decomposition characteristics

that we want to predict with more accuracy, and also to assume different rate

constants and reaction models.

As already mentioned in the literature review, other methods that are based

on observable features of the DTG curve use an approximation for the tem-

perature integral, they rely on numerical analysis, and they only use one or a

couple of observable properties. The peak shape method is different from the

previous ones in that it is entirely analytical, does not rely on any integral ap-

proximation, and can use any of the observable properties of the DTG curve.

Furthermore, the present method can account for the heterogeneity of biomass

because it is also suitable for the decomposition of multiple parallel reactions,

and it can use experimental data from both isothermal or non-isothermal heat-

ing conditions, as opposed to previous methods.

In the specific examples of application included in this work, an Arrhenius

rate constant and first/nth-order reaction models are used, which requires

two/three kinetic parameters to be determined. The results of the deconvo-

lution examples, show how the shape method allows for an easy estimation of

the initial values of the parameters, which can be obtained by direct observa-

tion of the DTG curve. Furthermore, the bounds of the parameters can also be
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defined from direct observation, in order to improve the fit or reduce the con-

vergence time. When dealing with single-component mechanisms, in which

the DTG curve displays a single peak, the kinetic parameters can be calculated

by directly applying the expressions that link the peak shape parameters with

the reaction kinetics, without the need to fit. For multi-component mecha-

nisms in which the DTG displays multiple peaks, the goodness of the fit relies

on the precision of the initial values and bounds of the fit parameters, and their

estimation depends on the overlapping degree of the peaks. The resulting ki-

netic parameters and contribution fractions of the biomass main components,

could then be used as the initial values of the key kinetic parameters and pro-

vide reasonable constraints in order to reduce the computational cost of more

elaborated fitting procedures.

To improve the fit for the given examples, other components could be included

in the kinetic mechanism, such as extractives, and differing reaction models

from the nth-order could be considered. The present method for the kinetic

analysis of thermogravimetric data could also be applied to other similar ther-

mal reactions from which a DTG curve can be obtained, such as drying, crys-

tallization, and decomposition processes of solid fuels or other materials; It

would be particularly advantageous to use this method for a process of which

there is not much previous kinetic information about it, as long as thermo-

gravimetric data of the process could be obtained.



Chapter 4

Pyrolysis and oxidative pyrolysis of

a single biomass particle

In this chapter the experimental work on pyrolysis (with pure nitrogen atmo-

sphere) and oxidative pyrolysis (with 90 vol% nitrogen and 10 vol% oxygen)

of a wheat straw pellet is presented. The objective of this experimental work

is to find out how sensitive is the election of a reactor and biomass type (by

comparing with literature) to the resulting mass loss, product yields and pellet

inner temperature. Also how the different inner heating profiles in the parti-

cle affect the mass loss and product yields, and to further study the process

of devolatilization by finding the temperature range where devolatilization

starts.The pyrolysis results are presented in terms of mass loss, inner temper-

ature and gases emissions. Subsequently the inner temperature and the emis-

sions are compared with the results from oxidative pyrolysis.

85
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4.1 Materials and procedure

The biomass material used in this work is wheat straw. Wheat is one of the

most important crops worldwide, and wheat straw is the agricultural by-product

of harvesting wheat grain for food consumption. The use of agricultural waste

reduces the use of energy crops or wood deforestation in order to produce bio-

fuel. More specifically, the samples used are wheat straw pellets purchased

from Agripellets Ltd. [156]. Straw pellets are generally produced for indus-

trial and domestic heating purposes in biomass boilers, they are also used in

co-combustion with coal [157]. Figure 4.1 shows a picture of a pellet with the

pellet dimensions. The pellets received were measured and sometimes modi-

fied in order to use an average pellet size of 1 cm length and 7 mm diameter.

The figure also shows the position of the thermocouples insertion, which will

be discussed later in this section. The pellets were dried overnight at 105◦C

and kept in a desiccator cabinet. The bulk density of the dry pellet is approx-

imately 780 kg m−3 and it was calculated using the measured pellet mass of

0.3 g and the measured pellet volume of 3.8×10−7 m3.

Figure 4.1: Wheat straw pellet dimensions (red lines) and inner thermocouple
positions (blue and green lines).
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Table 4.1: Physical and chemical characterization of wheat straw (w. straw),
straw and wood; Moisture (M), ash, and higher heating value (HHV) are pre-
sented in ’as received’ basis (ar) and the rest in dry ash-free basis (da f ).

Sample Proximate analysis wt% Ultimate analysisda f wt% HHVar

Mar Ashar VMda f FCda f C H O N S Cl MJ kg−1

w. straw 9.3 6.7 80.8 19.2 48.8 5.67 44.5 0.77 0.16 0.13 17.2

w. straw [158] 7.33 10.53 91.3 8.7 39.71 6.62 52.91 0.55 0.21 - 15.6

w. straw [159] 12.8 4.1 79.4 20.6 49.2 6.4 43.1 0.84 0.12 0.4 16.45

straw [160] 14.4 5.9 81.3 18.7 49.4 6.2 43 0.9 0.25 0.29 16.1

wood [160] 24.2 0.5 84.6 15.4 50.6 6.1 43 0.2 0.03 0.01 15.3

The proximate and elemental analysis of the wheat straw pellets is reported by

the supplier (Agripellets Ltd.) and it can be found in Table 4.1, along with the

analysis results for wheat straw, straw (as an average of 10 straw samples) and

wood (as an average of 12 wood samples) from other sources. These analyses

are performed using procedural standards so the results ought to be compa-

rable, as long as they exclude the moisture and ash contents, because that de-

pends on the climate and soil conditions and not so much on the biomass type.

The wheat straw composition is very similar in terms of volatile matter and

fixed carbon to one of the literature sources [159] and to the expected average

contents for straw biomass as a group, but with more ash content, a bit less

volatile matter and a bit more fixed carbon than the average contents for wood

biomass as a group.

This experimental work was done in collaboration with the Process Chemistry

Centre at the Åbo Akademi University. Figure 4.2 features the single particle

reactor used in this work, Fig. 4.2a is a picture of the reactor and Fig. 4.2b is

a schematic diagram of it. The reactor consists of a quartz tube inserted in
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a ceramic furnace that is electrically heated. A general description of the re-

actor is given in this section but further information can be found elsewhere

[161, 162]. The inner diameter of the reactor is 4.43 cm. The gas volumetric

flow is 220 L h−1 for all the experiments, for pyrolysis the gas used is nitrogen

and for oxidative pyrolysis a 10 vol% of oxygen and a 90 vol% of nitrogen.

Mass flow controllers were used to produce the selected artificial gas mixture

keeping the volumetric flow constant. The pellet was sitting in a platinum

basket holder, which could potentially interfere with the heat transfer but in

this study it has not been considered. The pellet, already placed in the sam-

ple holder, was first placed in a lateral quartz arm and kept there till all the

oxygen was carried away before introducing the pellet at the center of the re-

actor in the reacting zone. It took about a second to move the sample from the

lateral to the center. After pyrolysis the pellet was pulled out of the reacting

zone and kept at the lateral arm till it cooled down with nitrogen gas to avoid

further decomposition. After that the sample was ready to be weighed. The

experimental measurements taken were the pellet mass loss, the pellet internal

temperature, and the emissions of some of the flue gas species.

To measure the mass loss in pyrolysis conditions, samples were extracted from

the reactor at different times and rapidly cooled with nitrogen flow at ambient

temperature to avoid further decomposition of the pellet. Once the sample is

removed from the reactor it is weighted with a scale, which has a maximum

error of ±0.05 mg. Taking into account the weight of the holder with the sam-

ple of about 700-800 mg, it supposes a very small percentage error smaller than

1%.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 4.2: Single particle reactor (a), and diagram of the single particle reactor
(b).

The inner pellet temperature was measured with a thermocouple. The thermo-

couple was inserted at a designated position in the pellet and the temperature

was continuously recorded. To obtain the temperature information from an-

other inner position in the pellet, a repetition of the experiment was carried on.

The selected positions were at 2 and 5 mm from an end of the pellet. The cen-

ter temperature was selected because it is one of the parameters most reported

in the literature on pyrolysis of a single biomass particle. The temperature at

2 mm was chosen to have more detailed information about the pellet temper-

ature gradient.

The release of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide during pyrolysis was con-

tinuously analysed from the flue gas that was collected from the top of the
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reactor with commercial analysers. The gas emissions were measured in mole

fraction and converted into mass. The gas analysers were calibrated with pure

nitrogen and with different amounts of nitrogen and oxygen to make sure that

the selected conditions in the mass flow controllers match the measured gas

leaving the reactor. The measuring range for carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide was 10 vol%.

Experiments with oxidative pyrolysis conditions used a gas mixture of nitro-

gen 90 vol % and oxygen 10 vol%, but only data from the inner temperature

and emissions were recorded. In Table 4.2 a list of all the experimental runs is

given.

Table 4.2: List of experiments with their respective conditions and measure-
ments.

gas temperature (◦C) time (s) repetitions measurement

N2

200 200 T(center), emissions
300 200 T(center), emissions
400 200 x3 T(center), emissions
500 ∼120 x4 T(center), weight, emissions
500 ∼120 x4 T(2mm)
500 between 0 and 120 x22 weight
600 ∼120 x4 T(center), weight, emissions
600 ∼120 x4 T(2mm)
600 between 0 and 120 x22 weight
700 ∼120 x4 T(center), weight, emissions
700 ∼120 x4 T(2mm)
700 between 0 and 120 x26 weight

N2 + O2

200 200 T(center), emissions
300 200 x2 T(center), emissions
400 ∼150 x4 T(center), emissions
500 ∼120 x3 T(center), emissions
700 ∼120 x3 T(center), emissions
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4.2 Measured temperature and mass loss during py-

rolysis

The pellet’s visual changes during pyrolysis are mostly related to the color.

Figure 4.3 is included for illustrative purposes. The picture shows the appear-

ance of the pellets after different pyrolysis times. The longer the time, the

larger the degree of charring; These pellets where weighed to obtain a mass

loss curve with time.

Figure 4.3: Pellet appearance after a given time of pyrolysis for the reactor
temperature of 500◦C.

Figure 4.4 shows the resulting mass loss of a pellet undergoing pyrolysis with

time for three reactor temperatures. The higher the reactor temperature the

quicker the decomposition occurs, however they end up having a similar amount

of char of about 30% of the initial mass, slightly higher for a lower reactor

temperature. It is known that the char yield clearly decreases with increasing

pyrolysis temperature up to a point, after that, its decrease with temperature

is very small. For instance, the pyrolysis of ground beech wood shows a de-

crease of char yield with pyrolysis temperature up to 600◦C, after that, the drop

of char yield is not significant [60]. The amount of final char content, is larger

than the determined fixed carbon in the proximate analysis (see Table 4.1) be-
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cause it includes the ash fraction and because the pyrolysis conditions used for

both experiments are different; The fixed carbon from the proximate analysis

is calculated by difference with a standard procedure in which the biomass

sample is heated to a temperature of 900◦C, yielding much less char.

For a reactor temperature of 500◦C, the loss of mass happens between 30 and

60 s, and looking at Fig. 4.3 it can be observed that the volume of the pellet did

not seem to significantly change with mass loss; for a reactor temperature of

600◦C, the main loss of mass takes place between 20 and 50 s; and for a reactor

temperature of 700◦C, between 10 and 30 s. Similar timescales are reported

for the pyrolysis of a wood pellet of similar dimensions [163] (diameter and

length of 7 mm), where for a reactor temperature of 500◦C the decomposition

happens between 40 and 80 s, for a reactor temperature of 600◦C between 30

and 70 s, and for a reactor temperature of 700◦C, the range between 10 and

30 s matches with the current experimental data. The differences between the

literature and the experimental data at lower temperatures could be due to the

use of different biomass samples, a different reactor configuration or a different

recording technique.

Babu et al. studied the influence of the temperature and the particle size on

biomass pyrolysis [164]. For a cylindrical pellet and a pyrolysis temperature

of about 627◦C, they compared the time required for pyrolysis completion for

different particle radius, which goes from 53 s for a radius of 0.25 mm to 717 s

for a radius of 13 mm. These times are consistent with the current experimental

results for a pellet of diameter 0.7 mm and length 1 cm, requiring about 90 s

for a reactor temperature of 600◦C and about 75 s for a reactor temperature of
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700◦C.
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Figure 4.4: Measured mass loss of a pellet subjected to pyrolysis at different
reactor temperatures: 500◦C (purple), 600◦C (green) and 700◦C (red).

Figure 4.5 shows the measured inner temperatures of a pellet undergoing py-

rolysis for different reactor temperatures. The initial particle temperature seems

to be different for each reactor temperature, that is because the particle is first

introduced into a glass container attached to the reactor to sweep away all the

oxygen before being introduced into the reactor, but from that position it al-

ready receives some heat. Depending on the reactor temperature, the particle

will reach a different initial temperature before being introduced into the react-

ing area. The particle temperature nearer the surface increases steeply from the

beginning, reaching the reactor temperature earlier than at the center, where

the temperature starts increasing after a delayed period of time in which the

heat travels from the surface to the center. In the experimental data reported
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Figure 4.5: Measured inner temperatures of a pellet subjected to pyrolysis at
different locations: center (solid line) and at 2 mm from the surface (dashed
line), and for different reactor temperatures: 500◦C (purple), 600◦C (green)
and 700◦C (red).

by Haseli et al. [134], despite their particle being much larger, the same trend

can be observed. The steeper the temperature gradient inside the particle, the

smaller is its thermal conductivity and the Biot number becomes larger.

A first shoulder is visible for the curves at 2 mm for all the reactor temper-

atures, but perhaps is more visible at the reactor temperature of 500◦C. This

shoulder reflects a steep increase of temperature for a period of time of about

10 s at the beginning of pyrolysis, and it is probably caused by a localized in-

crease of thermal convection and thermal radiation due to the damaged pellet

surface at the area of insertion of the thermocouple.

It should be noted that the variability of the measured data is probably due to
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the use of a different pellet for each experiment, which entails a natural vari-

ability in the wheat straw material, the variability of the thermocouple manual

insertion and the possible changes in room temperature in the laboratory from

day to day.
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Figure 4.6: Mean and standard deviation of the measured inner temperatures
of a pellet subjected to pyrolysis at different locations: center (solid line) and
at 2 mm from the surface (dashed line), and for different reactor temperatures:
500◦C (purple), 600◦C (green) and 700◦C (red).

Figure 4.6 shows the mean of the experimental curves showed in Fig. 4.5 with

their respective standard deviation. It is clear that at a higher reactor tem-

perature there is a steeper temperature increase and the the variability of the

measured data increases. From the information given in this figure it could

be concluded that more repetitions at the higher reactor temperatures is advis-

able, and that it is difficult to adjust the single particle model by using only the

measured temperature at high reactor temperatures. The temperature at 2 mm
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from the surface shows a larger standard deviation than the temperature at the

center of the particle, that could also be a consequence of the breakage of the

surface of the particle.

4.3 Measured temperature and gas emissions dur-

ing oxidative pyrolysis

Biomass oxidative pyrolysis consists mainly of two main stages, in addition

to the water evaporation step in the beginning. The stages are biomass de-

volatilization and char oxidation, which might even happen simultaneously

at high temperatures [165]. The biomass devolatilization stage is the same

process as pyrolysis, however pyrolysis does not include the stage of char ox-

idation, which requires the presence of some amount of oxygen. Work on ox-

idative pyrolysis shows how the oxygen might also have an effect at the de-

volatilization stage. For small particles at high temperatures, the devolatiliza-

tion time is shorter in comparison with pyrolysis, given that the volatiles re-

leased combust near the particle releasing heat, which in turn contributes to

heating more the particle [166]. This extra source of heat also affects the prod-

ucts yields, enhancing the gas yield [167]. Kinetic studies of oxidative pyrolysis

can be found for cellulose [168], hemicellulose [169] and with the combination

of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin [170].

Figure 4.7 shows the measured center temperature of a pellet undergoing py-

rolysis and the center temperature of a pellet undergoing oxidative pyrolysis.

From this figure we can observe that the temperature in oxidative pyrolisis is
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Figure 4.7: Center temperature of a pellet subjected to pyrolysis (solid line)
and oxidative pyrolysis (dotted line) for different reactor temperatures: 200◦C
(yellow), 300◦C (cyan), 400◦C (dark blue), 500◦C (purple) and 700◦C (red).

higher than with pyrolysis. That is possibly due to the partial combustion of

the volatiles released, which generate heat near the particle and contribute to

its heating. The ignition temperature can be identified when the pyrolysis and

the oxidative pyrolysis curves diverge from each other. The ignition temper-

ature of this biomass could be placed between 300 and 400◦C, because it can

be observed that for the reactor temperature of 300◦C at 200 s, pyrolysis is just

starting because there is a very small increase in the center temperature of ox-

idative pyrolysis with respect to the pyrolysis curve, due to the combustion of

the volatiles released during the pyrolysis stage. An ignition temperature of

400◦C was also established for cylindrical wheat straw pellets of 18 mm diam-

eter [158]. The curve for the reactor temperature of 200◦C, on the other hand,

does not show any difference between the center temperature of pyrolysis and
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oxidative pyrolysis, meaning that there has been no release of volatiles or that

the volatiles released did not combust near the particle.

The center temperature of pyrolysis at 400◦C shows a small peak or shoulder

just before it stabilizes to the reactor temperature. When this happens, the

rate of heat release is higher than the rate of heat transfer. It is believed to be

caused by exothermic reactions happening just before all the devolatilization

reactions finish, that is why it is associated with the decomposition of a solid

intermediate into a solid product [93]. The exothermic reaction causing the

peak, might be related to char formation, which is favoured at low heating

rates [171]. After the peak, the particle temperature reaches equilibrium with

the reactor temperature due to thermal convection [134].
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Figure 4.8: Mean and standard deviation of the measured center temperature
of a pellet subjected to pyrolysis (solid line) and oxidative pyrolysis (dotted
line) for different reactor temperatures: 200◦C (yellow), 300◦C (cyan), 400◦C
(dark blue), 500◦C (purple) and 700◦C (red).
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Figure 4.8 shows the mean of the multiple measured center temperature curves

given in Fig. 4.7 and the corresponding standard deviation. The measurements

that did not have multiple repetitions were left out of this plot because a stan-

dard deviation could not be calculated. The beginning of the heating period

and the end have a very low standard deviation, and the larger standard devi-

ation is observed when there are steep changes in temperature in a short time.

This information allows us to assess how precise needs the model prediction

to be; At the reactor temperature of 300◦C the closest model approximation to

the experimental data is desired, but at higher reactor temperatures the model

precision can be less strict during the heating period.

Figure 4.9 shows the rate of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide emissions

with time for different reactor temperatures. Carbon dioxide emissions in ox-

idative pyrolysis are higher than what the device was calibrated for, that is

why it appears to be off the chart, and the emissions for the reactor tempera-

ture of 600◦C were only recorded for pyrolysis. The tail of the CO2 curves for

oxidative pyrolysis is due to the slow oxidation of the remaining char.

It should also be mentioned that, according to Fig. 4.7, a pellet pyrolysed at

700◦C is able to reach a slightly higher temperature than the reactor tempera-

ture. Going back to Fig. 4.9, it can be observed that at a temperature of 700◦C,

the amount of CO2 release spikes up. It is clear that at high temperatures

there might be exothermic reactions causing the overheating of the particle,

and those reactions might be related to the dense volatile released, transform-

ing further into light volatiles. Secondary pyrolysis reactions are reported to

be very exothermic [172, 173].
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The general emissions trend is that there is more generation of CO and CO2 in

oxidative pyrolysis, but at the reactor temperature of 700◦C, there is more CO

production for the process of pyrolysis than in oxidative pyrolysis.

From the study of pyrolysis of coal using CO2 as a carrier gas, it was found that

the CO2 could be considered inert below 400◦C [174]. The same study found

that the temperature at which the devolatilization started was the same as with

using N2 as a carrier gas, but the rate of generation of volatiles was increased.

Another study on biomass pyrolysis at temperatures between 600 and 1000◦C

also used CO2 instead of N2 as a carrier gas during pyrolysis of microalgae,

and they found that it enhanced the production of CO, overall decreasing the

bio-oil fraction in favour of the gas fraction [175]. The enhancement of the CO

yield is more pronounced at the temperatures between 600 and 800◦C [175].

This can be explained by the Boudouard reaction (C + CO2 → 2CO) that

favours the CO formation at temperatures above 700◦C [176].

The Boudouard reaction could also explain why the CO rate is higher in pyrol-

ysis compared to oxidative pyrolysis for the temperature of 700◦C (see Fig. 4.9a).

At that temperature the CO2 generated during pyrolysis might partly react

with the char to form more CO. But in oxidative pyrolysis, the CO, which

is a combustable gas, will react with the amount of O2 available, generating

more CO2; The results are summarized in Fig. 4.9b. The oxidative pyrolysis of

pinewood at 500◦C showed that the process can reach autothermal operation

due to the energy released from the char partial oxidation, and also from the

partial oxidation of the combustable gases in the volatile phase, such as CO

and other hydrocarbons [101]. In the oxidative pyrolysis at 700◦C, part of the
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generated CO reacts with O2 to form CO2, which in turn might increase the

CO generation from the biomass, which will later react with O2.
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(c) Mean CO emissions with the fol-
lowing standard deviation for an in-
creasing order of temperature: 0.01,
0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 mg s−1 (pyrolysis);
0.006, 0.02, 0.06 and 0.03 mg s−1 (ox-
idative pyrolysis).
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(d) Mean CO2 emissions with the fol-
lowing standard deviation for an in-
creasing order of temperature: 0.02,
0.05, 0.04 and 0.04 mg s−1 (pyrolysis);
0.01, 0.04, 0.1 and 0.3 mg s−1 (oxidative
pyrolysis).

Figure 4.9: Measured carbon emissions from the pyrolysis (solid line) and ox-
idative pyrolysis (dotted line) of a wheat straw pellet for the reactor tempera-
tures of 300◦C (cyan), 400◦C (blue), 500◦C (purple), 600◦C (green) and 700◦C
(red).

The area under the curve was calculated from the average value of emissions

given in Fig. 4.9c and 4.9d to determine the total amount of carbon dioxide
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and carbon monoxide released during pyrolysis (see Table 4.3). Note that the

total amounts calculated for carbon dioxide in oxidative pryolysis are smaller

than the actual amount, because the experimental data were recorded up to a

certain time, when the carbon dioxide release was not complete. Additionally,

there was a limit on how much the device could detect, so in the case of the

reactor temperature of 700◦C the maximum rate of release was beyond the

measurement bounds.

The amount of CO in oxidative pyrolysis increases with reactor temperature

until the reactor temperature of 500◦C, then at the reactor temperature of 700◦C

it decreases to a level similar to the CO yield at the reactor temperature of

300◦C.

Table 4.3: Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide emissions from pyrolysis and
oxidative pyrolysis.

Species/mg 300◦C 400◦ 500◦ 600◦ 700◦

CO (pyrolysis) 4.7 11.3 13.4 26.4 49.4

CO (oxidative) 11.2 17.1 36.4 - 12.9

CO2 (pyrolysis) 11.5 28.9 31.7 39.5 44.3

CO2 (oxidative) 50.5 53.9 82.8 - 395.2

4.4 Calculated temperature and mass loss using a

lumped model

A lumped pyrolysis model assuming a small biomass particle and an instan-

taneous internal heating, meaning that the temperature inside the particle is
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homogeneous everywhere, has been used to compare it with the experimental

data of the pyrolysis of a wheat straw pellet. The purpose of this comparison

is to establish if a lumped model is sufficient, or if the particle is large enough

that it requires a model that accounts for the internal heating gradients. The

kinetic mechanism used in this work is explained later in Fig. 5.1 and consists

of four reactions (r1, r2, r3, r4) and four components, including wheat straw

and activated wheat straw (biomass B), char C, and volatile V (gas G + tar T).
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Figure 4.10: Measured mass loss (purple) and measured center temperature
(purple) comparison with a lumped model (black) for the reactor temperature
of 500◦C.

Figure 4.10 compares the experimental results from the pyrolysis of a wheat

straw pellet with a lumped model [177], based purely on the chemical kinetics.

In this particular case we do not account for the heat of reaction. The lumped

model should not properly render the decomposition of a thick biomass par-

ticle, because it assumes there is no gradient of temperature inside. However,

as we can see in Fig. 4.10a, the calculated mass loss curve seems to agree quite

well with the experimental data. One possible reason for this, is that the ki-

netic mechanism was determined from TG experiments of biomass that was
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not completely in the thermally thin regime. Nevertheless, the delayed decom-

position, which starts at about 30 s, can also be caused by a delayed heating

time of the particle surface instead of an internal temperature gradient. The

time required to heat the surface of the particle might be higher than the time

required to heat internally. This is also corroborated by the comparison of the

calculated convective and conductive time-scales.

The time-scale of a particle heating by conduction is calculated using the ther-

mal diffusivity coefficient, αT = λ
ρCp

, which taking into account the size of the

particle, gives t = CL2

αT
= 30 s. The parameters used are Cp = 2000 J kg−1 K−1

(heat capacity), ρ = 1000 kg m−3 (specific density), λ = 0.11 W m−1 K−1 (ther-

mal conductivity) and the dimensions of the cylindrical pellet are a diameter

of 0.007 m, a length of 0.01 m, and CL stands for characteristic length.

The time-scale for convective heating in a lumped system analysis is given by

t =
ρCpV

hA = 260 s, where V is the particle volume, A is the particle surface

area, and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. A value of 10 W m−2

was used for the heat transfer coefficient, the value was picked to be between

5 W m−2[178] and 20 W m−2[71]. The heat transfer coefficient is calculated

in Chapter 5 for a more complex pyrolysis model, giving also a value around

10 W m−2. As can be appreciated, the convection time-scale is larger than the

conduction one, explaining the slow decomposition at the beginning.

If we look at the comparison of the experimental center temperature and the

lumped temperature in Fig. 4.10b, it can be observed that the lumped tem-

perature starts heating immediately and the experimental center temperature

needs more time for the heat to reach the center and start increasing the tem-
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perature. From this, it can be concluded that the lumped model is not sufficient

to have a good understanding of the pyrolysis of a thermally thick particle, be-

cause the predicted lumped temperature does not match the measured center

temperature, meaning that the temperature distribution is not captured. The

numerical simulation of biomass pyrolysis aims not only to predict the mass

loss, but to improve the accuracy of the product yields prediction, specially

the amounts and species in the volatile product, and its composition strongly

depends on the temperature distribution of the pellet.

4.5 Conclusions

The experimental data of pyrolysis of a wheat straw pellet displayed an ex-

pected behaviour with respect to what has been previously reported in the

literature for similar biomass and conditions. However, interesting informa-

tion has been obtained in reference to which type of experimental conditions

and procedure would yield the most useful data in order to understand and

model the process. Interesting thermochemical processes observed, were the

conditions in which overheating of the pellet can take place, the range of tem-

peratures in which devolatilization and ignition starts, and carbon dioxide and

carbon monoxide interactions with oxygen at high temperature.

From the comparison of the center temperature profiles of pyrolysis and oxida-

tive pyrolysis, it has been found that the ignition temperature of wheat straw

pellets is placed between 300 and 400◦C. The center temperature with oxida-

tive pyrolysis is higher than the center temperature with pyrolysis because in
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oxidative pyrolysis there is extra heat around the particle due to the partial

combustion of the volatiles released from the particle that react with the avail-

able oxygen in the reactor.

An unexpected behaviour of the inner temperature profile of a pellet at the

location of 2 mm from the surface has been observed. The steep temperature

slope during the first 10 s after the temperature curve starts increasing cannot

be explained by pyrolysis reactions, therefore it is concluded that the insertion

of the thermocouple can make an impact on the temperature reading caused

by the physical damage of the pellet when inserting the thermocouple. Other

studies have used a solid wood particle with a clean perforation to insert the

pellet, but when working with straw pellets any attempt of perforating the pel-

let would entail a certain degree of surface breakage around the thermocouple

insertion. Alternative methods to hold the sample could also be investigated

to find out how it affects the heating of the particle.

The experimental results obtained in this work corroborate the potential pres-

ence of an inner temperature peak or shoulder above the reactor temperature

when certain conditions are given, like an increased heat release from the py-

rolysis reactions in comparison with the heat lost to the reactor environment

in combination with a slow inner heating rate that allows for the peak to be

visible (as observed for pyrolysis at the reactor temperature of 400◦C).

The comparison of gas emissions from pyrolysis and oxidative pyrolysis have

shown some interesting results with respect to the generation of carbon monox-

ide and carbon dioxide at the reactor temperature of 700◦C. For reactor temper-

atures below 700◦C the general trend was more generation of carbon monox-
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ide and carbon dioxide in oxidative pyrolysis, but at the reactor temperature

of 700◦C, there was more carbon monoxide production for the process of py-

rolysis. A plausible explanation for this behaviour is that at that temperature

the carbon dioxide generated might react with the char to produce more car-

bon monoxide. The steep increase in carbon dioxide in oxidative pyrolysis also

for the temperature of 700◦C might be caused by the partial combustion of the

carbon monoxide generated during devolatilization, producing more carbon

dioxide, that at the same time might increase the release of carbon monoxide.

Finally a lumped model was used to model the process, and it was concluded

that a lumped model is not suitable to predict pyrolysis of large biomass par-

ticles, because it only renders kinetics and not transport phenomena, which is

relevant in the case of a wheat straw pellet of the given dimensions. Instead, a

single particle model is required to reliably predict the pyrolysis behaviour of

thick biomass particles.



Chapter 5

Mathematical description of the

single particle model

This chapter defines and analyses the pyrolysis of a single biomass particle

with mathematical equations, making the necessary transformations and ad-

justments to the equations in order to be able to solve them. The single particle

model is then used to obtain the results presented in the remaining chapters.

5.1 Kinetic mechanism

The reaction mechanism proposed by Lanzetta et al. [177] is selected because

it was determined for the same type of biomass as in the single particle exper-

iments performed in this work (wheat straw). The kinetic model was deter-

mined for milled and dried wheat straw, using a very thin layer of biomass

of 100 µm. According to their sample size, their experiments should exclude

108
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the kinetic mechanism.

Table 5.1: Kinetic parameters of wheat straw pyrolysis [177].

Parameter r1 r2 r3 r4

A (s−1) 1.1·105 1.2·103 1.2·103 2.82

E (kJ mol−1) 75.1 53.55 66.53 27.61

any heat and mass transfer limitations. They used a very rapid heating and

kept the sample at a given temperature in the range of 400 and 648 K, and

used the information from the weight loss versus time to elucidate a two stage

kinetic mechanism. The experiments were considered isothermal because a

quick heating rate of 25-27 K s−1 was used. This mechanism was chosen be-

cause the type of biomass used is the same, and because the kinetics deter-

mined from fine biomass particles could be considered as the intrinsic kinetics.

The diagram of the kinetic mechanism can be found in Fig. 5.1 and the values

of the kinetic parameters in Table 5.1. It starts from a single component, that

decomposes with parallel, multi-step and first-order reactions. The four reac-

tions are: wheat straw decomposes into volatiles (r1) and activated wheat (r2);

the activated wheat then reacts further to form more volatiles (r3) and char

(r4).
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5.2 System description

To describe the pyrolysis of a single biomass particle, the system is defined as

a porous particle, because biomass is a porous material. The particle consists

of a solid phase and porosity, which is represented by a void fraction ε.

The effect of the reactor on the particle is represented with the surface bound-

ary conditions imposed on the particle. The main reactor effects captured are

the temperature of the reactor environment T∞, and the media in the reactor

environment, which is nitrogen flowing through the reactor and taking away

all the vapour products released from the particle. The release of volatiles is

regulated by Darcy’s law, which depends on the internal pressure gradient of

the particle and on its permeability κ.

In this model we assume that the solid and the vapour phase are in thermal

equilibrium, therefore there is only one variable for the particle temperature T

that represents both, the solid and the vapour phase. The energy balance ac-

counts for the surface heating of the particle according to a given reactor tem-

perature by heat convection and thermal radiation. Then the heat is transferred

from the surface of the particle to its center by conduction. The heat of reaction

might also influence the particle temperature depending on its exothermicity.

The evolution of the mechanism components during pyrolysis is described

with the mass balance. Another component that is not included in the reaction

mechanism but is present in the system is nitrogen, which is initially present

in the particle before it is displaced by the volatile generated. The nitrogen re-

lease follows the same principles as the volatile release, therefore its evolution
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is rendered with the same mass balance. Also, in this model it is assumed that

there is only primary pyrolysis taking place, and not secondary reactions of

the volatiles with char or with other volatiles.

The values of the parameters used in the single particle model are obtained

from the literature or determined for the given conditions. The convective

heat transfer coefficient is determined with

h =
Nu λN2

CL
(5.1)

where CL is the particle characteristic length, for a spherical or cylindrical par-

ticle, the particle diameter could be used instead, λN2 is the thermal conductiv-

ity of nitrogen, because nitrogen is the carrier gas used in the reactor, and Nu is

the Nusselt number, which has been determined using the Churchill-Bernstein

correlation [179]

Nu = 0.3 +
0.62 Re

1.0
2.0 Pr

1.0
3.0[

1 +
(

0.4
Pr

) 2.0
3.0
] 1.0

4.0

[
1 +

(
Re

282000

) 5.0
8.0
] 4.0

5.0

(5.2)

where Pr is the Prandtl number and Re is the Reynolds number. This correla-

tion is used to determine the Nusselt number of a cylinder in a convective flow

that causes heat transfer between the body and the flow. It is valid for a wide

range of Pr and Re as long as Pr×Re is larger or equal to 0.2. The Prandtl num-
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ber is a dimensionless number used in systems where there is heat transfer

between a particle and a carrier gas, is defined as

Pr =
Cp,N2 µN2

λN2

(5.3)

where µN2 is the dynamic viscosity of nitrogen, and the heat capacity and ther-

mal conductivity also refer to the carrier gas. The Reynolds number is

Re =
ρN2 vN2 dp

µN2

(5.4)

where vN2 is the velocity calculated from the nitrogen flow rate and the cross-

sectional area of the reactor. Since the density of nitrogen changes with tem-

perature, the resulting Reynolds number and heat transfer coefficient will also

vary with temperature. The range of Re in this problem is between 3.6 and 6.7,

and Pr is 0.795, which makes the choice of Nusselt number correlation suitable.

Table 5.2 gives the values of the parameters used in the SPM, some of them are

determined from the experimental work and others are taken from the litera-

ture or determined from given correlations. dp is the diameter of the cylindrical

pellet used in the experimental work, ρs,0 is the initial particle bulk density, and

T0 is the initial particle temperature which corresponds to the measured tem-

perature of the particle when it is in the lateral arm of the reactor before being

introduced in the center of the reactor, that is why for each reactor temperature
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Table 5.2: Thermophysical properties used in the single particle model.

Parameter Value or expression

dparticle (m) 0.007

ρs,0 (kg m−3) 780

ε0 0.22

T0 (K) (T∞ = 200) 35

T0 (K) (T∞ = 300) 40

T0 (K) (T∞ = 400) 50

T0 (K) (T∞ = 500) 60

T0 (K) (T∞ = 600) 70

T0 (K) (T∞ = 700) 70

Cp,B (J kg−1 K−1) 2300− 1150e−0.0055T [28]

Cp,C (J kg−1 K−1) 1430 + 0.355T − 7.32107T−2 [28]

Cp,G (J kg−1 K−1) 770 + 0.629T + 1.91 · 10−4T2 [178]

Cp,T (J kg−1 K−1) −100 + 4.4T − 1.57 · 10−3T2 [178]

Cp,V (J kg−1 K−1) 0.85Cp,T + 0.15Cp,G [93]

λ (W m−1 K−1) λcond + λrad [71]

λcond = ελV + ρB
ρB,0

λB + (1− ρB
ρB,0

)λC

λV = 0.026 [180] as in [71]

λB = 0.11 or λB = 0.15 [181] as in [71]

λC = 0.071 [181] as in [71]

λrad = εσT3dpore
ε

ε = 0.9 [71]

dpore = 3.2 · 10−6 [71]

κ (m−2) ρB
ρB,0

κB + (1− ρB
ρB,0

)κC

κB = 5 · 10−16 [140]

κC = 10−13 [140]

µN2 (Pa s) 3.5 ·10−5

MWN2 (kg mol−1) 0.028

λN2 (W m K−1) 0.04
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Table 5.3: Estimated initial values of some model parameters for the different
reactor temperatures.

Parameter 200◦C 300◦C 400◦C 500◦C 600◦C 700◦C

λ0 (W m−1 K−1) 0.1165 0.1165 0.117 0.117 0.117 0.117
α0 (m2 s−1) 7.1·10−8 7.1·10−8 7.1·10−8 7·10−8 7·10−8 7·10−8

Re0 6.7 5.5 4.7 4.1 3.6 3.2
Nu0 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2
h0 (W m−2 K−1) 9.2 8.5 8 7.6 7.2 7

the initial particle temperature is different.

The initial pellet porosity is determined with information about the particle

density (specific density) of wheat straw, which, using a pycnometer has a

value of about 1100 kg m−3 [100] and 983 kg m−3 [182]. In this work a mean

value of 1000 kg m−3 was used. The initial porosity is calculated as ε0 = 1-
ρspecific
ρbulk

, where the ρbulk is the bulk density which includes the porosity, and it

can be easily measured from the pellet size and the pellet weight, and ρspecific

is the specific density which would be the particle’s density without including

the porosity.

Heat capacity is described by correlations that depend on the temperature,

each component has a different heat capacity. And the heat capacity of the

volatile (V) is determined by a linear combination of the heat capacities of tar

(T) and gas (G). Thermal conductivity is also a correlation that depends on the

individual thermal conductivities of the components, and it also includes the

influence of the thermal radiation λrad assuming a constant pore size dpore. The

permeability depends on how the solid fraction changes.

The initial values of the determined heat transfer coefficient, Reynolds number,
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Nusselt number and thermal conductivity are given in Table 5.3 to have an

idea of their order of magnitude. Each of them is determined for all the reactor

temperatures that have been used in the experimental work. The parameter

α = λ0
ρs,0 Cp,B,0

that also appears in the table, is the thermal diffusivity of the solid

phase.

According to Mason et al. [183] the thermal conductivity of wheat straw pel-

lets of a density of about 1149 - 1165 kg m−3 should be in the order of 0.15 -

0.16 W m−1 K−1. The thermal conductivity for biomass determined in this

work using a three dimensional model of the pellet is about 0.11 W m−1 K−1 for

all the reactor temperatures, which is smaller than the measured value found

by Mason et al.

5.3 Governing equations

The variables in this model are the species in the solid phase, the species in

the vapour phase, porosity, pressure inside the particle, velocity of the vapour

phase, and temperature, assuming that solid and vapour are in thermal equi-

librium.

The conservation of the solid species is given by

∂ρs,i

∂t
= ∑

r
νr,i

∂ξr

∂t
, (5.5)
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where ρs = ∑i ρs,i is the density of the solid phase including any individual

solid species, νr,i is the stoichiometric coefficient of the species i in the reaction

r and ξr is the extent of reaction, defined as

∂ξr

∂t
= kr(T) f (ρs) (5.6)

where f (ρs) is the rate law, which in this case is a first order reaction that

describes the decomposition of the solid biomass, and kr(T) is the temperature

dependent Arrhenius constant

kr(T) = Are
−Er
RT , (5.7)

where Ar (pre-exponential factor) and Er (activation energy) are the kinetic pa-

rameters referring to the reaction r, R is the gas constant and T is the absolute

temperature.

The conservation of the vapour species includes the generation of volatiles and

the mass convection of the vapour species, which is much more dominant than

the volatiles diffusion, and for that reason, the mass diffusion term is usually

neglected [136]. The resulting mass balance is
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∂

∂t
(ερv,i) +∇ · (ρv,iu) = ∑

r
ενr,i

∂ξr

∂t
(5.8)

where ρv = ∑i ρv,i is the density of the volatile phase, ρv,i is the density of the

volatile species i, ε is porosity, and u is the vapour phase velocity, defined by

Darcy’s law

u =
−κ

µ
∇P (5.9)

where κ is permeability, µ viscosity and P is vapour phase pressure in the pore.

Assuming that the gas phase behaves like an ideal gas, the pressure can be

calculated using the ideal gas law

P =
ρvRT
MWv

. (5.10)

where MWv is the mean molecular weight of the volatile and the nitrogen ac-

cording to their respective fractions.

The porosity is defined as
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ε = 1− (1− ε0)
ρs

ρs,0
. (5.11)

The conservation of energy includes the heat generation from the reactions,

heat convection from the volatile release, and heat conduction. Heat transfer

due to the volatiles diffusion is considered not to be significant [140], so it is

not included in the energy balance, which is

(ρsCp,s + ερvCp,v)
∂T
∂t

+ uρvCp,v · ∇T −∇ · (λ∇T) = −∑
r

∆Hr
∂ξr

∂t
(5.12)

where λ is the particle overall thermal conductivity, Cp,s is the heat capacity of

the solid phase, Cp,v is the heat capacity of the vapour phase, and ∆Hr is the

enthalpy of the reaction r. This expression can also be written as

∑
i
(ρs,iCp,i + ερv,iCp,i)

∂T
∂t

+ u ∑
i

ρv,iCp,i · ∇T −∇ · (λ∇T) (5.13)

= −∑
r

Hs
r,iν

s
r,i

∂ξr

∂t
+ ∑

i
Hs

r,iν
v
r,iε

∂ξr

∂t
(5.14)

where Hs
r,iν

s
r,i and Hv

r,iν
v
r,i refer to the enthalpy of reaction of the solid phase and

volatile phase respectively.

The initial conditions are
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ρB,0 = ρs,0 (5.15)

ρC,0 = 0 (5.16)

ρV,0 = ρV,∞ = 0 (5.17)

ρv,0 = ρN2 =
P0

R T0
MWN2 (5.18)

P0 = P∞ = Patm (5.19)

where ρB,0 corresponds to the initial bulk density of the particle, and initially

the only solid component is wheat straw; ρV,0 is the initial volatile density,

which is zero; ρv,0 is the initial vapour phase density, which consists only of

nitrogen, MWN2 is the molecular weight of nitrogen; And P0 is the initial pres-

sure of the particle, which corresponds to the reactor pressure and is equal to

the atmospheric pressure (101325 Pa). The initial values of the parameters T0,

ρs,0 and ε0 were already given in Table 5.2.

At the surface of the particle a Neumann boundary condition is used for the

temperature

−n̂ · λ∇T = h(T − T∞) + εσ(T4 − T4
∞) (5.20)

where n̂ is a normal vector to the surface, h is the heat transfer coefficient, T∞ is

the reactor temperature, ε is the emissivity of the particle, and σ is the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant.

Also at the surface, a Dirichlet boundary condition is used to fix the value of
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the pressure at atmospheric pressure, which is necessary when using Darcy’s

flow to regulate the release of volatiles from the particle to the surroundings.

Another assumption is that the volatiles move from the center to the surface

of the particle in a symmetrical manner, therefore the velocity of the volatiles

at the center of the particle is zero. These two boundary conditions can be

expressed as

P(r = R) = Patm (5.21)

u(r = 0) = 0 (5.22)

where r is a position inside the particle, R is a position at the surface of the

particle, and r = 0 is at the center of the particle.

The conservation of energy is originally given as a derivative of the enthalpy,

but is generally used in the form of a derivative of temperature. The transfor-

mation of the energy balance can be found in Appendix A.

The system is defined with a porous particle, but the porous particle could

have different shapes with different levels of symmetry. If we assume a more

symmetrical system, the equations are simplified and their numerical solution

is less computationally expensive. The one-dimensional axisymetrical formu-

lation of the governing equations is
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∂

∂t
(ερv,i) +

1
rn

∂

∂r
(rnρv,iur) = ∑

r
νr,i

∂ξr

∂t
(5.23)

where ur is the velocity in the radial direction, and the value of n depends on

the desired particle shape, n = 1 for a cylindrical particle and n = 2 for a

spherical particle, the conservation of energy

(ρsCp,s + ερvCp,v)
∂T
∂t

+ urρvCp,v
∂T
∂r
− 1

rn
∂

∂r
λ rn ∂T

∂r
= −∑

r
∆Hr

∂ξr

∂t
(5.24)

∑
i
(ρs,iCp,i + ερv,iCp,i)

∂T
∂t

+ ur ∑
i

ρv,iCp,i
∂T
∂r
− 1

rn
∂

∂r

(
λ rn ∂T

∂r

)
= −∑

r
∑

i
Hs

r,iν
s
r,i + ∑

r
∑

i
Hv

r,iν
v
r,i (5.25)

and the velocity

ur =
−κ

µ

∂P
∂r

. (5.26)

5.4 Dimensional analysis

The dimensionless form of the governing equations is given in this section.

Nondimensionalization has been carried out in order to simplify the solver

solution when comparing orders of magnitude and also to compare the relative
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importance of the different terms in the governing equations, to know which

processes are more significant.

The conservation of the solid species is modified as

∂ρ̄s,i

∂t̄
= ∑

r
νr,i Āre

−Ēr
T̄ ρ̄s (5.27)

where the parameters with a bar over the letter mean that they are dimension-

less parameters. Their definition is given in Table 5.4, where τ is the same as

t̄.

The conservation of the volatile species is modified as

∂

∂t̄
(ερ̄v,i) + ∇̄ · ( ¯ρv,iū) = ∑

r
νr,i Āre

−Ēr
T̄ ρ̄s

(
ρs,0RT0

P0

)
. (5.28)

The momentum equation that describes the velocity of the volatiles is also

modified

ū = −κ0 τ P0

µ d2
p

κ̄∇̄P̄

ū = −κ0 P0

µ α0
κ̄∇̄P̄ (5.29)

and the pressure, which is given by the ideal gas law equation is now
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P̄ = ρ̄vT̄. (5.30)

The conservation of the energy is

(ρ̄sC̄p,s + ερ̄v
P0

ρs,0 R T0
C̄p,v)

∂T̄
∂t̄

+ ū ρ̄v
P0

ρs,0 R T0
C̄p,v · ∇̄T̄ − ∇̄ · (λ̄∇̄T̄) = −∑

r

∆Hr

T0 Cp,s,0
Ār e

Ēr
T̄ ρ̄s (5.31)

and the Neumann boundary condition for the temperature is

−n̂ · λ̄∇̄T̄ =
h0 dp

λ0
(T̄ − T̄∞) +

εσ dp T3
0

λ0
(T̄4 − T̄4

∞) (5.32)

Table 5.4 gives the definition of the dimensionless parameters that appear in

the dimensionless equations, as well as the values used to determine them.

The parameter transformation attempts to approximate the parameter values

to the unit.

Table 5.5 gives the values of the dimensionless groups for the different reactor

temperatures and also it indicates to which equations they are linked. Com-

paring the dimensionless groups in front of the terms in the energy balance,

it can be assessed which are the dominant heat transfer mechanisms. Using

the values of the dimensionless groups for the reactor temperature of 700◦C
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Table 5.4: Parameters and groups used to nondimensionalize the model equa-
tions.

Parameter Value or expression

ρ̄s
ρs

ρs,0

ρ̄v
ρvRT0

P0 MWv

T̄ T
T0

P̄ P
P0

ū τ
dp

u

∇̄ dp∇

λ̄ ε0
λG
λ0

+ ρB
ρB,0

λB
λ0

+

(
1− ρB

ρB,0

λC
λ0

+
13.5σT3dpore

ελ0

)
Ār τAr

Ēr
Er

RT0

κ̄
ρB

ρB,0

κB
κ0

+
(

1− ρB
ρB,0

)
κC
κ0

Table 5.5: Values of the dimensionless groups of the governing equations.

Group 200◦C 300◦C 400◦C 500◦C 600◦C 700◦C appears in

τ =
d2

p
α0

685.1 686.8 689.9 692.8 695.5 695.5 -
ρs,0RT0

P0
19.7 20 20.7 21.3 22 22 Eq. (5.28)

P0
ρs,vRT0

0.05 0.049 0.048 0.047 0.045 0.045 Eq. (5.31)
∆Hr

T0 Cp,s,0
0.078 0.076 0.073 0.07 0.068 0.068 Eq. (5.31)

εσ dp T3
0

λ0
0.09 0.094 0.1 0.113 0.123 0.123 Eq. (5.32)

h0 dp
λ0

= Bi 0.55 0.5 0.48 0.46 0.43 0.42 Eq. (5.32)
κ0P0
µ α0

4723 4734 4756 4776 4794 4794 Eq. (5.29)

as example, the significance of the terms in the energy balance is compared.

The coefficients of heat convection, thermal radiation and the generation of

heat from the reactions are 0.42, 0.12 and 0.068 respectively, meaning that the
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external heating of the particle is dominant over the particle self-heating from

the heat of reaction. It also shows that heat convection is dominant over ther-

mal radiation. The term of the heat of reaction contains an exponential, which

means that at high temperatures that term might become more influential. The

coefficient that appears in front of the volatile terms is very small, 0.045, and

it barely changes for the different reactor temperatures. From this observation

it can be assumed that the volatile terms do not have a significant impact on

the particle temperature, therefore the influence of the volatiles convection in

the energy balance could be neglected, and the heat capacity of the volatiles

is not as influential as the heat capacity of the solids. The mass convection of

the vapour phase is still relevant in the mass balance of the vapour phase, the

velocity of the vapour has a coefficient of 4794, and the generation of volatiles

has a coefficient of 22, although the generation term has an exponential that

depends on the temperature, so its influence will be larger at high tempera-

tures.

Anca-Cuoce et al. [136] acknowledged that the influence of the volatiles con-

vection on the temperature distribution of the particle could be neglected, but

it should not be neglected from the volatiles mass balance if the aim of the

study is to predict the species in the bio-oil and gas products. Some earlier

work attributed to volatiles convection a cooling effect on the particle [140, 89,

184], but the relative importance of the heat transfer mechanisms has also been

taken into consideration in this work.
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5.5 Numerical method

The finite element method has been used to discretize in space the partial dif-

ferential equations (PDEs) seen in Sec. 5.3, obtaining first-order ordinary diff-

ential equations (ODEs). The resulting ODEs are discretized in time using the

Crank-Nicolson method. The discretization with the finite element method

consists of breaking the spatial domain into smaller regions of simple geom-

etry called subdomains or finite elements [185]. An example of application is

given using the diffusion equation

∂u
∂t
− D∇2u = 0 (5.33)

which depends on space and time.

The finite element method consists of solving the governing equations in the

form of weak formulation. A method to do it is the Galerkin method, which

consists of finding u by multiplying the original PDE by a test function and

integrating over the spatial domain. A solution is found when the integrals

are equal to zero.

The variational formulation is

Fu =
∫ [du

dt
− D∇2u

]
ψi(x) dx = 0 (5.34)
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where ψi is a test function. The term with the second order derivative requires

integration by parts,

Fu =
∫ [

∂u
∂t

ψi + D∇u · ∇ψi

]
dx−

∮
(D∇u)ψi ds = 0 (5.35)

and given the boundary condition n̂ · D∇u = q,

Fu =
∫ [

∂u
∂t

ψi + D∇u · ∇ψi

]
dx−

∮
q ψids = 0 (5.36)

The solution u is constructed with basis functions, which are a piecewise poly-

nomial approximation

u(x, t) =
N

∑
j=1

uj(t)ψj(x) (5.37)

where j are the elements, uj are unknown constants, and ψj are test functions

that are piecewise, in this work they are Lagrange polynomials of first order.

Equation (5.37) is included in Eq. (5.36),

N

∑
j=1

∂uj

∂t

∫
ψj(x)ψi(x) dx +

N

∑
j=1

uj

∫
D∇ψj(x)∇ψi(x)−

∮
q ψids = 0 (5.38)
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where N is the number of elements. This equation could also be written in the

form

N

∑
j=1

Mi,j
∂uj

∂t
+

N

∑
j=1

Wi,juj − bi = 0 (5.39)

N

∑
j=1

∂uj

∂t
+

N

∑
j=1

M−1
i,j Wi,juj −

N

∑
j=1

M−1
i,j bi = 0 (5.40)

where bi =
∮

q ψids, Mi,j =
∫

ψj(x)ψi(x)dx and Wi,j =
∫

D∇ψj(x)∇ψi(x)dx.

This is the PDE discretized in space, but it still needs to be discretized in time.

The Crank-Nicolson method is a finite difference method of discretization in

time. Equation (5.40) has the shape of a ODE, to make it more clear it can be

rewritten using f (uj, t) = −M−1
i,j Wi,juj + M−1

i,j bi,

u′j = f (uj, t) (5.41)

where u′ = ∂u
∂t and f is a nonlinear function of uj, Crank-Nicolson approxi-

mates f (uj, t) with an arithmetic mean

un+1
j − un

j

∆t
= θ

[
f (un

j , tn)
]
+ (1− θ)

[
f (un+1

j , tn+1)
]

(5.42)
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where tn refers to the previous time, and tn+1 would be the current time, de-

termined as tn+1 = tn + ∆t for a given time-step ∆t, un
j = uj(tn) and un+1

j =

uj(tn+1). The solution at the previous time is determined from a known ini-

tial solution or from a previous solution to the model, and the solution at the

current time is determined from the previous solution. Forward Euler method

would involve only the previous time-step, and backward Euler method only

the current time-step. Using the Second-order Crank-Nicolson method, θ is 1
2

un+1
j − un

j

∆t
=

1
2

[
f (un

j , tn) + f (un+1
j , tn+1)

]
. (5.43)

Rearranging back into matrices form, similar to Eq. (5.40)

N

∑
j=1

∫
Mi,j

un+1 − nn

∆t
+

N

∑
j=1

1
2

[∫
Wi,jun

j − q +
∫

Wi,jun+1
j − q

]
= 0 (5.44)

The final system of linear equations is solved using FEniCS open-source soft-

ware [186]. The variational formulation of the governing equations used in

this work is given in Appendix B.

5.6 Model implementation and benchmarking

In this section the numerical solution of the SPM is validated with the analyt-

ical solution of one-dimensional problems of heat transfer. Additionally, the re-
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sults from lumped (zero-dimensional), one-dimensional and three-dimensional

models, using different particle shapes (sphere, finite cylinder and infinite

cylinder) are compared in order to choose the best combination depending

on the purpose of study.

The governing equations are numerically solved for a given geometry. In this

work, the three-dimensional mesh used describes a cylinder of mesh resolu-

tion of 30 and consists of 25663 tetrahedral elements with 4831 vertices (see

Fig. 5.2), and the time step is 0.001 s. The higher the mesh resolution, the more

refined is the mesh and higher the number of elements. The one-dimensional

mesh used has a resolution of 20, which consists of 20 intervals and 21 ver-

tices, and the time step is 10−5 s, but the time-step is automatically reduced

by half when the numerical calculation has to render a more abrupt change in

temperature in a shorter time. The order of the smallest time-step reached is

10−8 s. The mesh resolution in the case of a one-dimensional mesh, means that

the value of resolution is the number of intervals in the mesh.

In this section, simplified mathematical expressions included in the single par-

ticle model have been used to validate the model implementation and to study

the mass convection process, and different resolutions and time-steps have

also been assessed. The respective model resolutions are mentioned for each

figure that includes numerical results. More specifically, in this section the

heat transfer model is validated with analytical and with lumped model solu-

tions for different particle shapes and for different Biot numbers. After that,

solutions from lumped and three-dimensional models are compared to see the

impact of the particle thickness on the inner particle heating.
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Figure 5.2: Three-dimensional mesh wireframe. The different colors and trans-
parency are just to have a clearer look of the shape.

A simplified heating model involving only heat convection and heat conduc-

tion has been numerically solved and compared with the analytical solution

and with the lumped model solution in order to validate the model imple-

mented with the finite element method.

The analytical solutions are for transient one-dimensional heat conduction and

for an infinite cylinder or a sphere with a given temperature at the surface.

One analytical solution describes the evolution of the temperature with time

at the center of a sphere or at the center of an infinite cylinder, and the other

analytical solution also describes the temperature evolution with time but at

different positions along the radius of the sphere/cylinder.

The analytical solution is the one-term approximation that describes the tem-

perature at the center of spherical and cylindrical particles, and is defined as

T(t)− T∞

T0 − T∞
= A1e−λ2

1τ∗ (5.45)
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where A1 and λ1 are functions of the Biot number and their values are inter-

polated from the transient temperature charts (Heisler charts) depending on

the geometry of the conduction body [88], and τ∗ is the dimensionless time

defined as α t
r2 , where r is the radius and α is the thermal conductivity. The one-

term approximation describing the temperature profile across the radius of a

spheric particle for a given time is

T(r)− T∞

T0 − T∞
= A1e−λ2

1τ∗
sin(λ1

R
R0
)

λ1
R
R0

(5.46)

where R is the position along the radius, and R0 is the outer radius.

In the lumped model, the increase of the energy of the particle is equal to the

heat transferred to the body as follows

ρCp V
dT
dt

= −A h (T − T∞) (5.47)

where V is volume and A is area. After rearranging, including the thermal

radiation and the heat of reaction

dT
dt

=
−A h
ρCp V

(T − T∞)− A σε

ρCp V
(T4 − T4

∞)−∑
r

dξr

dt
∆Hr

ρCp
(5.48)

where dξr
dt is the extent of the reaction r, and its corresponding heat of reac-

tion is ∆Hr. For each different particle shape, the area and the volume change

accordingly, and for an infinite cylinder, their relationship is 2
R .

The parameters used in the benchmarking and analysis of the heat transfer
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Figure 5.3: Temperature comparison of different particle shapes heating by
convection with a lumped model. Sphere (blue), finite cylinder (red) and infi-
nite cylinder (yellow).

model are ρ = 1000 kg m3, Cp = 2000 J kg−1 K−1, h = 20 W m−2 K−1, an initial

temperature of 323.15 K, a T∞ of 773.15 K, the particle radius for a cylinder is

3.5 mm and the particle radius for a sphere of the same volume is 4.5 mm. The

Biot number is defined as Bi = h CL
λ , where CL is the characteristic length of

the particle. The calculations with Bi = 0.01 have a large thermal conductiv-

ity constant of 7 W m−1 K−1 for an infinite cylinder, and 9 W m−1 K−1 for a

sphere, and the results are comparable with a lumped model. The simulations

with Bi = 0.6 have a smaller thermal conductivity of 0.117 W m−1 K−1 for an

infinite cylinder, and 0.15 W m−1 K−1 for a sphere, keeping the value of the

heat transfer coefficient constant.

Figure 5.3 shows how the center of different particle shapes heats by convec-
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tion using the lumped model. The finite cylinder has a radius of 3.5 mm and

a length of 10 mm, the infinite cylinder has a radius of 3.5 mm and the sphere

has a radius of 4.5 mm preserving the volume of the finite cylinder. The fi-

nite cylinder is the first to heat because it has the larger surface area, after

that is the sphere and finally the infinite cylinder. The finite cylinder and the

sphere receive heat from all sides, but the infinite cylinder receives heat only

radially. In this work a finite cylinder has been used for the simulations in

three-dimensions of the single particle model, but in one-dimension, a finite

cylinder is not possible, therefore a spherical shape has been chosen.

Particles of Biot number smaller than 0.1 are considered to be in the thermally

thin regime in which there is no significant temperature gradient inside the

particle. Figure 5.4 compares how a particle of Bi = 0.01 is heated by convec-

tion with the three-dimensional numerical model, the lumped model and the

one-term approximation solution. In Fig. 5.4a the particle has a spherical shape

and the three models perfectly match one another. Figure 5.4b represents the

heating of a finite and an infinite cylinder, in this case, the three-dimensional

numerical model and the one-term approximation do not match because the

first is calculated with a mesh depicting a finite cylinder and the one-term ap-

proximation is calculated for an infinite cylinder, but the lumped model can

match either of them depending on how we define the area and volume of the

cylinder.

Figure 5.4a also compares two particles heating by convection, one with a

small Biot number, which means that there is no temperature gradient inside

the particle, and the other with a larger Biot number that shows a delayed
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heating of the particle. The analytical solution matches the three-dimensional

solution in both cases, and the lumped model is only able to describe pryolysis

without a temperature gradient, so it only matches the small Biot number.

Figure 5.5 shows the heating by convection and thermal radiation at the cen-

ter of the particle for different shapes. The emissivity in the thermal radia-

tion term is 0.9, and values of the heat capacity and the heat transfer coef-

ficient are the same as previously stated. Both particles have the same vol-

ume (3.85×10−7 m3) but different shape, in this case the sphere has a radius of

4.5 mm and a surface area of 2.5×10−4 m2, smaller than the surface area of the

cylinder with a radius of 3.5 mm and a surface area of 3×10−4 m2. As a result,

the sphere heats with a bit of delay after the cylinder. If we were to compare a

sphere and a cylinder of the same radius instead of the same volume, then the

sphere would heat up more quickly.

Figure 5.6 shows a comparison of the inner heating profile of a spherical parti-

cle of Bi = 0.6 with the analytical model and the numerical three-dimensional

model. The degree of overlap of the compared solutions is given by the root

mean square (RMS). Figure 5.6a shows a good match between both models,

and Figure 5.6b shows how important the resolution of the numerical three-

dimensional mesh is, higher resolution gives a closer match to the analytical

solution.

In this section the particle heating with a numerical model has been validated

with analytical and lumped solutions, and for the one and three-dimensions.

A cylindrical shape is used in the three-dimensional numerical model because

it is the closest representation of a cylindrical pellet, but in the one-dimensional
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numerical model it has been found that the heating profile of a spherical shape

is closer to the three-dimensional cylinder than the one-dimension infinite cylin-

drical shape. In the following section we focus on the process of mass trans-

fer instead of heat transfer, and the numerical instabilities derived from the

process of mass convection are discussed along with a possible stabilization

method.
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Figure 5.4: Center temperature of particles of different shape and size: (a)
sphere with two Biot numbers, (b) cylinder for a Bi = 0.01. One-term approx-
imate solution (green solid line), numerical three-dimensional solution with a
mesh resolution of 20 and a time-step of 1 s (purple solid/dashed line) and
lumped solution (Eq. 5.47) (star, triangle and circle symbols).
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Figure 5.5: Heating comparison of particles of different shape using a lumped
and a three-dimensional model with a mesh resolution of 20 and a time-step
of 1 s. Lumped model and spherical shape (blue star), lumped model and
a finite cylinder shape (red triangle), lumped model and an infinite cylinder
shape (yellow circle), numerical model and spherical shape (pink solid line),
and numerical model and a finite cylinder shape (purple solid line).
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(a) Three-dimensional model with a mesh
resolution of 10 (solid line), and the one-
term approximation (dashed line). The
given times are 50 s (RMS = 7), 100 s
(RMS = 6.6), 200 s (RMS = 4.1) and 600 s
(RMS = 0.4).
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(b) One-term approximation at 50 s (dashed
line), three-dimensional model at 50 s with a
mesh resolution of 10 (solid line) (RMS = 7),
three-dimensional model at 50 s with a mesh
resolution of 40 (dotted line) (RMS = 4.2).

Figure 5.6: Internal temperature profile of a sphere of Bi = 0.6 heating by
convection using the analytical solution (Eq. 5.46) and the three-dimensional
numerical simulation. The profile is from the center (0 mm) to the surface
(3.5 mm) and for different given times.
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5.7 Mass convection and numerical stabilization

One of the governing equations in the single particle model is a mass balance

of the vapour phase. The vapour phase consists of the volatiles generated and

the nitrogen that was already in the particle pores before pyrolysis started, but

the nitrogen and the volatile species are not accumulated in the particle indef-

initely, they are released by mass convection from the particle to the reactor

environment.

The process of convection might cause numerical instabilities in some cases

where there is a high convective flux, a mesh not sufficiently refined, and a

time-step too large for the characteristic time of the given process. The in-

stability of the numerical calculations when dealing with the process of mass

convection has been counteracted with a stabilization method, which is pre-

sented in this section, along with an analysis of the convection-diffusion equa-

tion with respect to their potential instabilities in the results and the effect of

the stabilization method.

The convection-diffusion equation [187] for steady-state is

u · ∇ρ− D∇2ρ = 0, (5.49)

where u is a vector of velocity, ρ is concentration and D is a constant diffusion

coefficient. The same equation in one-dimensional coordinate system is
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ux
∂ρ

∂x
− D

∂2ρ

∂x2 = 0. (5.50)

Taking into account the Peclet number Pe = uL
D , a particle length L of 1 m and

D = 1 m2 s−1, the previous equation is transformed

Pe
∂ρ

∂x
− ∂2ρ

∂x2 = 0. (5.51)

The analytical solution for the steady-state with a boundary condition at x = 0

of ρ(0) = 1 and at x = 1 of ρ(1) = 0 [188] is

ρ(x) =
1− e

Pe x
L

1− ePe . (5.52)

In this case L = 1 and D = 1, therefore Pe number depends only on u. The nu-

merical solution has been calculated using a unit one-dimensional mesh with

the following boundary conditions: ρ(x = 0) = 0 and ρ(x = L) = 1.

The variational formulation of the convection-diffusion equation used for the

finite element method is:

∫ (
u · ∇ρ ψρ + D∇ρ · ∇ψρ

)
dx = 0 (5.53)

where ψρ is the test function. As we can observe in Fig. 5.7, for a small Pe

number the numerical solution coincides with the analytical, independently
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Figure 5.7: Analytical and one-dimensional numerical solution to the
convection-diffusion equation for different Peclet numbers. Analytical (solid
line); numerical and resolution 10 (dashed line); numerical and resolution 100
(dotted line).

of the mesh resolution. For higher Pe numbers the accuracy of the numerical

solution depends on the mesh resolution; the higher the resolution, the closer

is the numerical solution to the analytical.

The time-dependent convection-diffusion problem, in general and in one-dimension

is

∂ρ

∂t
+ u · ∇ρ− D∇2ρ = 0 (5.54)

∂ρ

∂t
+ Pe

∂ρ

∂x
− ∂2ρ

∂x2 = 0 (5.55)
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with the corresponding analytical solution

ρ(x, t) =
1− e

Pe x
L

1− ePe + ∑
n

Ane−λnte
Pe x

2 sin nπx (5.56)

where An is a coefficient that can be determined from the initial condition, and

λn = nπ2 +
(Pe

2

)2
.

Figure 5.8 shows a comparison between the analytical and the one-dimensional

numerical time-dependent solution of the convection-diffusion equation. The

values of the coefficients used are An = 1 and n = 1 for the initial profile,

u = 5 m s−1 and a mesh resolution = 50. It can be observed that at time 0.4 s

the analytical and the numerical solution already reached a steady-state value.

At the beginning (time 0 s), the analytical and the numerical curves are over-

lapped, and the analytical solution keeps overlapping with the numerical so-

lution that uses a small time-step (0.02 s) for all given times. The numerical

solution for a larger time-step (0.1 s), however, does not match the analyti-

cal solution for all times, this indicates that to obtain reliable results from the

numerical solution, it is recommendable to use the smaller time-step.

It is important to chose a time-step which makes sense with the rate of the

overall process. For a high Pe, to avoid instability, Courant number (Cr = u∆t
∆x )

should be smaller than one. According to the Courant number expression, a

higher mesh resolution, which implies that the mesh divisions are going to be

smaller, will require a smaller time-step to keep the Courant number small.

The stabilization method used in this work is the Streamline-upwind Petrov/Galerkin

(SUPG) [188]. Upwind methods are suitable for convection dominated sys-
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Figure 5.8: Analytical and one-dimensional numerical solution to the
convection-diffusion equations for a mesh resolution of 50 and Pe = 5. An-
alytical time-dependent solutions (coloured solid lines), numerical solutions
with a time-step of 0.02 s (dashed lines) and numerical solution with a time-
step of 0.1 s (dotted lines). Each color is a different time: 0 s (purple), 0.1 s
(blue), 0.2 s (cyan), 0.3 s (orange) and 0.4 s (red).

tems and they are useful when the central difference scheme cannot achieve a

convergent solution. The SUPG method focuses on obtaining a more accurate

solution upstream. This method has shown to achieve more reliable results in

comparison with other upwind methods [188].

The stabilization term is added to the ’projection’ term ψρv,i when the volatiles

mass balance (Eq. (5.8)) is discretized in space for the FEM formulation
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∫
∂

∂t
(ερv,i) ψρv,i dx +

∫
(u · ∇æv,i)( æv,i + øSUPG u · ∇ æv,i) dx =

∫
˚ r,i

∂¸
∂t

 æv,i dx

(5.57)∫
∂

∂t
(ερv,i) ψρv,i dx +

∫
(u · ∇æv,i)  æv,i dx

+
∫
(u · ∇æv,i)(øSUPG u · ∇ æv,i) dx−

∫
˚ r,i

∂¸
∂t

 æv,i dx = 0 (5.58)

where τSUPG is a stabilization constant and it might comprise three terms, one

for the convection-dominated case, the transient-dominated, and the diffusion-

dominated [189]. In this case diffusion contribution can be neglected because

the volatiles transport will be defined by the convection and the small time-

scale of the process, so only these two terms are included

τSUPG =

(
1

τm
adv

+
1

τm
trans

)− 1
m

τSUPG =

 1(
h

2|u|

)m +
1(

∆t
2

)m


− 1

m

(5.59)

where m is an integer, in this case the m used is 2 [189].

The full variational formulation of the volatiles mass balance, including the

discretization in time, can be found in Appendix B. To illustrate the effect of

the stabilization method, the general convection-diffusion equation was used,

and the results can be found in Fig. 5.9. The use of a stabilization method
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Figure 5.9: Concentration distribution at 0.01 s using a convection-diffusion
mechanism with Pe = 100, a mesh resolution of 100, a time-step of 1×10−5

without any stabilization mechanism (purple) and with SUPG stabilization
(blue).

is suitable when additional mesh refinement and additional decrease in time-

step does not yield a smooth solution.

5.8 Conclusions

The single particle model has been explained in detail in this chapter, along

with a dimensional analysis, validation and preliminary assessment of the

model. The dimensional analysis of the single particle model has given very

useful information about which transport processes are more relevant in the

biomass particle. The value of the dimensionless group referring to the volatile

phase in the energy balance is very small, proving that the contribution of the
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volatiles to the particle temperature is not significant. It was also shown that

the dominant heating mechanism of the particle is by external heating over the

enthalpy of reaction, and that of the two external heating mechanisms, heat

convection is more relevant than thermal radiation.

The numerical solution using the finite element method has been validated

with analytical and lumped solutions and for different particle shapes. The

way in which the single particle model is implemented gives flexibility to

solve the equations in one-dimension or three-dimensions, although for one-

dimension some modifications in the system of coordinates are required. A

comparison of the one-dimensional and the three-dimensional model was per-

formed in terms of their corresponding heating profiles. The shape of the parti-

cle influences the internal heating profile, therefore if the original biomass sam-

ple has a cylindrical shape, a three-dimensional cylindrical shape is preferable

in the single particle model. If the model requires a simplification in dimen-

sions to save in computational cost, a one-dimension spherical shape is prefer-

able over a one-dimension infinite cylinder if the original biomass sample has

the shape of a short cylinder.

This model can also cope with potential numerical instabilities when imple-

menting the mass convection process by using the SUPG stabilization method.

The release of the volatiles generated from the particle to the surroundings has

been modelled with Darcy’s law, which depends on the pellet internal pressure

gradient. Most of the literature assumes a fixed atmospheric pressure at the

surface, and that assumption is enough in the case of pyrolysis, but in the case

of oxidative pyrolysis, a mass convection mechanism able to account for the
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penetration of gas from the surroundings towards inside the particle would be

required.



Chapter 6

One-dimensional pyrolysis

simulations of a single biomass

particle

The single particle model described in Chapter 5 is implemented to study

the intra-particle heat and mass transfer processes of the pyrolysis of a pellet.

Some model parameters are still not well known, like the kinetic mechanism,

how the thermophysical properties change with temperature and the enthalpy

of reaction. For this reason, the model has been used to perform a parameter

sensitivity study and to gain insight into the parameter bounds. It has also

been discussed which type of experimental data would be most useful to ad-

just the model parameters.

The single particle model is generally computed with a one-dimensional model

to minimise its computational time. A three-dimensional model could be im-

149
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plemented if the effect of volatiles convection is excluded; If only primary

pyrolysis takes place in the particle, the internal temperature distribution of

the particle is not greatly affected by the volatiles convection, making a three-

dimensional model suitable. However, if secondary pyrolysis takes place in

the particle, then the volatiles convection should be included given that the

secondary reactions could also contribute to the particle’s inner temperature.

The values of the physical constants can be found in Table 5.2. The governing

equations of the single particle model are modified with respect to the multi-

dimensional equations to represent a one-dimensional sphere, which means

that the length of the mesh is the radius of the particle, and a radial heating

of the pellet is assumed. The kinetic mechanism [177] explained in Chapter

5 has been assumed. The kinetic mechanism has an impact on the results in

terms of when the enthalpy of reaction will influence the temperature of the

particle. It also makes an impact indirectly on the mass loss curve and on the

thermophysical properties of biomass.

In this chapter the model equations presented in Chapter 5 are implemented

in one-dimension, including the process of convective mass transfer, and the

model results are compared with the experimental data from Chapter 4 of the

pyrolysis of a dry wheat straw pellet.

6.1 Center temperature profile

This section is focused on the pellet center temperature. To model the parti-

cle center temperature first the values of the thermo-physical parameters re-
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quired in the model are selected, in this case the heat capacity of the different

components, either raw biomass or pyrolysis products, and their thermal con-

ductivity. The choice of heat capacity and thermal conductivity has more im-

pact during the initial heating phase of the particle. After that, the process of

heating/cooling due to the enthalpy of the pyrolysis reactions becomes more

relevant. Also, the thermo-physical properties of the raw biomass play a big-

ger role in the heating phase, they have a stronger effect on the particle heating

than the thermal properties of the char, tar or gas, because the products only

appear when the particle has already heated to the pyrolysis temperature.
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Figure 6.1: Heat capacity comparison of the different biomass components. (a)
Biomass (solid line) and char (dashed line) using the correlation from Blon-
deau et al. [28] (green) and the correlation from Grønli et al. [131] (yellow). (b)
Tar (red solid line), gas (blue solid line) and volatile (dotted purple line) using
the correlation from Grønli et al. [131].

The heat capacity correlations used for biomass are shown in Fig. 6.1. The

main difference is that the biomass correlation from Blondeau et al. starts with

a larger value of heat capacity but its increase with temperature slows down

up to a maximum value of heat capacity of 2300 J kg−1 K−1. On the other

hand, the biomass correlation from Grønli et al. starts from a lower value of
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heat capacity but it keeps increasing at a constant rate with temperature, being

able to reach a higher maximum value. For this study the maximum pyrolysis

temperature is 700◦C, therefore it is not really much affected by the final value

of the heat capacity, however, the initial value of the heat capacity has a sig-

nificant impact on the temperature profile, because the pyrolysis reactions that

generate heat do not start until a certain temperature is achieved, and the main

parameters that determine how the particle heats are the thermal convection

from surroundings to the particle surface, and the thermal conductivity and

heat capacity of the biomass material that define how the heat is transferred

across the particle. A larger heat capacity means that the particle temperature

will increase more slowly than for a smaller heat capacity. Blondeau et al.’s

correlations start with a larger heat capacity, which makes more sense when

fitting the current experimental data.

Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of different predicted center temperatures with

the experimental data. The different calculated curves use the same mathemat-

ical model but different values for heat capacity and thermal conductivity. The

experimental center temperature at the reactor temperature of 200◦C and for

the given time of 200 s did not have time to reach the minimum temperature to

start the pyrolysis reactions, which means that with the right combination of

heat transfer coefficient, thermal conductivity and heat capacity, we should be

able to reproduce the temperature profile. The uncertainty of not knowing if

the kinetics mechanism selected is the best possible choice, does not interfere

with fitting the thermal properties of the pellet at this temperature. By look-

ing at the figure it can be determined that the thermal conductivity should be

lower or/and the heat capacity should be higher than the values compared,
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Figure 6.2: Measured center temperature of a pellet at different reactor tem-
peratures: 200◦C (yellow), 300◦C (cyan), 400◦C (dark blue), 500◦C (purple),
600◦C (green) and 700◦C (red); and calculated center temperature using a one-
dimensional model and different parameters values: Heat capacity from Blon-
deau et al. and thermal conductivity 0.11 W m−1 K−1 (solid line), heat capacity
from Blondeau et al. and thermal conductivity 0.15 W m−1 K−1 (dashed line),
and heat capacity from Grønli et al. and thermal conductivity 0.11 W m−1 K−1

(dotted line).

because the three calculated center temperatures at the reactor temperature of

200◦C are above the experimental line. But in that case, the remaining curves

at higher reactor temperatures, which already seem to start to decompose a bit

later than the experimental, would start to decompose even later. However,

the variability of the measured center temperatures should be also taken into

account, therefore more repetitions at the low reactor temperatures would be

very useful.
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The error between the calculated center temperatures using a 1D model and

the experimental data can be found in Table 6.1, and it has been calculated with

the root mean square as RMS = ∑n
i (y1i−y2i)

2

n , where y1 and y2 are the values to

compare from two different curves, i denotes the value at a given time and n

is the total number of values. The combination with the smaller RMS for the

major number of curves is with λB = 0.15 W m−1 K−1 and the heat capacity

correlation from Blondeau et al. [28], which are the parameters that are going

to be used to obtain all the following one-dimensional model results.

Table 6.1: Error as root mean square (RMS) for the different reactor tempera-
tures (T∞) between the experimental data and the the calculated center temper-
ature using 1D and 3D models and different correlations for heat capacity of
biomass and char (Cp), and different values of thermal conductivity of biomass
(λB).

T∞ (◦C) RMS (1D) RMS (3D) Cp (J kg−1 K−1) λB (W m−1 K−1 )

200
12 18.1 [28] 0.11
12.8 23.6 [28] 0.15
17.4 27.6 [131] 0.11

300
6.8 7.5 [28] 0.11
5.5 17.9 [28] 0.15
8.3 20.3 [131] 0.11

400
34.8 20.7 [28] 0.11
22.2 15.6 [28] 0.15
22.3 14.6 [131] 0.11

500
39.4 14.3 [28] 0.11
12.8 18.1 [28] 0.15
13.7 15.4 [131] 0.11

600
54.2 26.8 [28] 0.11
25.3 19.3 [28] 0.15
12.8 18.9 [131] 0.11

700
61.1 23.3 [28] 0.11
27.1 37.2 [28] 0.15
17.5 33.6 [131] 0.11

∑ 406 372.8
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The purpose of comparing different values of thermo-physical properties is to

have a feel of their impact on the particle temperature distribution. The hetero-

geneity of composition of biomass is one of the main challenges in elucidating

a unique kinetic mechanism for all types of biomass, it is expected then, that

the biomass heterogeneity also translates into different heating behaviours de-

pending on the material.
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Figure 6.3: Measured center temperature of a pellet at different reactor tem-
peratures: 400◦C (dark blue) and 500◦C (purple); and measured center tem-
perature using a one-dimensional model and different enthalpy of reaction:
∆Hr1=50, ∆Hr2=0, ∆Hr3=-100 and ∆Hr4=-100 J kg−1 (solid line), and ∆Hr1=-
100, ∆Hr2=0, ∆Hr3=-100 and ∆Hr4=-100 J kg−1 (dashed line).

Referring back to the kinetic mechanism explained in Chapter 5, it consists of

four reactions, each reaction is favoured at a different temperature and they

can be either exothermic reactions, contributing to a temperature increase, or

endothermic reactions, contributing to a temperature decrease in the particle.

According to the values of the activation energies, the reactions (r) would hap-

pen in the following order: r4, r2, r3 and r1, but r4 cannot start until the ac-
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tivated wheat is generated from r2, this means that as soon as the activated

wheat is produced, it will be consumed to produce char. The reactions that

generate volatiles are r1 and r3, and both have a higher activation energy than

the other two reactions, which means that if the particle heats up slowly, char

formation will be favoured, and if the particle is quickly heated, the generation

of the volatile phase might be favoured because there are two reactions able to

generate volatile as opposed to only one for char generation.

Depending on which reactions are favoured, the temperature of the particle

will be affected by the reactions exothermicity or endotermicity. The selected

enthalpies of reaction are based on values from the literature but they are also

adjusted to get a better fit of the inner temperature profile of the particle. The

enthalpy used in all the calculations with the one-dimensional model is ∆Hr1 =

50, ∆Hr2 = 0, ∆Hr3 = −100 and ∆Hr4 = −100 J kg−1.

Figure 6.3 compares the experimental center temperature with the calculated

center temperature using different values of enthalpy of reaction. The en-

thalpies used in this work are compared with a modified enthalpy in which r1

is also exothermic. The peak experimentally observed for the reactor temper-

ature of 400◦C does not appear at other reactor temperatures and it cannot be

reproduced unless the reactions between 100 and 150 s are more exothermic.

Several combinations of enthalpy of reaction would be able to predict more

closely the experimental data, but all of them involve increasing the exother-

micity of the reactions, as seen in this example, which is not compatible with

the results from the rest of the reactor temperatures. If the same combination

of enthalpies of reaction cannot represent well different reactor temperatures,
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it might indicate that the kinetic mechanism, the convective heat or some of

the model parameters are not completely adequate to render how this parti-

cle heats and reacts. The values of the heat capacity and thermal conductivity

could be adjusted to allow a diffent value of enthalpy of reaction, but as seen

in Fig. 6.2, for the reactor temperatures of 200◦C when reactions have not yet

started, the heating rate if anything should be slower and not faster. Another

potential solution would be to modify the kinetic mechanism so the different

reactions become active in a different order.

6.2 Transport of the vapour phase

The internal pressure of the particle increases with increasing temperature, and

it also changes with the generation of volatiles inside the particle and their

posterior release from it. The pressure and the release of volatiles cannot be

measured experimentally, but it has been studied assuming that the vapour

phase obeys the ideal gas law, and its motion obeys Darcy’s law. The vapour

phase includes the initial inert gas filling the particle porosity and the volatiles

generated.

Figures 6.4-6.8 show the flux and velocity at different locations in the pellet of

the vapour phase leaving the particle, and the pressure also at different loca-

tions in the pellet with time. The pressure at the surface of the particle remains

at atmospheric pressure throughout the process because that is a boundary

condition given to the model and at the center of the pellet is where pressure

reaches a maximum value because the volatiles generated at the center take
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longer to leave the particle than the volatiles generated at a position closer to

the pellet surface. The initial pressure in the inner positions of the pellet in

Fig. 6.6 seems to be higher than one, but in this case it is possibly due to a nu-

merical instability, because the initial pressure was already given to the model

and it was the same as the atmospheric. The velocity and the flux of the vapour

phase at the center position is practically zero, because of the assumption of

the particle’s symmetry of properties and processes, where the permeability of

the particle increases starting from the surface and towards the center radially,

allowing the flux of the vapour phase to increase as permeability increases.
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(a) Velocity and flux of the vapour phase
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Figure 6.4: Calculated vapour phase flux, vapour phase velocity and internal
particle pressure for a reactor temperature of 300◦C and at different positions
in the particle: center (solid line), half radius (dashed line), surface (dotted
line).

Across all reactor temperatures, an easily distinguishable trend is that at higher

reactor temperatures, there is a higher inner pressure and a higher velocity and

flux of the vapour phase. Also, the maximum value of pressure, velocity and

flux are reached sooner for higher reactor temperatures.

The behaviour of the inner pressure consists in increasing as the particle starts
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(a) Velocity and volatiles flux
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Figure 6.5: Calculated volatiles flux, volatiles velocity and internal particle
pressure for a reactor temperature of 400◦C and at different positions in the
particle: center (solid line), half radius (dashed line), surface (dotted line).
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(a) Velocity and volatiles flux
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Figure 6.6: Calculated volatiles flux, volatiles velocity and internal particle
pressure for a reactor temperature of 500◦C and at different positions in the
particle: center (solid line), half radius (dashed line), surface (dotted line).

heating, it reaches a peak of maximum pressure, which is more distinguish-

able at the center, and then starts decreasing back to atmospheric pressure.

The maximum pressure reached at a half radius position is not as elevated as

the pressure at the center, and it appears to maintain a stable mean value be-

tween 40-70 s for the reactor temperature of 500◦C, between 25-55 s for the
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Figure 6.7: Calculated volatiles flux, volatiles velocity and internal particle
pressure for a reactor temperature of 600◦C and at different positions in the
particle: center (solid line), half radius (dashed line), surface (dotted line).
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Figure 6.8: Calculated volatiles flux, volatiles velocity and internal particle
pressure for a reactor temperature of 700◦C and at different positions in the
particle: center (solid line), half radius (dashed line), surface (dotted line).

reactor temperature of 600◦C, and between 20-40 s for the reactor temperature

of 700◦C, before also decreasing back to atmospheric pressure.

Observing the inner pressure curves it can be noticed that when the inner pres-

sure is already decreasing there is a time where the pressure seems to stabilize
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for a few seconds, and looking back at Fig. 6.2 it can be seen that that time

coincides with when the particle’s center temperature reaches the reactor tem-

perature. In the beginning the pressure was increasing due to an increasing

temperature and due to a net increase of volatiles in the particle, then the pres-

sure started decreasing due to a net decrease of volatiles in the particle, but

the particle was still heating and therefore contributing towards increasing the

pressure. When the particle reaches the maximum temperature, the changes in

the pressure stop depending on the temperature, and there is a change in the

decreasing rate of the pressure and of the volatiles flux.

Observing the velocity and the flux curves it can be seen that after the maxi-

mum at the surface position has been reached, there is a point where the sur-

face curves overlap with the half radius curves, that means that the properties

of the particle from the surface to the half radius positions are already similar

in terms of temperature and permeability.

The increase in pressure is what drives the increase of the vapour velocity,

and the vapour flux is calculated from the vapour velocity times the vapour

density, that is why the behaviour of the velocity and the flux of the vapour

phase is the same. The behaviour of the vapour phase is also linked to the

permeability changes in the particle, in this model there is a constant perme-

ability assigned to biomass and a different one to char. The char permeability is

higher than the biomass permeability, therefore when the particle starts react-

ing from the surface, it also means that the permeability starts increasing from

the surface and working its way radially towards the center of the particle.

First, the nitrogen that was already in the pellet porosity starts to heat and con-
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tributes to increase the pressure in the particle, and later there is generation of

volatiles that also contribute to increase the pressure and cause the flux of the

vapour phase to increase. The order of theses processes can be more easily ob-

served in Fig. 6.9, that shows the time at which the maximum pressure, max-

imum velocity and maximum flux are reached for each reactor temperature.

As can be seen in almost all the reactor temperatures, the maximum pressure

takes place sooner than the flux and velocity maximums, except at high reactor

temperatures where all the processes tend to overlap and take place simultane-

ously. It can also be observed that the pressure at half radius and the pressure

at the center reach their corresponding maximums at the same time, and that

the velocity at the surface reaches the maximum earlier than the velocity at

half radius position.
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Figure 6.9: Time at which the maximum pressure (green), velocity (orange) and
flux (purple) are reached for each reactor temperature and particle position:
surface (dotted line), half radius (dashed line), and center (solid line).
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6.3 Radial distribution of the relevant properties

This section shows the radial distribution of porosity, pressure and biomass

components. Figures 6.10-6.14 show the distribution of the pellet components

at different given times (15, 30, 50 and 100 s), as well as for the variables of

porosity, temperature and pressure. The values given are dimensionless and

their definition can be found in Table 5.4. For the reactor temperatures of 600

and 700◦C the final reported time is lower than 100 s because the process had

already finished.

Taking Fig. 6.13 for the reactor temperature of 600◦C as reference, at 15 s the

particle starts heating from the surface and therefore reacting, consuming wheat

and generating char, activated wheat and volatiles, the porosity starts increas-

ing from the surface and the pressure starts increasing from the center. At 30 s

the activated wheat displays a peak because it is also being consumed, and the

volatiles also display a peak because they are being generated as soon as the

minimum reaction temperature is achieved, but they are also being released

from the surface. At 50 s the peak of activated wheat moves towards the cen-

ter and the volatiles generation has already reached a maximum at the center.

In the end, wheat and activated wheat are completely consumed, the nitrogen

and the volatiles are released from the particle leaving only a small quantity of

volatiles, and only char is left. The temperature and the porosity have reached

a maximum, and pressure has returned to atmospheric conditions.

The volatiles are never completely gone from the particle because the model

does not account for the intake of nitrogen from the surroundings and the par-
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Figure 6.10: Distribution along the particle with a 1D model for T∞ = 300◦C.
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Figure 6.11: Distribution along the particle with a 1D model for T∞ = 400◦C.
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Figure 6.12: Distribution along the particle with a 1D model for T∞ = 500◦C.
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Figure 6.13: Distribution along the particle with a 1D model for T∞ = 600◦C.
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Figure 6.14: Distribution along the particle with a 1D model for T∞ = 700◦C.

ticle cannot be void. The final amount of volatiles should match the initial

amount of nitrogen if the porosity was kept constant, but porosity increases

with time, and therefore the volatiles density is lower than the initial nitro-

gen density. The temperature keeps increasing from the surface towards the

center till it reaches an horizontal line which matches the surrounding temper-

ature. The activated wheat is being generated at a slighter quicker rate than

it is consumed, that is why it is not constantly zero. The nitrogen just leaves

the particle. The porosity follows the same trend as the temperature and it

stabilizes when the final value of char is stable. And the pressure follows the

same trend as the volatiles, it first increases but it is regulated by the release of

volatile from the particle so it ends up reaching its initial value of atmospheric

pressure.
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Figure 6.15a shows the average pellet pressure for different reactor tempera-

tures, the higher the reactor temperature, the more intense is going to be the

pyrolysis decomposition and therefore there is a pronounced pressure peak

when most of the volatiles are generated and they did not have time to quickly

leave the particle, as opposed to the lowest reactor temperature which will not

accumulate as many volatiles in the particle because they are slowly generated

and they have time to be expelled from the particle.

Figure 6.15b shows the average dimensionless density of the nitrogen and the

volatiles inside the particle with time. The nitrogen can only decrease its den-

sity because according to the selected boundary conditions, the vapour phase

can leave the particle or it can be generated from the reactions, but it cannot be

introduced to the particle from the surroundings. The volatiles are generated

earlier for higher reactor temperatures, but in the particle they appear to have

a lower density because porosity is higher for higher reactor temperatures.
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Figure 6.15: Calculated average pressure and average volatile and nitrogen
densities in the particle with time using a one-dimensional model. 300◦C
(cyan), 400◦C (dark blue), 500◦C (purple), 600◦C (green) and 700◦C (red).
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The average particle pressure allows to compare the maximum pressure for

each reactor temperature and how quickly it increases and decreases, which is

linked to the volatiles flux. In the average nitrogen and volatile yield, it can be

seen that the dimensionless volatile density does not reach the initial nitrogen

density because porosity has increased. If we took into account the effect of

convection of the nitrogen carrier gas penetrating the particle, the volatile in

the particle would end up being replaced by nitrogen.

6.4 Computational time

A time comparison between this one-dimensional model, excluding the pro-

cess of mass convection, and a three-dimensional model of the same character-

istics has been carried on. Table 6.2 shows a comparison of the time required

to run a one-dimensional versus a three-dimensional model of a sphere of the

same radius. The computer specifications are Intel R© Xeon R© Processor E5-1620

v2 and 15GB of RAM. The dimensionless time for the three-dimensional model

and reactor temperatures of 600 and 700◦C is shorter than the time used in the

other instances because at that time the process has already finished, and with-

out any other mechanisms implemented in the model following the volatile

release from the particle, the calculations in three-dimensions for those reactor

temperatures just slow down and stop. Despite that, it can be observed that

the computational time increase is significant.
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Table 6.2: Computational time comparison between a one-dimensional and a
three-dimensional model of a sphere of radius 0.5 undergoing pyrolysis and
without taking into account the gas phase.

T∞ (◦C) Model Dimensionless time Computational time

200 1D/3D 0.1/0.1 11 s/98 min
300 1D/3D 0.1/0.1 11.1 s/133 min
400 1D/3D 0.1/0.1 11.3 s/241 min
500 1D/3D 0.1/0.1 12 s/496 min
600 1D/3D 0.1/0.08 12.6 s/1 week
700 1D/3D 0.1/0.06 13.1 s/1 week

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the one-dimensional single particle model was used to explore

the process of pyrolysis of a wheat straw pellet, and its suitability has also

been discussed. It was found that the optimum reactor temperature to assess

the suitability of the chosen thermo-physical properties is around 200◦C, or at

least below 300◦C, when pyrolysis has not yet taken place.

Once the thermo-physical properties have been selected, different kinetic mech-

anisms can be compared to see which one gives the results of mass loss, in-

ternal temperature distribution and product yields more consistent with the

experimental data. The choice of a kinetic mechanism can be studied at any re-

actor temperature above 300◦C where pyrolysis takes place, but its application

has to be combined with a given choice of heat of reaction, which is not easy

because very different enthalpy values have been reported in the literature.

The step of comparing or adjusting the kinetic mechanism is not included in

this work, but it is a recommendable step and it is proposed as future work.

Different values of enthalpy of reaction have been compared, but in general
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it has been assumed that the decomposition of the raw biomass is endother-

mic and the remaining reactions are either neutral or exothermic, which makes

sense with the experimental data, which shows an increased inner heating rate

towards the end of the process.

The process of the vapour phase convection can be solved in a one-dimensional

model, but still it entailed numerical instabilities when solving the model equa-

tions, which required the application of a stabilization method. All the sin-

gle particle models of biomass pyrolysis so far, are implemented with a fixed

boundary condition with respect to the volatiles release from the particle, which

only allows a release of mass from the particle to the surroundings but not

the other way around, that is why it would be interesting to apply a different

boundary condition to allow input of oxygen from the surroundings towards

the particle, and study oxidative pyrolysis and combustion in more detail.

The model developed is flexible in terms of number of reactions, components

and order of reaction, that is why this model could be used as a tool to compare

different kinetic mechanisms available in the literature, coupled with the single

particle model.

In this work, effort has been made in reporting as much information yielded

from the single particle model as possible, because in general there is a lack

of additional information reported from single particle models, apart from the

temperature at the center and perhaps at another inner position, which tends to

be the main focus of this type of work. Other single particle models applied to

the pyrolysis of wheat straw pellets are not available in the literature. Models

on wood particles or wood pellets are available in the literature and they show
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similar results of heating behaviour at the center of the particle, but most of

the remaining model results provided in this work have not been previously

reported.



Chapter 7

Three-dimensional pyrolysis

simulations of a single biomass

particle

In this section the same model equations as previously solved in one-dimension

are solved in three-dimensions and compared with experimental data when

possible. The heating discrepancies between the one-dimensional and the three-

dimensional model were already addressed in Chapter 5, but a further com-

parison is also given here. The three-dimensional model describes the same

processes as the one-dimensional model but in this case, it excludes the pro-

cess of mass convection because it would be very computationally expensive,

and as it has been already discussed in Chapter 5, its contribution to the pellet

temperature is not significant unless secondary reactions were involved. The

advantage of the three-dimensional model is that more realistic model param-

172
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eters and heating profiles can be obtained.

In this chapter the single particle model equations are implemented in three-

dimensions and a cylindrical shape, excluding the process of convective mass

transfer, and the model results are compared with the experimental data from

Chapter 4 of the pyrolysis of a dry wheat straw pellet.

7.1 Temperature distribution

This section discusses the temperature distribution inside the pellet. The calcu-

lated temperature at the center of the particle with a three-dimensional model

is different from the center temperature determined with a one-dimensional

model. Figure 7.1 shows the center temperature with the chosen parame-

ters for the one-dimensional model in comparison with the center tempera-

ture with the same parameters for the three-dimensional model. It can be

noticed that the three-dimensional model heats more quickly than the one-

dimensional.

Focusing now on the three-dimensional model, another parameter comparison

has been carried out to select the most suitable values with respect to the exper-

imental data. Figure 7.2 shows the experimental center temperature with the

calculated center temperatures using different thermophysical values. The cal-

culated solutions show a comparison of the internal temperature profile using

different heat capacity correlations for the biomass and the char, and different

values of thermal conductivity for the biomass.
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Figure 7.1: Calculated center temperature of a pellet at different reactor
temperatures using a 1D spherical (dotted line) and a 3D cylindrical model
(dashed line) for a heat capacity from Blondeau et at. [28] and λB = 0.15 W m−1

K−1. Each color is for a different reactor temperature: 200◦C (yellow), 300◦C
(cyan), 400◦C (dark blue), 500◦C (purple), 600◦C (green) and 700◦C (red).

In Fig. 7.2 it can also be noticed that the effect of a lower heat capacity at the

beginning (like in Grønli’s correlation), which translates into a higher heating

rate, is similar to the effect of having a larger biomass thermal conductivity.

The thermal conductivity experimentally determined for a wheat straw pellet

is in the order of 0.15 W m−1K−1[183], so it is slightly higher than the biomass

thermal conductivity used in Lu et al. [182] of 0.11 W m−1K−1 and in this

work. Table 6.1 shows the error between the calculated center temperatures

using a 3D model and the experimental data. The combination of parameters

that best perform with the three-dimensional model is the heat capacity from

Blondeau et al. [28] and λB = 0.11 W m−1 K−1. It can also be observed that

the total RMS for the 3D model is lower than the total RMS for the 1D model,
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Figure 7.2: Calculated and measured center temperature of a pellet at reactor
temperatures of 200◦C (yellow), 300◦C (cyan), 400◦C (dark blue), 500◦C (pur-
ple), 600◦C (green) and 700◦C (red), and for different values of biomass and
char heat capacity and thermal conductivity of biomass. Predicted data with
a three-dimensional model (black lines): λB=0.11 W m−1 K−1 and Blondeau
et al. heat capacity (solid line), λB=0.15 W m−1 K−1 and Blondeau et al. heat
capacity (dashed line),λB=0.11 W m−1 K−1, Cp,B and and Grønli et al. heat
capacity (dotted line).

meaning that the 3D model is closer to the experimental data, but the differ-

ence between the respective RMS values is not large.

Figure 7.3 shows the experimental and the calculated center temperature, as

well as the temperature at 2 mm from the surface of the particle, and the cal-

culated surface temperature with time for three reactor temperatures. In all

the reactor temperatures, a steep rise of the temperature at the 2 mm position

could be observed during the first 10 s after the particle starts heating, this

steep rise was not seen in the model. This behaviour observed in the experi-
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(a) Reactor temperature of 500◦C
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(b) Reactor temperature of 600◦C
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(c) Reactor temperature of 700◦C

Figure 7.3: Calculated using a three-dimensional model (black lines) and mea-
sured (coloured lines) internal temperature of a pellet at two inner positions.
Center temperature (solid lines) and temperature at 2 mm from the surface
(dashed lines), plus additional predicted data for the surface temperature (dot-
ted lines).

mental data, is believed to be caused by an increase in heating by convection

and thermal radiation due to a damaged pellet surface in the area where the

thermocouple was inserted. Otherwise, this behaviour could not be explained

by drying reactions because the pellet was dry and the water devolatilization

reaction is endothermic, and neither by pyrolysis reactions because the tem-

perature is still too low.
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The surface temperature increases earlier than the temperature at the inner po-

sitions because the surface receives heat from thermal radiation and thermal

convection. Then the heat is transferred to the center by conduction. Heating

occurs from the outside to the inside. When the pyrolysis reactions become ac-

tive on the surface and inside the particle, the enthalpy of the reactions affects

the particle temperature.

Figure 7.4 shows the pellet internal temperature distribution for all the reactor

temperatures at four given times, the given times are 15 s, 30 s, 50 s and 100

s from when the particle was inserted in the reactor. The temperature range

in the legend is the same for all the reactor temperatures to allow a visual

comparison across conditions. The pellet at the reactor temperature of 200◦C

barely changes color before 100 s but the pellets at the reactor temperatures

of 400, 500, 600 and 700◦C already reached a final homogeneous color by the

time of 100 s, meaning that they reached their respective reactor temperature.

The pellet starts heating from the surface, particularly from the edges, and the

heat spreads inwards. Each of the pellets heats with a different heating rate,

which is not constant and might change with time depending on the enthalpy

of reaction and on how the material thermophysical properties change with

temperature. Higher reactor temperature means a steeper inner temperature

gradient in the particle and therefore a larger internal heating rate. The spacial

temperature gradient in the particle, in combination with a kinetic mechanism

and the volatiles residence time, could be key to predict the specific species in

the bio-oil product. Moreover, biomass pyrolysis might comprise endothermic

and exothermic reactions, therefore if a desired pyrolysis temperature is to be

maintained, information about the internal biomass heating is useful to know
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how much heat input is required, and avoid a thermal runaway and therefore

changing the desired pyrolysis conditions [164].

The product yields characterisation with respect to the pyrolysis conditions

have been previously experimentally studied with different types of biomass

and with different types of reactors. When fine biomass has been pyrolysed in

thermogravimetric analysers, the device heating rate could be compared with

a particle internal heating rate, but the species in the product yield would be

different because the particle might temporarily trap the volatiles generated

and they might decompose further or react with the char or other volatiles

species. The studies that link the product yield to the reactor temperature

usually use a thermogravimetric analyser or a reactor with large amounts of

biomass, as opposed to a reactor that pyrolyses only one particle/pellet, but

the product yield trends would be more comparable with results from a py-

rolysis reactor than with results from a thermogravimetric analyser. Despite

there is plenty of scattered work on the implications of the particle tempera-

ture distribution to the pyrolysis behaviour [190, 191, 192, 99], studies that link

the inner temperature distribution of a biomass single particle with the species

yields in the products have not been found in the literature.
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Figure 7.4: Calculated temperature distribution of a pellet for different reac-
tor temperatures at the selected times; the legend is temperature in Celsius
degrees.
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7.2 Solid phase changes and product yields

This section discusses the pellet mass loss, the evolution with time and space

of the porosity, and the evolution with time of the biomass components. Fig-

ure 7.5 shows the experimental and calculated mass loss of a pellet at different

reactor temperatures. The predicted char yield matches the experimental char

yield in the case of the reactor temperature of 500◦C, but it should be higher

for the reactor temperatures of 600◦C and 700◦C. For all of the reactor tem-

peratures, the predicted decomposition should be steeper at an earlier time.

As already explained in Chapter 4, the char yield is expected to decrease with

increasing reactor temperature but only up to a given temperature, after that

the decrease should be small. The values of the kinetic parameters used in this

work were originally determined for experimental conditions in the range of

400-648 K, therefore they do not account for the stabilization of the char yield

at reactor temperatures of 500, 600 and 700 K. To predict higher amounts of

char at high reactor temperatures, a char producing reactor could be added

to the reaction mechanism. Another possible explanation for the difference in

char yields between the experimental data and the model is that in the model

the ash content has not been taken into account, and as seen in Tab. 4.1, wheat

straw has a high content of ash. To take into account the ash content in the

biomass, it could be added as an inert component as part of the raw biomass

composition.

Figure 7.6 shows the porosity distribution of the pellet for all the reactor tem-

peratures and at different given times, the scale of the legend is the same for

all the reactor temperatures to be able to visually compare the changes across
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Figure 7.5: Mass loss data of a pellet at different reactor temperatures. Cal-
culated using a three-dimensional model (solid lines) and measured (crosses);
Colours as labelled in Fig. 7.2.

the reactor temperatures and across the given times. The figures for the reactor

temperatures of 200 and 300◦C are not included because below a reactor tem-

perature of 400◦C and at 50 s, the porosity has not changed from its original

value. The porosity has been calculated with a correlation [134] that depends

on the decomposition of the solids in the particle (see Table 5.2). The final

porosity has been achieved when the particle color looks homogeneous, that is

the case for the pellets at the reactor temperatures of 600 and 700◦C at the time

of 100 s. The initial porosity is 0.22, and the maximum possible porosity is 1,

but the maximum value at which it stabilizes at high temperatures is around

0.8. When the aim of biomass pyrolysis is to produce activated carbon, a fea-

ture of interest is the char microporosity volume [193]. In the current model

the pore size is not taken into account for the determination of the porosity
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fraction. Modelling the single particle with a mesh that renders the microp-

orosity would be useful to study the changes in pores size, but it would not be

feasible due to its high computational time.

Figure 7.7 shows the evolution of the pellet components with time. The volatile

yield corresponds to the total amount of volatiles generated. The higher the re-

actor temperature, the more quickly the wheat decomposes. The wheat decom-

position takes between 50 s and 6.6 min for the reactor temperatures between

700 and 300◦C, respectively. At the reactor temperature of 200◦C, the wheat

decomposition takes more than half an hour because it is a very low pyrolysis

temperature that would not normally be used, because the larger the initial

raw mass, the longer it will need to decompose, and an operating temperature

of 200◦C would not be time efficient. At the reactor temperatures of 600 and

700◦C, the wheat, activated wheat and volatile display a change in the smooth-

ness of their curves, which is more visible at the reactor temperature of 700◦C.

These curve inclination changes might be explained by observing the kinetic

mechanism already explained in Chapter 5, which consists of two competing

reactions that decompose wheat (r1, r2), and two other competing reactions

that decompose activated wheat (r3, r4). At higher reactor temperatures, all

reactions will tend to a higher degree of overlapping in time.

Figure 7.8 shows the evolution of the calculated porosity with time at three

different positions in the pellet and for different reactor temperatures. The po-

sitions are the center, at 2 mm from the surface and at the surface. The porosity

at the surface for the reactor temperatures of 500, 600 and 700◦C displays a

shoulder, which could be explained by the behaviour of the activated wheat
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Figure 7.6: Calculated porosity distribution of the pellet for different reactor
temperatures at the selected times; the legend is porosity.

straw, which in Fig. 7.7 also features a peak, in which the trend of wheat straw

generation is similar to the rate of its consumption for a period of time. For
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(a) Reactor temperature of 200 ◦C
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(b) Reactor temperature of 300 ◦C
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(c) Reactor temperature of 400 ◦C
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(d) Reactor temperature of 500 ◦C
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(e) Reactor temperature of 600 ◦C
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(f) Reactor temperature of 700 ◦C

Figure 7.7: Calculated mass change with time of the pellet components for
different reactor temperatures: wheat (green), activated wheat (light green),
char (black) and volatile (pink).

instance, the surface porosity at a reactor temperature of 700◦C increases with

a certain inclination for the first 15 s, then it appears stable for about 5 s and
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then it keeps increasing at a lower porosity rate than at the beginning until

it remains constant at its final value. In the beginning the porosity increases

sharply because the wheat decomposition starts, but then the generation of

char appears to compensate the decomposition of wheat and activated wheat,

until there is no more wheat left on the surface and only the decomposition

of activated wheat continues to increase the porosity. The same behaviour,

but less accentuated can be observed at the center and at the 2 mm positions.

The increase of porosity for the reactor temperatures of 200 and 300◦C takes a

long time, specially for the case of 200◦C in which the porosity only increases

from 0.22 to about 0.4 after about half an hour, in contrast with the porosity

at the reactor temperature of 700◦C which only takes about 50 s to reach its

maximum porosity value of about 0.9. At the lower reactor temperatures of

200 and 300◦C, pyrolysis reactions can still happen, but they require a much

longer time.

Figure 7.9 shows the average temperature and the average porosity of the pel-

let for the different reactor temperatures. The temperature curves are similar

to the predicted center temperatures in Fig. 7.2 but without the initial heat-

ing delay and without the peak at the reactor temperature of 400◦C. The inner

heating rates could be approximated by dividing the final pellet temperature

by the time that it took to get there. The resulting inner heating rates for each

reactor temperature are 10.3 K s−1 (700◦C), 7.1 K s−1 (600◦C), 4.5 K s−1 (500◦C),

2.4 K s−1 (400◦C), 1.2 K s−1 (300◦C) and 0.55 K s−1 (200◦C). The increasing in-

ner heating rate with increasing reactor temperature can also be appreciated

from the curves steepness, and it can be observed that the increase in heating

rate is less pronounced at higher temperatures because it approaches the ver-
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(b) Reactor temperature of 300◦C
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(c) Reactor temperature of 400◦C
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(d) Reactor temperature of 500◦C
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(e) Reactor temperature of 600◦C
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Figure 7.8: Calculated porosity evolution with time for different reactor tem-
peratures and at different positions in the pellet: center (solid), at 2 mm from
the surface (dashed) and at the surface (dotted).
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Figure 7.9: Average pellet temperature and pellet porosity with time for differ-
ent reactor temperatures, with the same colors as in Fig. 7.2.

tical axis, that would correspond to the instantaneous heating of the particle,

characteristic of small biomass particles. The time to reach the final value of

average porosity for each reactor temperature is 63 s (700◦C), 85 s (600◦C), 130 s

(500◦C), 180 s (400◦C), 300 s (300◦C), and for the lowest reactor temperatures

is 2000 s (200◦C), which was not included in the plot because it would make

the other curves look too short in comparison. The time at which the porosity

reaches a constant value should coincide with the time at which the char yield

becomes stable because devolatilization has finalised.

Figure 7.10 shows the char and volatile yields with respect to the original

biomass weight. The char amount decreases with an increasing reactor tem-

perature, and the opposite is true for the volatile yield. The pyrolysis time

used for each reactor temperature is different, as it can be seen in Fig. 7.7,

being shorter for higher reactor temperatures. The product yields obtained ex-

perimentally in this work are similar to the reported in the literature, and the

calculated yields are also similar to the experimental and literature ones for the
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Figure 7.10: Volatile and char yields for different reactor temperatures when
the wheat and activated wheat has been completely consumed: calculated (cir-
cles), literature data (crosses) [194, 195, 196, 197, 198], experimental (triangles),
char (black) and volatile (pink).

reactor temperatures of 500, 600 and 700◦C. The product yields calculated for

the remaining reactor temperatures are not so similar to the literature values,

although for each reactor temperature, except for the reactor temperature of

500◦C, there was only one literature value available to compare it with. For

the reactor temperature of 500◦C the reported product yields are in the range

of 20-40% char and 60-80% volatile, this variability of values reflects the impact

of the different experimental set-ups or procedures on the final product yield.

Each source in the literature might have used a slightly different wheat straw

material and a slightly different experimental procedure. For instance, when

the experiments are carried out in TGA, an isothermal reactor temperature can

be set, but the biomass is in the form of fine particles so it lacks the effect of
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the volatiles being trapped in the particle pores and the effect of the heat trav-

elling from the surface of the particle to its center. When the experiments are

carried out in a pyrolysis reactor, as opposed to the current experiments in a

single particle reactor, they use larger amounts of biomass and they introduce

the biomass in the reactor before the reactor has already reached the desired

pyrolysis temperature.

7.3 Conclusions

In this chapter the three-dimensional single particle model was used to explore

the process of pyrolysis of a wheat straw pellet, and its suitability has also been

discussed.

The unknown parameters in a single particle model can be investigated exper-

imentally in order to obtain constant values or correlations. However, the re-

sults obtained are likely to be more compatible with a three-dimensional model

than with a one-dimensional model in the case of large biomass particles of a

cylindrical shape, that is because a three-dimensional model would mimic the

effect of internal heating with more detail than a simplified one-dimensional

model. It has been observed that for the given pellet dimensions the three-

dimensional model heats more quickly than the one-dimensional model of any

shape, but the gain in model detail might not justify the increase in computa-

tional time. The same guidelines for the determination of the model parame-

ters observed in the results from the one-dimensional model also apply to the

three-dimensional model.
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The experimental measurements of the inner temperature of the pellet have

been taken at the center and at 2 mm, it would be very useful in the future

to consider taking measurements at more inner positions and also at the sur-

face, to have more basis for model validation. The temperature at 2 mm has

been found to be key to confirm the model accuracy, because other parameter

combinations could yield a similar center temperature and a similar mass loss

curve, but not necessarily a similar temperature at 2 mm. It was also observed

that the perforation method of inserting the thermocouple could have dam-

aged the pellet surface, which translates into a shoulder in the temperature

data, more visible for the position at 2 mm. Improvement on the perforation

technique would be advisable in future work.

The volatile and char prediction matches with experimental and literature trends,

but more experimental data about the species in the volatile yield are required

for the process of pyrolysis of a pellet, as well as experimental data on the char

microporosity. The calculated species in the volatile yield could be obtained by

using a detailed kinetic mechanism and validated with the experimental data,

and it would be very interesting to match the species yield at each reactor tem-

perature with the corresponding temperature and porosity distribution. The

porosity distribution could also be matched with the microporosity distribu-

tion if experimental or simulation data are available.



Chapter 8

Overall conclusions

This study consisted on developing and assessing modelling methods that

allowed a better understanding of the physico-chemical processes affecting

biomass during pyrolysis.

A new method to estimate the parameters of a reaction kinetics model directly

from the shape of the derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve has been de-

veloped. This method is suitable for single or multi-component mechanisms

involving single-step reactions. The present work comprehensively encom-

passes the measurable shape parameters of the DTG curve of biomass pyrol-

ysis and from the study of chromatography peaks reported in the literature,

by deriving mathematical expressions that directly link the peak shape with

kinetics. The shape parameters reported in this work can be selected and used

in any combination, according to the number of required kinetic parameters

specific for each reaction model. This gives the flexibility to decide which are

the decomposition characteristics that we want to predict with more accuracy,

191
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and also to assume different rate constants and reaction models. The accu-

racy of the method for the determination of biomass composition is as good

as the experimental data is representative of the biomass composition of the

sample under study. The peak shape method can estimate the contribution

of the biomass main chemical components to the volatile yield, but because

not all the biomass is converted into volatiles, an accurate composition of the

raw biomass cannot be found from thermogravimetric data, but the composi-

tion found is still valuable to use as initial composition in a multi-component

reaction mechanism.

The pyrolysis behaviour of a wheat straw pellet was experimentally analysed.

By comparing the temperature at the center of the pellet with time for the pro-

cess of pyrolysis and oxidative pyrolysis, it was possible to establish the igni-

tion temperature between 300 and 400◦C. The explanation behind that obser-

vation is that the center temperature in oxidative pyrolysis is higher than the

center temperature in pyrolysis, because in oxidative pyrolysis the volatiles re-

leased get in contact with oxygen and partial combustion around the particle

occurs, contributing to increase the temperature of the particle.

It was also observed that below 700◦C, the process of oxidative pyrolysis gen-

erates more carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide than the process of pyrol-

ysis, but at 700◦C there is more carbon monoxide in the process of pyrolysis.

A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that 700◦C is an optimum tem-

perature to generate a large yield of carbon monoxide from biomass decompo-

sition, but when there is oxygen present this carbon monoxide will react with

oxygen to form carbon dioxide, that is why at that temperature there is also a
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large increase of carbon dioxide in the process of oxidative pyrolysis.

A zero-dimensional pyrolysis model, which assumed that the biomass particle

is very small, was used to try to describe the mass loss and the center temper-

ature that a wheat straw pellet experiences during pyrolysis, and it was found

that the benefit of the model simplicity cannot give accurate results of the in-

ner temperature distribution of a pellet. Instead, a particle model is required

to reliably predict the pyrolysis behaviour of thick biomass particles.

The dimensionless form of the governing equations of a single particle model

has been analysed to see which are the dominant processes. The value of the

dimensionless group referring to the volatile phase in the energy balance is

very small, indicating that the contribution of the volatiles to the particle tem-

perature is not significant. The dominant heating mechanism of the particle

is the external heating, particularly heat convection. Although mass convec-

tion of the volatiles phase is not significant to the inner heating profile of a

particle undergoing pyrolysis, it is still an essential mechanism to study the

volatiles product yield and their potential secondary reactions. In this work

secondary reactions have not been included in the model, but the mechanism

of volatiles convection has been studied. To that end, a numerical stabilization

method has been successfully implemented in the single particle model solved

with the finite element method, to help deal with instabilities in the numerical

solution.

The thermo-physical properties of the biomass material such as thermal con-

ductivity and heat capacity are a required input in a single particle model. It is

recommendable to obtain experimental data of pyrolysis at low temperatures
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to first make sure that the selected properties, in combination with the external

heat flow and the biomass density, are able to represent the inner heating of a

given biomass. Once the selected thermo-physical properties have been found

suitable, experimental data of pyrolysis at higher temperatures could be used

to find a kinetic mechanism and an enthalpy of reaction that are able to render

the experimental heating profile caused by pyrolysis.

Experimental information about the inner temperature distribution of a parti-

cle undergoing pyrolysis is paramount in adjusting the parameters of a single

particle model. In this work two inner positions have been measured, one at

the center and the other at 2 cm from the surface at one end of the pellet. It

is recommended to obtain data from as many inner positions as possible. In-

formation about the experimental center temperature and the mass loss is not

enough to adjust and validate a single particle model, and it does not ensure

an accurate prediction of the process.

The way in which the single particle model is implemented gives flexibility

to solve the equations in one-dimension or three-dimensions. A comparison

of the one-dimensional and the three-dimensional models was performed in

terms of their corresponding heating profiles. From these results it has been

shown that the shape of the particle influences the inner heating profile, and

that the assumption of a one-dimensional model decreases the model accuracy

with respect to the heating profile of the particle. However, the computational

time required with the three-dimensional model might not compensate the

small increase in the accuracy of the temperature prediction and it certainly

makes it unsuitable to study the vapour phase transport phenomena, which
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requires a high mesh resolution and a very small time-step.

To render the pyrolysis of a pellet that has a shape different from a sphere or a

long cylinder, whenever the computational cost allows it, a three-dimensional

model should be selected. However, if a reduction of the model complexity is

required and a one-dimensional model has to be used, then a particle shape of

a sphere is most suitable for a short cylindrical pellet than a one-dimensional

cylinder. The values of the thermo-physical properties selected for the single

particle model ideally should be based on the three-dimensional model, which

renders more realistically the heating of a cylindrical pellet of the size used in

this work. However, the same thermo-physical properties might not give sat-

isfactory results when applied to the one-dimensional model, because the par-

ticle shape influences the inner heating profile. When using a one-dimensional

model, either the thermal conductivity could be increased or the heat capac-

ity decreased with respect to the estimated biomass properties in order to ap-

proach the heating profile obtained using a three-dimensional model.

The mass loss calculated with the single particle model for the different reactor

temperatures yields a lower char content for higher reactor temperatures by

the end of pyrolysis. While this behaviour makes sense, it would also make

sense that from a given reactor temperature, the differences in final char yield

would tend to stabilize, after all, there is only a maximum weight percentage

of biomass that is physically able to be released in the form of volatile. This

observation suggests that either the ash content in wheat straw is significant

enough to be added as an initial biomass component, or that there should be a

char generating reaction added to the kinetic mechanism.
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8.1 Future work

Further investigation of biomass pyrolysis linking realistic particle shape and

size and typical operating conditions with the characterization of the yielded

products is required to optimize the process and increase its commercial appli-

cability.

The modelling work developed in this thesis can be used as a tool for future

research on the biomass kinetics and transport phenomena. The peak shape

method can be used as a tool to obtain a quick kinetic analysis, therefore it

would be interesting to compare the pyrolysis behaviour of different types of

biomass. The possibility to use the peak shape method with different single-

step mechanisms, and to adapt it to other reaction laws different from the first-

order, makes it possible to also study other thermal processes from which a

derivative thermogravimetric curve can be obtained, such as a drying process

or the decomposition of other polymers or solid fuels.

Relevant experimental data could be obtained from the pyrolysis of a biomass

particle by following the suggestions given in this work, which includes ob-

taining a more detailed temperature profile of the pellet and the determination

of the biomass thermo-physical properties from the temperature profile of the

particle at low reactor temperatures.

A very attractive simulation study of pyrolysis of a single particle, in addition

to including the process of mass convection, would be to allow the gas in the

reactor environment to penetrate the particle pores. This model would be very

useful to study secondary pyrolysis, and it could also be applied for oxidative
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pyrolysis, combustion and gasification.

The single particle model developed in this work is very flexible in terms of

the kinetic mechanism assumed, therefore a thorough comparison of different

kinetic mechanisms available in the literature would be useful to identify the

mechanism best suited with respect to the given experimental data and the

information required from the model predictions.

A parameter that has not yet been determined for the pyrolysis of a single par-

ticle is the residence time of the volatiles inside the particle, which is different

from the residence time of the volatiles in the reactor, and more difficult to

estimate. The volatiles generated from pyrolysis are more likely to undergo

secondary reactions if they are either inside the particle or very close to its sur-

face, therefore the investigation of this parameter would allow its utilization

as an operating condition.

The inner temperature distribution and the inner volatiles velocity obtained

from the single particle model could potentially be matched with the charac-

terization of the volatile yield, allowing a direct link between the inner heating

rate of the particle and species in the product. Another interesting possibility

of future work would be to match the inner temperature and porosity distri-

bution with the char quality and microporosity, allowing the determination of

the best operating conditions depending on the desired char applications. To

that end, it would be beneficial to find a way to define a changing pore size in

the model.

At a broader level, the particles interaction inside a reactor as well as the reac-

tor fluid dynamics should also be considered to fully understand and predict
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the performance of biomass pyrolysis at either small or large scale.
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Appendix A

Transformation of the energy

balance

Transformation of the energy balance from the variable enthalpy to tempera-

ture. The original form of the balance is in terms of enthalpy.

∂

∂t
(ρsHs + ερvHv) +∇ · (u ∑

i
ρv,iHv,i) = ∇ · (λ∇T) +∇ ·

[
∑

i
Hv,iεD

(
∇ρv,i −

ρv,i

ρv
∇ρv

)]
(A.1)

Assuming that
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(
∂H
∂T

)
P
= Cp (A.2)

∇H = Cp · ∇T (A.3)

the product rule on the first term is applied

∂

∂t
(ρsHs + ερvHv) =

(
ρs

∂Hs

∂t
+ Hs

∂ρs

∂t

)
+

(
ερv

∂Hv

∂t
+ Hv

∂ερv

∂t

)
(A.4)

=

(
ρsCp,s

∂T
∂t

+ ερvCp,v
∂T
∂t

)
+

(
Hs

∂ρs

∂t
+ Hv

∂ερv

∂t

)
, (A.5)

now the product rule on the second term

∇ · (u ∑
i

ρv,iHv,i) = uρv,i · ∇Hv,i + Hv,i∇ · (uρv,i) (A.6)

= uρv,iCp,i · ∇T + Hv,i∇ · (uρv,i). (A.7)

At this point, this is how the energy balance looks
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(ρsCp,s + ερvCp,v)
∂T
∂t

+ uρvCp,v · ∇T −∇ · (λ∇T)

= −∑
i

Hs,i
∂ρs

∂t
−∑

i
Hv,i

(
∂

∂t
(ερv,i) +∇ ·

[
(uæv,i)− εD

(
∇ρv,i −

ρv,i

ρv
∇ρv

)])
.

(A.8)

Next, if we take into account Eq. (5.5) and (5.8), we can modify the terms with

enthalpy as follows

(ρsCp,s + ερvCp,v)
∂T
∂t

+ uρvCp,v∇T −∇ · (λ∇T)

= −∑
r,i

Hs,iνr,i
∂ξr

∂t
−∑

r,i
Hv,iνr,i

∂ξr

∂t
(A.9)

(ρsCp,s + ερvCp,v)
∂T
∂t

+ uρvCp,v · ∇T −∇ · (λ∇T) = −∑
r

∆Hr
∂ξr

∂t
(A.10)

where

∆Hr = ∑
i

Hs,iν
s
r,i + ∑

i
Hv,iν

v
r,i (A.11)

and
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(Cp,sρs + εCp,vρv)
∂T
∂t

= ∑
i
(Cp,iρs,i + εCp,iρv,i)

∂T
∂t

. (A.12)
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Finite element formulation of the

governing equations

The variational formulation of the governing equations is

FT =
∫

∂T
∂t

ψT dx +
∫

uρvCp,v · ∇TψTdx +
∫

λ∇T · ∇ψT dx +
∫

∆Hr
∂ξr

∂t
ψT dx

+
∮

hT(T − T∞)ψT ds +
∮

εσ((Tn)4 − T4
∞)ψT ds = 0 (B.1)

Fρs = ∑
i

∫
∂ρs,i

∂t
ψρs,i dx−

∫
∑

i
∑

r
νr,i

∂ξr

∂t
ψρv,i dx = 0 (B.2)

Fρv = ∑
i

∫
∂ρv,i

∂t
ψρv,i dx +

∫
∇ · (ρv,iu)ψρv,i dx−

∫
∑

i
∑

r
νr,i

∂ξr

∂t
ψρs,i dx = 0

(B.3)

(B.4)
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Fε =
∫ [

ε− [1− (1− ε0)]
ρs

ρs,0

]
ψε dx = 0 (B.5)

FP =
∫ [

P−∑
i

ρv,i

MWv,i
R T

]
ψP dx = 0 (B.6)

Fu =
∫ [

v +
κ

µ
∇P
]

ψv dx = 0 (B.7)

where T is temperature, included in the energy balance in Eq. 5.12, ρs is the

density of the solid phase, included in the solid mass balance in Eq. 5.5, ρv

is the density of the vapour phase, included in the vapour mass balance in

Eq. 5.8, P is pressure, included in the ideal gas law from Eq. 5.10, ε is porosity,

included in Eq. 5.11, and u is the velocity of the vapour phase, included in

Eq. 5.9.

The variational formulation of the volatiles conservation equation, including

the stabilization term is

Fρv = ∑
i

∫
∂ρv,i

∂t
ψρv,i dx−

∫
∑

i
∑

r
νr,i

∂ξr

∂t
ψρs,i dx +

∫
(u · ∇ρv,i) ψρv,i dx

+
∫

∑
i

τSUPG u · ∇ψρv,i(u · ∇ρv,i) dx (B.8)

The corresponding basis functions for each variable are
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T = ∑
j

TjψT,j (B.9)

ρs = ∑
j

ρs,jψρs,j (B.10)

ρv = ∑
j

ρv,jψρv,j (B.11)

ε = ∑
j

ε jψε,j (B.12)

P = ∑
j

PjψP,j (B.13)

u = ∑
j

ujψu,j (B.14)



Appendix C

Supplementary information

The programs used to generate some of the key figures in this thesis are sup-

plied as additional material and can be found in https://doi.org/10.

15129/85fc257c-19ae-4399-a747-70a32084bee9. The program linked

to each selected figure can be used as a tool to study other materials and pro-

cess conditions. The figures selected are from the chapters where mathematical

models have been implemented. Figures 3.7 and 3.9 from Chapter 3 are exam-

ples of application of the developed fitting method for thermogravimetric data

from pyrolysis of biomass, and Figures 6.2 and 7.2 from Chapters 6 and 7 are

the results obtained by numerically solving the single particle model for the

pyrolysis of a wheat straw pellet.
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